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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There has been much interest in recent years in animal waste pollu-
tion. Most of the interest has been directed at point sources of pollu-
tion (e.g., feedlots) or nonpoint sources such as cropland or intensively 
managed pasture land. 
With high grain prices and a greater demand for grain abroad for 
human consumption, more emphasis in the future will likely be placed up-
on greater forage utilization in beef production systems. Much of the 
additional forage will have to come from rangeland, requiring more 
efficient rangeland forage production. Consequently, there will be a 
need for greater understanding of range ecosystems. 
Recently, larger numbers of cattle, particularly growing animals, 
have been maintained on rangeland for longer periods of time because of 
the economic situation in the beef cattle industry. If proper manage-
ment is not practiced, high stocking rates and overgrazing might lead to 
greater water pollution from animal wastes produced by livestock grazing 
rangeland. 
The objectives of this study were to determine (1) the effects of 
range site and plant species composition on plant fiber components and 
in vivo nylon bag dry matter digestibility (NBDMD) of tallgrass prairie 
vegetation, (2) effects of range site and plant species composition on 
plant chemical composition of tallgrass prairie vegetation, and (3) the 
1 
chemical and fiber composition of all-age dung throughout the year and 
change in composition over time of recently deposited dung. 
This thesis was written in the style and format for technical 
journals. The style and format adhered to in this thesis is that of 
2 
the Journal of Range Management. Results of this study are presented in 
three different papers. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In the last decade considerable work has been conducted in the area 
of animal waste pollution. Recently, a comprehensive review by Ramsey 
(1974) included 1264 references to journal articles, conference pro-
ceedings, university and government publications. There was not one 
reference, however, that was directly related to the potential pollution 
from rangeland watersheds grazed by cattle. 
Factors Influencing Plant Chemical Composition 
A knowledge of plant chemical composition is essential and signifi-
cant to better understand the relationships involved between plant and 
dung chemical composition. There are many factors affecting the maturity 
and consequently the chemical composition of rangeland herbage. 
Soil Water Content 
Soil moisture affects both the chemical composition and yield of 
plants. Early in the growing season soil water content is usually abund-
ant. Plants are green and growing rapidly. Moisture,crude protein (CP) 
and phosphorus (P) content are high; whereas, crude fiber (CF) is low. 
As the growing season progresses soil water content decreases in temper-
ate regions and plants mature and become dry. Throughout the growing 
season different changes occur in the plants: (1) CP and P decrease 
3 
4 
(Oelberg 1956); (2) CF increases (Savage and Heller 1947); and (3) di-
gestibility of most plant components decreases (Cook et al. 1961). 
Plant maturity causes most of these effects, with a decrease in soil 
water content indirectly affecting the resultant changes. Calcium (Ca) 
content is affected by soil water content and stage of growth, depending 
on species and location. 
Precipitation 
The amount and distribution of precipitation will affect plant chem-
ical composition both directly and indirectly. Leaching of nutrients is 
. . 
the direct effect while variations in the amount of soil water content 
available for plant growth is the indirect effect. 
Exposure to rain results in leaching and causes decreases in CP, P 
and ash of mature dry plants. Crude fiber is a plant component that re-
sists leaching, thus proportionately increasing as leaching progresses. 
All species do not react in the same way. Crude protein of native 
grasses in New Mexico greatly declined with leaching incuring losses of 
37 to 73% between October and March (Watkins 1943). Calcium and P con-
tents were significantly reduced by heavy winter precipitation between 
October and March (Watkins 1943). Savage and Heller (1947) observed 
little influence of leaching on Ca content of grasses in Oklahoma. 
Guilbert et al. (1931) indicated that Ca content in bur clover and 
alfilaria is not affected greatly but P content is lowered, thus widen-
ing the Ca:P ratio. Dry mature grasses are in general lower in Ca con-
tent and since the P content is also reduced by leaching, the Ca:P ratio 
remained practically unchanged (Guilbert et al. 1931). 
5 
Soil Characteristics 
Plant chemical composition is affected by different aspects related 
to soil such as soil depth and nutrient content of the soil. 
Soil depth has been studied with seeded grasses on deep, sandy loam 
and shallow, rocky clay loam soils. Plants on shallow soil contained 
higher percentages of CP and less CF (Cook 1959). They were also found 
to be more palatable to livestock than those on deeper soil. Soil depth 
effect was indirectly responsible for this difference. Plants on shal-
low soil were more leafy and had smaller stems. Leafy characteristics 
would explain the greater palatability (Cook 1959). Stoddart (1941) 
however, found plants on deeper soils to have more ash and P than those 
on shallower soils. All other nutrients remained about the same. Site 
differences in soil nutrients or soil water content could be factors re-
sponsible for contradictory results. 
Nitrogen generally has been the only fertilizer nutrient to affect 
the quality of grass herbage in the plains and mountains of the United 
States (Cook 1965). However, the relationship between soil fertility 
and plant chemical composition has not been established for all soils 
and species, and the effect of nutrient status of the soil can be al-
tered by other factors. 
Plant Species Composition 
There are infinite variations in forage value among species. Range 
grasses in general have a higher CP and P content early in the growing 
season. Energy in the form of CF, cellulose, is low in the early grow-
ing season. As the plants mature there is a reverse relationship between 
nutrients that were high at the start of the growing season versus those 
6 
that were low (Oelberg 1956). 
Forbs do not generally cure well. Consequently, they are inferior 
as forage to both grass and browse during the non-growing season. 
Actively growing forbs, especially legumes, are consistently higher in 
Ca than grasses. Forbs are most nutritious early in the growing season 
due to a high CP content (Oelberg 1956). 
Browse species more nearly maintain their peak nutrient values 
throughout the growing season. Generally, browse plants are more deep-
rooted and tend to store food reserves in stems rather than roots 
(Stoddart and Smith 1955). They do not decrease in CP and energy during 
dry periods or during the winter as much as grasses (Stoddart and Smith 
1955). Reductions in CP and P with increase in CF occur. Browse 
species in New Mexico contain more than three times as much Ca and 61% 
more P than grasses in the fall (Watkins 1937) • 
Stage of Maturity 
Stage of maturity seems to be the most important factor affecting 
plant chemical composition and digestibility (Oelberg 1956). In the 
spring there is usually a higher soil water content and more favorable 
temperatures to initiate the start of rapid plant growth. Whitman et 
al. (1951) reported native and tame grasses of western North Dakota lost 
on an average 71% of their CP content by the end of September. Forage 
plants in Utah showed grass species had an average CP content of 8.2%, 
7.2% and 4.5% in early, mid and late season, respectively (Cook and 
Harris 1950). 
Phosphorus content normally parallels that of CP in regard to stage 
of maturity. Losses of from 49 to 83% P, over the growing season, were 
7 
found in range grasses in New Mexico. 
Range site also has an effect on plant chemical composition in re-
lation to stage of maturity. Protein content (10.8% to 9.6%) on unfav-
orable sites was significantly higher than on favorable sites (Cook 
1959). The difference was largely due to differences in stem-leaf 
ratio. Leaves and stems were higher in lignin content (6.5% to 6.0%) 
on the favorable sites. Cellulose content in the entire plant was sig-
nificantly higher (31.2% to 28.7%) on favorable sites than on unfavor-
able sites. 
Factors Affecting Diet Quality and 
Digestibility of Forage 
For many years forage yield was the main criterion for forage value. 
In recent years relationships between forage yield, quality and animal 
response have been studied. Forage quality is an indicator of plant 
chemical composition. A high-quality forage for a ruminant animal will 
possess certain characteristics: (1) high-palatability to the animal, 
with increased feed intake, (2) optimum levels of various nutrient com-
ponents in proper ratios during animal use, (3) high apparent digesti-
bility of nutrients with optimum ratio of nitrogenous to non-nitrogenous 
components, (4) optimum proportions of volatile fatty acids (VFA) for 
efficient energy production, (5) adequate amounts of minerals, vitamins 
and trace elements and (6) efficient convertability of components needed 
for the animal body over sustained periods of time (Dietz 1970). The 
plant chemical composition of the animal diet selected is not necessar-
ily the same as that of forage (Laycock and Price 1970). 
The declines in digestibility are not due just to changes in chemi-
8 
cal composition. The digestibility of all chemical components declines. 
Unfavorable climatic conditions are a cause of poor digestibility (Min-
--
son and Meleod 1970) and lower mineral contents of forage (Patil and 
--~---·-----_____,. 
Jones 1970). 
Dung Chemical Composition 
The consistency of dung (physical characteristics and/or chemical 
composition) varies greatly depending upon the time of year cattle are 
grazing as it influences the type of forage being consumed. The con-
tent of the structural carbohydrates in dung is inversely related to the 
digestibility of the grazed forage, while the N content of dung is di-
rectly related to theN content in the forage (Raymond 1966). Direct 
counts of 250-3000 million bacteria/gm of cattle dung have been reported 
(Witzel et al. 1966). Various forms of dead and living organisms includ-
ing protozoa and eggs, larvae and adults of parasitic nematodes, cestodes 
and trematodes are also present in dung composition. 
Chemical composition analyses of dung and urine on a percentage net 
weight basis suggest that most voided P occurred in the feces, while N 
and K occurred in the urine (Heady 1975). The amount of Nand sulfur 
(S) mineralized is closely related to the N and S content of the dung 
(Barrow 1961) . There is no evidence that fecal excretion of N, S or 
organic P is affected by the level of feed intake (Barrow and Lambourne 
1962). There is a very high recovery of N through the excreta on grazed 
pasture against the ungrazed area when pasture was fertilized (Brockman 
et al. 1971). 
Dung of sheep grazing fertilized pastures contained a consistently 
higher P content than dung of sheep grazing unfertilized pastures. When 
9 
comparing both fertilized and unfertilized pastures, total inorganic P 
content varied widely, 0.18 to 1.7%, while organic P content changes 
were small, 0.15 to 0.4% (Bromfield 1961). Inorganic Pis readily sol-
uble in acid but not in water and is readily available to the plant; 
whereas, organic P is not readily available to the plant nor rapidly 
mineralized to inorganic P (Bromfield 1961). 
Degradation of Dung 
Degradation Process 
There are many factors involved in degradation of dung and their 
effects and interrelationships with various other components. The 
process dung degradation is a complex one beginning as soon as it is 
deposited. It is primarily the result of microbial activity that leads 
to the production of co2 , NH3 , H2o, nitrate and nitrites. This in turn 
is accompanied by synthesis of humic compounds of higher molecular 
weight (Marsh and Campling 1970). 
Disappearance Rate 
This aspect of dung degradation is influenced primarily by two 
factors: (1} formation of hard crust which decreases the eroding effect 
of rain and retards decomposition and (2} consistency of dung in rela-
tion to seasonal changes. Weeda (1967} reported dung deposited in the 
fall disappeared in one-two months and dung deposited in late spring or 
early summer disappeared in four-six months. Dung will tend to start 
decomposing on the margins first, and then the central area will decom-
pose rather slowly from the underside upward. After the patch is broken 
10 
into several pieces it will disappear rather rapidly (Weeda 1967). Dung 
decomposition of N fertilized pastures of two different levels, 500 or 
2 125 kg/ha/yr. had a mean area of dung patches of .06 m with no differ-
ence between patches on the two N treatments (Castle and MacDaid 1972). 
The dung patches on high and low N treatments crumbled in 63 and 55 
days and disappeared in 115 and 113 days, respectively. 
CHAPTER III 
STUDY AREA 
The study area, part of the Lake Carl Blackwell watershed, is lo-
0 
cated 16 km northwest of Stillwater, Oklahoma, USA (Lat. 38 N, Long. 
0 97 W, elevation 290-318 m) in the NW~, Section 32, T20N, RlE of the 
Indian Meridian (Fig. 1). The remainder of the watershed is located in 
the SW~, Section 32 and the eastern edge of Section 31, Noble County. 
Climate 
The climate is continental, with hot summers and variable winters. 
The average annual temperature is 16°C. The average absolute maximum 
temperature is 44°C in either July or August. The average absolute min-
imum temperature is -26°C in January. Average wind speed varies from 
15 km/hr in August to 25 km/hr in March. The mean relative humidity 
varies from 62% in July and August to 71% in December and January. The 
average number of frost-free days is 206 from early April to late 
October. Average annual precipitation is 820 mm with about 75% occur-
ring during the growing season. The average monthly precipitation 
ranges from about 120 mm in May to 30 to 35 mm in December, January and 
February. 
Topography 
The watershed, 57.5 ha in size, is rolling with 3 to 5% slopes on 
11 
Fig. 1. Map showing location of watershed in relation to 
Lake Carl Blackwell. 
12 
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the ridges and upland areas. The land adjacent to the drainageways has 
slopes of 5 to 10% or more but there are no active gulleys. The water-
shed is composed of two major drainageways which merge about 90 m up-
stream from a weir. The north drainageway has a watershed area of 20 
ha. A stock water pond lies in the upper end with a watershed area of 
6.1 ha. The north drainageway has a fall of 26 m over a distance of 
760 m. The watershed area of the south drainageways is 30 ha. The fall 
is 26 m over a distance of 1060 m. The watershed has an eastwardly fall 
and a triangular shape. 
Soils 
There are eight soil series (Appendix A) with soils of very-fine 
or fine-loamy, mixed thermic Vertic Haplustalfs occupying 70% of the 
watershed (Fig. 2). The proportion of soil orders is 78% Alfisols, 16% 
Mollisols and 6% Inceptisols. On a range site basis, the watershed is 
composed of 53% loamy prairie, 32% shallow prairie, 7% claypan prairie, 
6% shallow savannah and 2% sandy savannah. The loamy and claypan 
prairie sites are combined as loamy prairie and the shallow prairie, 
shallow savannah and sandy savannah sites are combined as shallow 
prairie. 
Vegetation 
Many of the plant species present on the watershed (Fig. 3) are 
those tallgrass prairie climax species described by Bruner (1931) and 
Carpenter (1940). Other existing grassland species common to lower 
successional stages of the tallgrass prairie have been described by 
Sims and Dwyer (1965). About 80 to 85% of the watershed is grassland 
14 
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Fig. 2. Soil survey map. 
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Fig. 3. General view of watershed vegetation. 
Fig. 4. Aerial view of watershed. 
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(Fig. 4). The average plant species class composition (Fig. 5) on loamy 
prairie sites during the growing season was 20% tallgrasses, 25% little 
bluestem (Schizachyrium scoporium), 13% midgrasses, 2% shortgrasses, 7% 
other grasses, 25% forbs and 8% shrubs (Powell et al. 1978). On shallow 
prairie sites the average species class composition was 8% tallgrasses, 
20% little bluestem, 17% midgrasses, 7% shortgrasses, 13% other grasses, 
33% forbs and 2% shrubs. The major tallgrasses included big bluestem 
(Andropogon gerardii), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and Indiangrass 
(Sorghastrum nutans). Midgrasses included various species of Andropogon, 
Panicum, Paspalum, dropseed (Sporobolus spp.), other genera and sideoats 
grama (Bouteloua curtipendula). Shortgrasses included buffalograss 
(Buchloe dactyloides) and other Bouteloua species. The major shrubs 
were buckbrush (Symphoricarpos orbiculatus) and smooth sumac (Rhus 
glabra). Post oak (Quercus stellata) and blackjack oak (Q. marilandica) 
were the dominant trees on the savannah sites. Elm (Ulmus), hackberry 
(Celtis), ash (Fraxinus) and persimmon (Diospyros) species were most 
common along drainageways. 
Livestock 
The watershed is grazed by Oklahoma State University cattle under 
a yearlong grazing, cow-calf management system. It is generally not 
grazed during the last two weeks of April and during the 75 days between 
August 1 and October 15. The average grazing use for the total water-
shed was about 70 animal-unit-days (AUD)/ha in 1976. Dry cows were 
supplemented with about 1 kg of cottonseed meal (41% protein) per head 
per day from October 15 to December 31 when they were removed from the 
watershed. From latter January to mid April cows and calves were fed 
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Fig. 5. Species composition (%} of herbage on loamy and 
shallow prairie sites (SCSC = Schizachyrium scoparium) 
(from Powell, et al. 1978). 
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2.7 kg of soybean meal range cubes (20% protein) and 1.8 kg of prairie 
hay per cow per day. A dicalciurn-phosphorus mineral supplement plus 
salt was provided free choice during all grazing periods. 
CHAPTER IV 
TALLGRASS PRAIRIE VEGETATION ON A RANGELAND WATER-
SHED: THE EFFECT OF RANGE SITES AND PLANT 
SPECIES COMPOSITION ON IN VIVO NYLON 
BAG DRY MATTER DIGESTIBILITY AND 
PLANT FIBER COMPONENTS DURING 
DROUGHT CONDITIONS 
Abstract 
The effects of range sites and plant species composition on plant 
fiber components and in vivo nylon bag dry matter digestibility (NBDMD) 
were studied on a tallgrass prairie watershed in north central Oklahoma. 
Drought stress was evident in herbage because of lack of precipitation 
and soil water. In general, cellulose content was inversely related to 
lignin content between May and July. Acid-detergent fiber (ADF) con-
tent was increased by the relative percentage of total warm season 
grasses (P < .10) and by percentage of tallgrasses plus Schizachyrium 
scoparium (P < .01). NBDMD was correlated with ADF (r = -0.77) 
(P < .01) and declined 1.62% for each l% increase in ADF. Differences 
in mean cellulose content and NBDMD on different sites differed signifi-
cantly (P < .01) across months. Differences in NBDMD on different sites 
were correlated with ADF (r = -0.80) (P < .01) and declined 1.73% for 
each 1% increase in ADF. 
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Introduction 
For many years forage yield was the main criterion for forage 
value. In recent years relationships between forage yield, quality and 
animal response have been studied. The diet of the animal consists of 
plant parts and species selected by the animal and the plant chemical 
composition of the diet selected is not necessarily the same as that of 
forage (Laycock and Price 1970). Plant species composition affects nu-
trient quality of herbage. As plants mature there is a reverse rela-
tionship between nutrients that were high at the start of the growing 
season and those that were low (Oelberg 1956). 
Range site affects plant chemical composition during different 
phenological stages of plant development. ·Plant chemical composition 
influences palatability and range site influences chemical composition 
of the plant tissues; therefore, range site influences palatability of 
plants (Watkins 1940 and Plice 1952). 
There is also a difference in selection of diet due to animal 
species (Van Dyne and Heady 1965). Where forage is plentiful, selec-
tivity enables animals to maintain nutrient levels of their diet even 
though the nut~ient value of the plants decreases with maturity (Cook 
and Harris 1952 and Edelfen et al. 1960). Sheep fitted with esophageal 
fistulas, grazing California annual range, consistently consumed forage 
that was higher in protein and lower in crude fiber than samples clipped 
from the same area (Weir and Torell 1959). 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of range site 
and plant species composition on plant fiber components and in vivo 
nylon bag dry matter digestibility of tallgrass prairie vegetation. 
21 
Methods and Materials 
Forage Collection 
Twenty~nine permanent locations were arbitrarily selected for 
monthly vegetation sampling. The number and distribution of locations 
provided a range in site conditions for regression analyses and replica-
tions on the major soil types in proportion to their percentage of 
occurrence throughout the watershed. Fourteen of the locations were on 
loamy sites and 15 were on shallow sites. 
Sampling areas (Fig. 1) consisted of an area around each permanent 
location as indicated by a neutron probe access tube. The tube was the 
pivot point of the circle with a radius of 15 m. The circle was marked 
off in 20° increments beginning with 10° and ending at 350°. The circle 
was divided into thirds with boundaries falling on the compass bearings 
of 0°, 120° and 240°. Bearings 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 (corresponds to 
the degree readings of 10°, 30°, 50°, 70°, 90° and 110°) are in transect 
#1. Bearings 13, 15, 17, 19, 21 and 23 are in transect #2 and transect 
#3 consists of bearings 25, 27, 29, 31, 33 and 35. 
Each bearing had six points beginning at 5 m from the center and 
occurring at 7, 9, 11, 13 and 15m. The plots to be sampled were pre-
determined on a master copy of the location diagram. 
Species composition and forage production were determined at each 
location using three estimated samples. Vegetation at one of the three 
sampling points was clipped at each location. Clipping was at ground 
level to determine total top growth. All estimates and clippings were 
f 5 2 . d rom 0. m c1rcular qua rats. 
Soil water content was determined monthly at each location. At 
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Fig. 1. Schematic used to randomly select plot locations at each site. 
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each location, a neutron probe access tube was driven into the soil to 
the maximum depth possible. Access tube depths ranged from 22 to 137 
em which, in most cases, coincided with the solum thickness. Soil water 
content was determined at several depths. From the soil surface to 50 
em soil water content was determined at 10 em increments and depths 
greater than 50 em determined at 20 em increments. Soil water content 
was determined using a portable neutron scattering moisture meter (Stone 
et al. 1955), d/m-GAUGE Model 2800 portable scaler. 
Laboratory Analyses 
Clipped vegetation samples were separated into live and standing 
dead components, and ground through a 2 mm screen in a Wiley mill. 
Samples were analyzed for in vivo nylon bag dry matter digestibility 
(NBDMD) by a nylon bag technique (Johnson 1969), acid-detergent fiber 
(ADF), lignin and cellulose. ADF and lignin were determined by the 
permanganate oxidation procedure of Van Soest and Wine (1968). Samples 
consisted of 3 gm aliquot for DMD and a 0.5 gm aliquot for ADF and 
lignin. NBDMD analysis was triplicated while all other laboratory 
analyses were duplicated. 
NBDMD 
Three Holstein steers (408 kg mean weight) fitted with permanent 
rumen cannulae on May 5 for NBDMD trials were put on 9.5 ha of range-
land on May 20, 1976. This grazing area was composed of nearly the 
same plant species composition as the study area. 
On November 1, hay from the same paddock in which the steers grazed 
was cut and baled in order to continue the NBDMD trials through the 
24 
winter months. On November 3, the hay was transported to a barn and 
stored. The steers (427 kg mean weight) were put in a drylot paddock 
on November 10, 1976. Four samples from both the supplement and hay 
were analyzed for CP. The supplement and hay averaged 22% and 5.5% CP, 
respectively. Steers were fed 7 kg hay/hd/day, 1.12 kg supplement/hd/ 
day, salt and water ad libitum. On April 14, 1977, the steers (510 kg 
mean weight) were taken back to the same paddock on rangeland to con-
tinue the NBDMD trial through May, 1977. 
Nylon Bag Technique 
Nylon bags were made from 100 mesh nylon. The bags were 5.0 by 
7.6 em with rounded corners to prevent the sample from collecting in 
the corners. A nylon thread was used for sewing the bags together. A 
set of six soft braided nylon lines (29 kg test), each 0.91 min length 
were cut. A rubber stopper was tied at one end and a beveled stainless 
steel weight (76 gm) attached at the other end. A set of six lines (29 
kg test) were also assembled without a weight on the end. Three small 
loops were made in the line. The first loop was 20 em from the weight. 
The remaining two loops were spaced at 5 em intervals above the first 
loop. Attached to each loop was a #3, brass swivel. A line (16 kg 
test) 23 em long was attached with five loops in the line and a #3, 
brass swivel attached to each loop. After putting forage samples in the 
nylon bags, the bags were closed and tied with a line (16 kg test). 
The nylon bags were attached to each of the five loops. There were 15 
samples per primary line and two lines per steer for a total of 30 
samples per steer per analysis. A line of less than 24 kg test was not 
strong enough for the 0.91 m primary line and would break. The 76 gm 
stainless steel weight was found to be unnecessary when test animals 
were on an all-forage diet. 
NBDMD Field and Laboratory Technique 
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Forage samples were analyzed for NBDMD on a monthly basis to cor-
respond to the monthly collection period of the forage from the study 
area. NBDMD was determined for 48-hr incubation periods. After 48 hr, 
samples were taken from the steers, washed in ice water, placed in a 
chest of ice water, and transported to the laboratory. In the labora-
tory individual bags were washed thoroughly with cold tap water. The 
bags were then placed on drying trays and put into an oven at 55°C for 
48 hr. Twenty-four hours after beginning the drying process, bags were 
removed and ties removed to allow more thorough drying the next 24 hr. 
Following the drying procedure, samples were placed in desicators 
immediately upon removal from the oven. Samples were then reweighed 
and the percent NBDMD calculated. 
Data Compilation and Statistical Analyses 
Measurements of species, herbage weights, and laboratory data were 
recorded directly on data forms prepared to facilitate key-punching 
data cards directly from data forms. Examples of the data forms, input 
programs and procedures are printed in Appendices I, J, K, L, N, 0, P, 
Q, and R. Data were stored and processed by the Oklahoma State Uni-
versity IBM 370/158 computer. Statistical analyses were performed 
using the procedures of the Statistical Analysis System, SA572, (Barr 
and Goodnight 1972) . Regression and analyses of variance tables are 
shown in Appendices 0, P, Q and R. All differences discussed were sig-
26 
nificant at the (P < .05) level unless otherwise specified. 
Results and Discussion 
Precipitation and Soil Water Content 
Precipitation during the growing season of 1976 was below the 
longterm average for that period of time (Fig. 2). March, 1977 was 
the only month in which the amount of precipitation exceeded the long-
term average. Soil water content declined rapidly from a high of 34.2 
em in May to a low of 18.1 em in August. Rapid growth rates of the 
vegetation occurred during the sharpest decline of soil water content 
in May and June. Infrequent rains that provided additional soil water 
between June and October were rapidly depleted during the hot summer 
months. 
Drought stress was very evident by July. Cook and Harris (1950) 
indicated that environmental factors and soil water content are more 
important in determining the nutrient content of range forage plants 
under various site conditions. Drought stress appeared to occur earlier 
and to a greater degree for the same species on shallow prairie sites 
than on loamy prairie sites. 
Fiber Components and NBDMD 
Cellulose and Lignin 
Cellulose content (%), in live and dead biomass declined between 
April and May (Fig. 3). As cellulose content declined from 31.9% to 
22.7% in live herbage and 38.9% to 34.1% in standing dead litter during 
the above period, lignin content increased in live herbage from 11.3% 
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Fig. 3. Cellulose and lignin contents (%) in plant biomass from April, 1976 
through March, 1977. 
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to 15.4%. This was related to the increased maturity of cool season 
annual grasse:; and spring forbs in May. In general, cellulose content 
was inversely related to lignin content between May and July (Fig. 3). 
The decline in lignin content from 15.1% to 10.2% between May and July 
may have resulted from an increase in the percentage of growing tall-
grasses and a decrease in percentage of mature cool season annual 
grasses. Broyles (1978) reported the period of peak production in the 
tallgrass prairie varies from June to August depending on species com-
position, site factors such as soil water content and external factors 
such as grazing intensity. The difference in lignin content ranged 
from 10.2% to 15.4% in live herbage and from 11.0% to 16.1% in dead 
biomass. Grasses in Montana showed increases in lignin content of 5% 
in May to 18% in September (Patton and Gieseker 1942) • Cellulose and 
lignin content in dead biomass was relatively stable throughout the 
winter months (Fig. 3). Specific mean values (± SE) for cellulose, 
lignin, ADF and NBDMD in live and dead biomass are shown in Appendix B. 
ADF 
Changes in ADF content in live herbage, generally reflected the 
change in species composition and different stages of maturity of the 
species (Fig. 4). ADF content was correlated (r = -.23) (P < .10) to 
percent warm season annual grasses in April. As the warm season annual 
grasses matured ADF content declined and upon reaching maturation ADF 
content increased 1% for every 8.6% increase in warm season annual 
grasses. Differences in ADF content were negatively correlated 
(r = -.26) (P < .10) to total warm season grasses in August. ADF con-
tent (%) was increased l% for every 0.22% increase in tallgrasses plus 
ADF DMD 
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Fig. 4. ADF content (%) in plant biomass from April, 1976 through March, 
1977 and NBDMD (%) from June, 1976 through March, 1977. 
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little bluestem in August (P < .01). The ADF content in dead biomass 
was the previous year's growth in the spring. After July, a greater 
percentage of the dead biomass was the current year's growth. Changes 
in ADF content in dead biomass were closely associated with different 
stages of plant phenology for different species. The ADF content of 
dead biomass in March, 1977 (51.3%) was at about the same level as in 
April, 1976 (52.7%). 
NBDMD 
NBDMD in June (35.7%) was much lower than generally reported for 
live vegetation in the literature (Fig. 4). Burzlaff (1971) reported 
DMD values of growing range grasses to be 40 to 70%, declining sharply 
as the growing period advances. Annual grasses in California were 
found to be 47% digestible in midsummer when they were dry (Van Dyne 
1965). Tallgrasses were at peak production in June and the herbage was 
clipped at ground level. 
As actively growing shortgrasses and summer forbs increased in 
percent composition of the herbage, the NBDMD increased until all 
species reached peak production (Fig. 4). Arnold (1962) found digesti-
bility of herbage selected by grazing sheep in Australia did not de-
cline until almost three weeks after a substantial decline in digesti-
bility of the same species clipped and fed to penned sheep. NBDMD 
increased rapidly from 35.7% in June to 50.4% in August and at the same 
time there is a rapid growth in shortgrasses and late summer forbs. 
Dry matter digestibility of the dead plus live and dead biomass was 
relatively constant between November and March, declining from 30.0% 
to 18.8%. Dry matter digestibility of the live plus dead biomass 
throughout the year was highly correlated (r = -0.78) (P < .01) with 
ADF and declined 1.62% for each l% increase in ADF. 
Effect of Range Site on Fiber Components 
and NBDMD 
Cellulose and Lignin 
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The cellulose content in live biomass on loamy sites was higher 
than that on shallow sites on all sampling dates except early May (Fig. 
5). Cellulose content in the entire plant was significantly higher on 
favorable sites (31.2%) than on unfavorable sites (28.7%) (Cook 1959). 
Results from this study would agree with other studies that loamy 
prairie sites produced vegetation with a higher percentage of cellulose 
content in live herbage than did shallow prairie sites. There were no 
significant di.fferences in cellulose content of dead biomass nor in 
lignin content of live herbage. Differences in lignin content of dead 
biomass were significant at less than the 10% level only in April. 
ADF 
ADF content of live herbage was greater (P < .10) in herbage on 
loamy prairie sites than that on shallow prairie sites in June, August 
and September (Fig. 6). The monthly average ADF content was also 
greater (P < .02) in herbage on loamy prairie sites. The higher ADF 
content in the herbage from the loamy prairie sites can be attributed 
to the greater percentage of tallgrass species on these sites. Cook 
(1959) also found that herbage on loamy prairie sites contained a 
higher ADF content compared to that on shallow prairie sites. Differ-
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ences in ADF content of dead biomass due to range site were significant 
(P < .10) only in June and September (Table 4). Specific mean values 
(± SE) for ADF, cellulose and lignin, in live and dead biomass and 
NBDMD on both sites are shown in Appendices C and D. 
NBDMD 
NBDMD was consistently greater in live herbage from shallow sites 
although probability levels ranged from 1% in August to 25% in July 
(Fig. 7). This could be because of the growth of the tallgrass species 
on the loamy prairie sites. Cook (1959) reported an average percent 
utilization was significantly greater on unfavorable sites (81%) com-
pared to favorable sites (43%). Differences in NBDMD of dead biomass 
on different range sites were small and significant at the 10% or less 
level only in October and March. Dry.matter digestibility was highly 
correlated (r = -0.80) with ADF (P < .01) on loamy prairie sites and 
declined 1.73% for each 1% increase in ADF. 
Conclusions 
Soil water content influenced the nutrient content of range forage 
plants under various site conditions. Changes in ADF content in live 
herbage, generally reflected the change in species composition and 
different stages of maturity of the species. Dry matter digestibility 
was lower than generally reported in the literature, possibly because 
of the advanced stage of growth of tallgrasses and the fact herbage was 
clipped at ground level. Range sites. and th~ species composition on 
different sites significantly influence levels of fiber components and 
NBDMD. 
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CHAPTER V 
TALLGRASS PRAIRIE VEGETATION ON A RANGELAND 
WATERSHED: THE EFFECT OF RANGE SITES 
AND PLANT SPECIES COMPOSITION ON 
PLANT CHEMICAL COMPONENTS DUR-
ING DROUGHT CONDITIONS 
Abstract 
The effects of range sites and plant species composition on plant 
chemical composition were studied on a tallgrass prairie watershed in 
north central Oklahoma. Plant species composition affected (P < .10) 
N, K and P contents of live herbage. Chemical composition of the live 
and dead biomass was significantly influenced by range site differences. 
Chemical components of N, P and K in live herbage decreased from a high 
in early spring to a low in summer at a rate that closely paralleled 
the decrease in soil water content. 
Introduction 
Stage of maturity seems to be the most important factor affecting 
plant chemical composition (Oelberg 1956). A decrease in soil water 
content indirectly affects the resultant changes in plant chemical com-
position (Laycock and Price 1970). Cook and Harris (1950) indicated 
environmental factors and soil water content are more important in de-
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termining nutrient content of range forage plants, under various site 
conditions than the chemical content of the soil as determined by stand-
ard methods. 
Plants on shallow soil were found to be higher in certain nutrients 
(Cook 1959) because of the more leafy characteristics. Stoddart (1941) 
however, found plants on deeper soils to have more ash and phosphorus 
than those on shallower soils. Site differences in soil nutrients or 
soil water content could be factors responsible for contradictory re-
sults. 
Nitrogen generally has been the only fertilizer nutrient to affect 
the quality of grass herbage in the plains and mountains of the United 
States (Cook 1965). However, the relationship between soil fertility 
and plant chemical composition has not been established for all soils 
and species, and the effect of nutrient status of the soil can be al-
tered by other factors. 
Plant species composition also affects chemical composition of the 
herbage on a site. Actively growing forbs, especially legumes, are 
consistently higher in calcium than grasses (Oelberg 1956) • Browse 
species generally are more deep rooted and tend to store nutrients in 
stems rather than in roots and maintain their nutrient value during 
periods of drought and winter (Stoddart et al. 1975). Browse species 
in New Mexico contained more than three times as much Ca and 61% more 
P than grasses in the fall (Watkins 1937). Watkins (1943) reported 
decreases of Ca up to 23%, over the growing season, in range grasses in 
New Mexico. Pritchard et al. (1964) found decreases in Ca content when 
analyzing the plant biomass above ground. 
The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of range 
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site and plant species composition on plant chemical composition of tall-
grass prairie vegetation. 
Methods and Materials 
Forage Collection 
Twenty-nine permanent locations were arbitrarily selected for 
monthly vegetation sampling. The number and distribution of locations 
provided a range in site conditions for regression analyses and repli-
cations on the major soil types in proportion to their percentage of 
occurrence throughout the watershed. Fourteen of the locations were on 
loamy sites and 15 were on shallow sites. 
Species composition and forage production were determined at each 
location using three estimated samples. Vegetation at one of the three 
sampling points was clipped at each location. Clipping was at ground 
level to determine total growth. All estimates and clippings were from 
2 0.5 m circular quadrats. 
Labor~tory Analyses 
Clipped vegetation samples were hand separated into live and stand-
ing dead biomass during the growing season, air-dried and ground through 
a 2 mm screen in a Wiley mill. Samples were analyzed for nitrogen (N), 
phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca). Nitrogen was determined 
by the micro-Kjeldahl procedure using 0.5 gm samples. Phosphorus, K and 
Ca were analyzed by procedures adapted by the Soil and Water Testing 
Laboratory at Oklahoma State University. 
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Data Compilation and Statistical Analyses 
Measurements of species, herbage weights, and laboratory data were 
recorded directly on data forms prepared to facilitate key-punching 
data cards directly from data forms. Examples of the data forms, input 
programs and procedures are printed in Appendices I, J, K, L, N, 0, Q, 
s and T. Data were stored and processed by the Oklahoma State Univer-
sity IBM 370/158 computer. Statistical analyses were performed using 
the procedures of the Statistical Analysis System, SA572, (Barr and 
Goodnight 1972) . Regression and analysis of variance tables are shown 
in the Appendices 0, Q, S and T. All differences discussed were sig-
nificant .at the (P < .05) level unless otherwise specified. 
Results and Discussion 
Seasonal Differences 
Nitrogen 
The N content in live herbage declined (P < .01) from 2.38% in 
April to 1.27% in August (Fig. 1). Nitrogen tends to decrease with ad-
vancing maturity; however, the rapid decline indicates some drought 
stress on the live herbage and the early maturing of certain plant 
species. The increase (P < .01) in N content from 1.27% in August to 
1.39% in September appeared to be in response to regrowth and an in-
creased number of late summer forbs. Nitrogen content of live herbage 
was significantly (P < .10) affected by plant species composition in 
April, June and September. July and August N content of live herbage 
was significantly influenced by plant species composition at the 
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(P < .05, P < .01) levels, respectively. 
Nitrogen content of dead biomass peaked in June at 1% before fol-
lowing the same trend as N content in live herbage (Fig. 14). The 
higher N content in June dead biomass was probably due to the death of 
the cool season annual grasses and forbs. Differences in N content of 
dead biomass between many sampling periods were significant (P < .01). 
Potassium 
Changes in K content of live herbage paralleled those of N content 
(Fig. 1). The average K content of live herbage was much greater than 
other chemical components during the same periods. Potassium is readily 
transported from older leaves to younger leaves to aid in growth (Barrow 
1967). This indicates the high degree of mobility of potassium. When 
K is not active in live biomass, it is easily leached from dead biomass 
(White 1973). Potassium content of live herbage declined rapidly from 
a high of 1.84% in April to 1.14% in September (Appendix E). The higher 
values for K content in October and November standing dead biomass were 
due to the live herbage in these samples. Potassium contents of both 
live and dead biomass were significantly (P < .01) different between 
sampling dates. 
Calcium 
Unfavorable climatic conditions can cause changes in mineral con-
tents of forages (Patil and Jones 1970). Calcium content in live 
herbage was more erratic than other nutrients in live herbage (Fig. 2). 
Calcium content did not follow the seasonal patterns of the other nu-
trients. At this time there is no apparent reason why Ca content flue-
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Fig. 2. Calcium and phosphorus contents (%) in plant biomass from 
April, 1976 through March, 1977. 
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tuated greatly. Savage and Heller (1947) observed little influence of 
leaching on Ca content of grasses in Oklahoma. Precipitation during the 
year was below the long-term average. The increase in Ca content of 
0.49% in April to 0.58% in May appeared to be related to increased 
(P < .01) maturity of the cool-season grasses and a greater percentage 
of spring forbs, many of which were legumes. The highest Ca content 
(0.60%) appeared to be due to the peak production and a higher percentage 
of midgrasses, shortgrasses and late summer forbs. 
Calcium content of the dead biomass was also quite variable, fol-
lowing a pattern similar to that of live herbage (Fig. 2). Calcium con-
tent in dead biomass was lowest (0.43%) in April and highest (0.60%) in 
early May. 
Phosphorus 
Changes in P content of both the live and dead biomass were similar 
to changes inN content (Fig. 2). Phosphorus content normally parallels 
that of N in regard to stage of maturity. However, the lowest P content 
in live herbage occurred in June at peak production rather than at the 
end of the growing season. This indicates the importance of soil water 
stress, early maturity and species composition on P content in rangeland 
vegetation. Phosphorus losses of from 49 to 83% during the growing sea-
son, were found in range grasses in New Mexico (Watkins 1943). 
Phosphorus content of the dead biomass had lower values than other 
chemical components. Dead biomass had the narrowest range of values 
from a high of 0.06% in May to a low of 0.03% in July. The relative 
values of P content in dead biomass for different sampling periods tend-
ed to lag one month later than those in live biomass. 
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Range Site Differences 
Live Biomass 
The average N content in live biomass during the growing season on 
shallow sites (1.74%) was 0.15% greater (P < .05) than that (1.59%) on 
loamy sites (Table 1). The greater N content in live biomass on shallow 
sites was consistent for every sampling period except April. In general 
differences due to range sites were greater as the season progressed. 
In late summer tallgrasses and little bluestem were relatively more 
abundant on loamy sites and shortgrasses and late summer forbs were rela-
tively more abundant on shallow sites. 
The average P content in live biomass during the growing season on 
shallow sites (0.11%) was 0.01% greater (P < .10) than that (0.10%) on 
loamy sites (Table 1). The greater P content in live biomass on shallow 
site.s was consistent in the summer and fall. The differences were in-
creased as the season progressed. The differences in P content between 
loamy and shallow sites were significant (P < .05) during August and 
September. 
The average K content in live biomass during the growing season on 
shallow sites (1.38%) was 0.03% greater than that (1.35%) on loamy sites, 
but significant at only the (P < .55) level (Table 1). The K content 
was generally greater on loamy sites in the spring and significantly 
(P < .05) higher in April. Throughout the summer and fall months the K 
content was consistently higher on shallow sites. 
The average Ca content in live biomass during the growing season 
on shallow sites (0.58%) was 0.08% greater (P < .01) than that (0.50%) 
on loamy sites (Table 1). TheCa content was higher on shallow sites 
Table 1. Chemical composition (%) of live herbage on loamy and shallow prairie range sites. (N 
each sampling period). 
Nitrogen PhOSJ2horus Potassium Calcium 
Date Loamy Shallow Diff. l Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow 
4-12 2.46 2.31 0.15* 0.18 0.17 0.01 2.00 1.69 0.31** 0.51 0.48 
5-2 1.91 2.06 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.01 1.67 1.53 0.14 0.55 0.61 
5-25 1. 70 1.89 0.19 0.11 0.11 0.0 1.33 1. 38 0.05 0.50 0.62 
6-22 1.47 1.51 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.02* 1.20 1. 33 0.13 0.13 0.52 
7-20 1.21 1.49 0.28** 0.07 0.08 0.01 1.03 1.25 0.22 0.47 0.48 
8-17 1.10 1.42 0.32* 0.07 0.10 0.03** 1.12 1.28 0.16 0.49 0.70 
9-16 1.27 1.50 0. 23 0.08 0.10 0.02** 1.07 1. 20 0.13 0.51 0.63 
Mean 1.59 1. 74 0.15** 0.10 0.11 0.01* 1.35 1. 38 0.03 0.50 0.58 
1 Level of significance (*P < .10; **P < .05; ***P < . 01) . 
29 for 
Diff. 
0.03 
0.06 
0.12*** 
0.04 
0.01 
0.39* 
0.12 
0.08*** 
every month except April. The differences in magnitude between sites 
was erratic throughout the season with differences in Ca content in 
June significant at the (P < .01) level. 
Standing Dead Biomass 
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The average N content in standing dead biomass throughout the year 
on shallow sites (0.97%) was 0.14% greater (P < .01) than that (0.83%) 
on loamy sites (Table 2). TheN content in standing dead biomass on 
shallow sites was consistently higher throughout the year. Nitrogen 
content in standing dead biomass on loamy sites exhibited peaks in late 
spring and fall, with lows in July and March. Nitrogen content in 
standing dead biomass on shallow sites was erratic throughout the year 
with a peak occurring in October. 
The average P content in standing dead biomass throughout the year 
on shallow sites (0.05%) was 0.01% greater (P < .01) than that (0.04%) 
on loamy sites (Table 2). Between days on both loamy and shallow sites 
there was not a definite pattern established. Differences in P content 
on loamy and shallow sites were significant (P < .05) on several days. 
The average K content in standing dead biomass throughout the year 
on shallow sites (0.29%) was 0.07% greater (P < .01) than that (0.22%) 
on loamy sites (Table 2). Potassium content in standing dead biomass 
followed concurrent seasonal trends on loamy and shallow sites, each 
reaching peaks in June and October and declining to lows in August and 
March. The K content in standing dead biomass was consistently higher 
on shallow sites. 
The average Ca content in standing dead biomass throughout the 
year on shallow sites (0.51%) was 0.07% greater (P < .01) than that 
Table 2. Chemical composition (%) of dead biomass on loamy and shallow prairie range sites. (N 
each sampling period). 
Nitro9:en Phosphorus Potassium Calcium 
Date Loamy Shallow Diff. 1 Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow 
4-12 0.72 0.99 0.27** 0.04 0.05 0.01* 0.10 0.16 0.06** 0.38 0.48 
5-2 0.89 1.02 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.15 0.21 0.06 0.53 0.67 
5-25 1.02 0.99 0.03 0.05 0.05 0 0.20 0.20 0 0.45 0.54 
6-22 0.85 0.99 0.14* 0.03 0.05 0.02** 0.27 0.37 0.10** 0.44 0.52 
7-20 0. 77 0.83 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.25 0.28 0.03 0.46 0.55 
8-17 0.78 0.90 0.12** 0.04 0.05 0.01** 0.23 0.26 0.03 0.46 0.52 
9-16 0.84 1.01 0.17* 0.04 0.05 0.01 0.33 0.37 0.04 0.47 0.57 
10-12 0.97 1.17 0.20** 0.05 0.07 0.02** 0.41 0.55 0.14* 0.36 0.40 
11-10 0.81 1.01 0.20 0.04 0.04 0 0.32 0.39 0.07 0.43 0.46 
12-10 0.83 0.97 0.14 0.03 0.04 0.01* 0.21 0.25 0.04 0.49 0.49 
1--29 0.86 1.01 0.15* 0.03 0.04 0.01** 0.12 0.19 0.07 0.42 0.45 
3-10 0.65 0.78 0.13 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.22 0.12 0.36 0.42 
Mean 0.83 0.97 0.14*** 0.04 0.05 0.01*** 0.22 0.29 0.07*** 0.44 0.51 
1 Level of significance (*P < .10; **P < .05; ***P < . 01) • 
29 for 
Diff. 
0.10* 
0.14 
j 
0.09* 
0.08* 
0.09** 
0.06* 
0.10** 
0.04* 
0.03 
0 
0.03 
0.06 
0. 07*** 
LTl 
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(0.44%) on loamy sites (Table 2). Calcium content in standing dead bio-
mass was consistently and significantly (P < .10) higher on shallow sites 
during the growing season. Although there were no significant differ-
ences in Ca content in standing dead biomass during the winter months, 
Ca content was slightly higher on shallow sites. 
Effects of Plant Species Composition 
Nitrogen 
The average N content in live biomass was significantly (P < .10) 
affected by plant species composition in April, June and September (Fig. 
1). July and August N content in live biomass was significantly in-
fluenced by plant species composition at the (P < .05, P < .01) levels, 
respectively. Nitrogen content was highest in April (Table 4) when 
there was a relative abundance of forb species. As the growing season 
progressed there was an increase in percentage of midgrasses with a de-
crease in cool season grasses and spring forbs. There was a gradual 
decline of N content in live biomass through August when it reaches 
1.27%. In September there was an increase of N content in live biomass 
due to the decline in the percentage tallgrasses plus little bluestem 
and an increase of late summer forbs plus shrubs. The R-squared value 
of 91% in August indicates that most of the variation in N content due 
to species composition was due to the plant species indicated. 
Phosphorus 
The average P content in live biomass was highest in April (0.17%) 
and declined to (0.07%) in June before becoming more constant (Table 5). 
The regression equations used were all significant (P < .OS) except for 
Table 3. Regression equations and species classes for herbage nitrogen content (%) by day (N = 29 
for each sampling period). 
MONTH-
y 2j 
2 - y 
DAY 
4-12 
5-2 
5-25 
6-22 
7-20 
8-17 
9-16 
bo blxl b2X2 b3X3 b4X4 b5X5 b6X6 R p Y::S.D. 
y 21 2 2 0.022 - 0.047* MIDG + 0.020* SPFB + 0.031* LSUFS + 0.107* MIDG + 0.038* LSUFS 40 0.03 2.38 :': .21 
v 2 2 0.021 - 0.073* MIDG + 0.019* SPFB 0.019t LSUFS + 0.192* MIDG + 0.034* ESUF 63 0.01 1.99 :': .28 
§! 
0.012 + 0.008* MIDG + 0.018* SPFB + 0.012* ESUF + 0.01311 CSG2 58 0.01 1.80 .26 
0.007 + 0.022* MIDG + 0.047* CSG + 0.025* SPFB + 0.010* ESUF - 0.197* 2 CSG - 0.038* 2 SPFB 54 0.01 1.49 :': .22 
0.020 - 0.025* TSCSC + 0.011* 1.360* 2 MISCG - SPFB + 0.019* TSCSC 2 75 0.01 1.35 = .19 
0.008 + 0.010* MISCG + 0.027* MIDG2 + 0.869* CSG2 + 0.028* LSUFS2 91 0.01 l. 27 :': .15 
0.017 - 0.042* MIDG + 0.151* CSG - 0.005* TSCSC + 0.104* MIDG 2 - 1.351* 2 + 0.014* CSG LSUFS 263 0.01 1.39 :!: .. 28 
1coefficient of determination. 
2Probability level for regression equation. 
3Means ± S.D. for herbage nitrogen content (%). 
if* 
-·(p < .1)-
Vt 
-(.1 <P < .2). 
Vv 
- (P > • 2) • 
2/MIDG Midgrasses; CSG = Cool Season Grasses; SPFB = Spring Forbs; ESUF = Early Summer Forbs; LSUFS 
Plus Shrubs; TSCSC = Tallgrasses Plus Schizachyrium scoparium; MISCG = Miscellaneous Grasses. 
Late Summer Forbs 
lJl 
N 
Table 4. Regression equations and species classes for herbage phosphorus content (%) by day 
(N = 29 for each sampling period}. 
y y MONTH- 2 y bo b X b2X2 b3X3 b4X4 DAY 
4-12 
5-2 
5-25 
6-22 
7-20 
8-17 
9-16 
1 2 
y §I 2 2 0.002 - 0.005* MIDG + 0.007* MIDG + 0.002* TSCSC 
0.003t 
.'if 
SPFB2 0.002 - SPFB - 0.0067 LSUFS + 0.010* 
0.001 - 0.001* CSG - 0.001* ESUF - 0.004* TSCSC 
0.001 + 0.007* CSG 2 + 0.002* SPFB 2 + 0.003* MISCG2 
0.001 - 0.004t SPFB - 0.001* TSCSC + 0.013* CSG2 
0.001 + 0.003* 2 MIDG + 0.002* LSUFS 2+ 0.001* 
0.001 - 0.003t MIDG + 0.010* CSG - 0.001* 
1coefficient of determination. 
2Probability level for regression equation. 
·
3Means ± S.D. for herbage phosphorus content (%). 
Y. 
- (P < .1) . 
.Vt 
- ( .1 < p < • 2) • 
MISCG 2 
TSCSC 
b5X5 R p ± 
68 0.01 0.17 
+ 0.034-r LSUFS 2 19 0.25 0.16 
+ 0.005* CSG2 69 0.01 0.11 
75 0.01 0.07 
+ 0.002* LSUFS 2 + 0.002* TSCSC 2 62 0.01 0.08 
64 0.01 0.08 
+ 0.006* MIDG 2 - 0.099* CSG2 42 0.02 0.09 
§/MIDG = Midgrasses; CSG =Cool Season Grasses; SPFB =Spring Forbs; ESUF =Early Summer Forbs; LSUFS =Late 
Summer Forbs Plus Shrubs; TSCSC = Tallgrasses Plus Schizachyrium scoparium; MISCG = Miscellaneous Grasses. 
y 
S.D. 
± .01 
± .03 
± .01 
± .01 
± .02 
I_ 
.02 
± .02 
U1 
w 
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the month of May. In May the R-square value indicating the relative 
significance of the equation showing which species classes were involved 
was only 19%. The P content in live biomass followed a trend of in-
creasing when grasses were in abundance and decreasing slightly when 
forbs and shrubs were predominant. 
Potassium 
The average K content in live biomass was significantly (P < .01) 
affected by plant species composition in April, May, June and July. In 
August and September plant species composition affected K content in 
live biomass at the (P < .05) level of significance (Fig. 1). Potassium 
content was at a high in April (1.84%) and declined throughout the grow-
ing season to a low of 1.14% in September (Table 6). All regression 
equations were significant at the (P < .05) level. As the forb species 
declined in abundance from early spring through the summer there was a 
decline in K content and at the same time an increase in the percentage 
of grass species. 
Calcium 
The average Ca content in live biomass was significantly (P < .05) 
affected, except for April, across days by plant species composition 
(Table 7). The mean values of Ca content in live biomass was erratic 
throughout the growing season. The R-squared values were not very high 
in most of the equations used. Throughout the growing season there was 
an indication that forbs and shrubs were the dominant species involved. 
Table. 5. Regressien equatisns- all<Lspee-ies c:lasses-f&£ .he¥bft~e--£le~li8B.~Rt (%) by day 
(N = 29 for each sampling period). 
y y y DAY 2 
MONTH bo b 1X b2X2 b3X3 b4X4 bSXS R 
p y :': S.D. 
4-12 
5-2 
5-25 
6-22 
7-20 
8-17 
9-lG 
0.021 - 0.126*YESUF + 0.016* TSCSC - 0.019* MISCG + 0.856* 
0.010 + 0.025* SPFB + 0.018* 2 CSG + 0.014* TSCSC2 
v 
0.012t 2 0.013 - 0.012t CSG + SPFB + 0.038* CSG 
2 2 0.011 + 0.085* CSG + 0.019* SPFB + 0.026* MISCG 
0.013 - 0.022* TSCSC + 0.174* CSG 2 + 0.029* LSUFS 
Jj 2 0.011 - 0.016* MIDG + 0.015* SPFB + 0.049* MIDG 
0.011 - 0.032* MIDG + 0.127* CSG + 0.086* 2 MIDG 
1coefficient of determination. 
2Probability level for regression equation. 
3Means ±S.D. for herbage potassium content {%). 
y* 
- {P < .1) . 
Yt 
-{.1 < p < .2). 
~v 
-{P > • 2) • 
2 
2 
- 0.021 17 
+ 0.024* 
+ 0.023* 
-0.952* 
ESUF2 75 0.01 1.84 :': 
43 0.01 1.60 ± 
~ 
2 SPFB 32 0.04 1. 36 :': 
75 0.01 1. 27 ± 
2 
TSCSC 75 0.01 1.14 :': 
LSUFS 2 92 0.01 1.20 :': 
CSG2 + 0.015* 2 61 0.01 1.14 ± LSUFS 
2/MIDG Midgrasses; CSG = Cool Season Grasses; SPFB = Spring Forbs; ESUF = Early Summer Forbs; LSUFS = Late 
Summer Forbs Plus Shrubs; TSCSC = Tallgrasses Plus Schizachyrium scoparium; MISCG = Miscellaneous Grasses. 
.22 
.30 
.17 
.14 
.22 
.08 
.22 
lJl 
lJl 
Table 6. Regression equations.and-species.clas.ses. for herbage calcium content (%) by day 
(N = 29 for each sampling period). 
y y y MONTH- 2 y bo blXl b2X2 b3X3 b4X4 R p ± S.D. DAY 
4-12 
5-2 
5-25 
6-22 
7-20 
8-17 
9-16 
v ~ ~ 2 0.002 + 0.029* SPFB + 0.004* LSUFS 0.079t SPF'B 18 0.16 0.49 ± .10 
... 2 O.l83t 2 0.003 + 0.007* ESUF + 0.036' LSUFS + 0.022* SPFB - LSUFS 46 0.01 0.58 ± .15 
0.008 - 0.004* CSG - 0.005* TSCSC - 0.010* 
2 0.56 .10 HIDG 53 0.01 ± 
0.007 - 0.006* HISCG - 0.009* 
2 SPFB - 0.007* TSCSC2 47 0.01 0.50 ± .11 
0.006 + 0.102* SPFB - 0.003* TSCSC - 2.970* 
2 31 0.02 0.48 ± .13 SPFB 
0.003 + 0.024* ESUF + 0.528* CSG 
2 
- 0.042* ESUF2 + 0.026* LSUFS 
2 82 0.01 0.60 ± .16 
0.010 - 0.010* MIDG - 0.006* TSCSC - 0.015* 
2 32 0.02 0.55 ± .22 MISCG 
1coefficient of determination. 
2Probability level for regression equation. 
3 Means ± S.D. for herbage calcium content (%) • 
v* 
-(P < .1) • 
~t 
- (.1 < p < . 2) . 
~ 
MIDG = Midgrasses; CSG = Cool Season Grasses; SPFB = Spring Forbs; ESUF = Early Summer Forbs; 
LSUFS Late Summer Forbs Plus Shrubs; TSCSC = Tallgrasses Plus Schizachyrium scoparium; 
MISCG = Miscellaneous Grasses. U1 (j\ 
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Conclusions 
Nitrogen content declined rapicUy ... :ith increased maturity of plant 
species; ho· . .-ever, the rapid rate of decrease is indicative of drought 
stress on live plants and the early maturing of certain species. 
Phosphorus content paralleled N content in both live and dead biomass. 
Potassium content indicated a high degree of mobility in live herbage. 
Calcium content was very erratic in both live and dead biomass. There 
is no apparent explanation at this time. Range site differences and 
plant species composition affected plant chemical composition of both 
the live and dead biomass significantly. 
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CHAPTER VI 
TALLGRASS PRAIRIE VEGETATION ON A RANGELAND WATER-
SHED: DUNG CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND RATE 
OF DEGRADATION ON RANGELAND DURING 
DROUGHT CONDITIONS 
Abstract 
Dung (0-240 days), all-age dung and ground litter biomass on a 
tallgrass prairie watershed grazed by cattle in Central Oklahoma were 
analyzed for fiber, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and 
calcium (Ca) contents. There were significant differences between days 
for all fiber components of dung (0-240 days). Differences in all-age 
dung N content from June through September were relatively large. 
Changes in N content between sampling dates were erratic. Phosphorus 
content of all-age dung was higher between July and late January. Chemi-
cal composition of dung deposited in July, 1976 followed a similar trend 
as that in dung accumulated over several seasons on the watershed. Un-
like the other nutrients K content of all-age dung was less than that of 
ground litter during the grazing season. Calcium content of all-age 
dung and ground litter biomass followed similar trends, declining from 
early spring to July and increasing in August. Generally, ground litter 
content of N, P, K and Ca was lower than that of dung and was relatively 
stable in all instances. 
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Introduction 
Dung is complex material composed of water, undigested forage resi-
dues, endogeneous animal products and a large and varied population of 
microorganisms and products of their metabolism (Marsh and Compling 
1970). Dung dry matter contains about 0.8% K, 0.36% Na, 2.4% Ca, 0.7% 
P and 0.8% Mg, representing 12, 33, 78, 66 and 80% of the dietary intakes 
of these elements, respectively (Hutton et al. 1967). 
There are many factors involved in degradation of dung and inter-
relationships with various other components. The process of dung degra-
dation is complex beginning as soon as dung is deposited. Dung is pri-
marily the result of microbial activity that leads to production of co2 , 
NH3 , CH3 , H2o, N03 and N02 • This in turn is accompanied by synthesis 
of humic compounds of higher molecular weight (Marsh and Campling 1970). 
The purpose of this study was to determine the chemical and fiber 
composition of all-age dung throughout the year and change in composi-
tion over time of recently deposited dung. 
Methods and Materials 
Dung Collection 
Three replications of ungrazed conditions were established by con-
structing a 50 m x 100 m exclosure in late winter, 1975, at each of 
three different locations along the upper boundary of the watershed. 
Dung pats were removed from within each exclosure in early spring, 1976, 
to provide three dung-free areas. The dung was collected and weighed to· 
establish an estimate of dung biomass per hectare. 
Twenty-nine permanent locations were arbitrarily selected for 
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monthly ground litter and dung sampling. The number and distribution 
of locations provided a range in site conditions for regression analyses 
and replications on the major soil types in proportion to their percent-
age of occurrence throughout the watershed. 
Sampling areas consisted of an area 30 m in diameter around each 
pe~anent location marker. Each of 6 bearings in each third of the area 
radiated out from the center point and were used as sample transects. 
Dung samples were collected monthly in an area 2 m x 10 m along three 
bearings at each location. The total number of dung pats were counted 
along three bearings at each location. Ground litter biomass was esti-
2 
mated in each of three, 0.5 m quadrats randomly located along dung 
sample transects. Ground litter was collected and weighed for one of 
the estimated samples using the weight-estimate method (Pechanec and 
Pickford 1937). 
Dung Degradation 
Pifty dung pats were located and marked on the day deposited, July 
1, 1976. Twenty-five of the samples were marked in approximately a 4-
hour period one morning with the remainder marked the next morning in 
approximately the same amount of time. Samples were located near five 
of the permanent locations used for collection of ground litter and all-
age dung. The locating and marking of the dung occurred only one time 
during the study. 
Six dung samples were collected on July 1, 1976 (Day O). Six more 
samples were collected on day 30 with 5 samples being collected on days 
60, 120, 180 and 240. 
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Laboratory Analyses 
Dung and ground litter samples were air-dried and ground through a 
2 mm screen in a Wiley mill. Samples were analyzed for acid-detergent 
fiber (ADF), lignin, cellulose, N, P, K and Ca. ADF and lignin were 
determined by the permanganate oxidation procedure of Van Soest and 
Wine (1968). Nitrogen was determined by the micro-Kjeldahl procedure. 
Phosphorus, K and Ca were analyzed by procedures adopted by the Soil and 
Water Testing Laboratory at Oklahoma State University. 
Data Compilation and Statistical Analyses 
Measurements of weather, soil factors, ground litter and dung 
weights, and laboratory data were recorded directly on data forms pre-
pared to facilitate key-punching data cards directly from data forms. 
Examples of the data forms, input programs and procedures are printed 
in Appendices M, N, T and U. Data were stored and processed by the 
Oklahoma State University IBM 370/158 computer. Statistical analyses 
were performed using the procedures of the Statistical Analysis System, 
SA572, (Barr and Goodnight 1972). Data were analyzed using regression 
and analysis of variance procedures (Steel and Torrie 1960) . All dif-
ferences discussed were significant at the (P < .05) level unless other-
wise specified. 
Results and Discussion 
Dung Removed From Exclosures 
An average of 235 kg dung/ha was removed from the three exclosures 
in the spring, 1976. The dung removed was those pats readily found on 
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or in the ground litter. An unknown amount of small, disintegrated 
pieces were undoubtedly overlooked. In 1976, the watershed had an aver-
age annual stocking rate of 70 animal-unit-days (AUD)/ha. If an average 
daily intake of 12.0 kg/AUD and an average DMD of 50% are assumed, the 
dung added each year would be about 420 kg/ha. A comparison of the 
weights of ground litter samples without dung and those samples with 
dung indicated an average of 460 kg dung/ha between April, 1976 and 
March, 1977. Based on these assumptions and results the amount of dung 
decomposed or naturally removed from the watershed appears to be approx-
imately the same as the dung added each year. 
In the spring and early summer it was observed that dung pats in-
vaded by beetles were rapidly disintegrated within 2-3 months. Dung 
without beetle influence persisted over several seasons mainly because 
of crust formation. Weeda (1967) reported dung deposited in the fall 
disappeared more rapidly than dung deposited in the spring or early 
summer. Castle and MacDaid (1972) ~ound dung deposited on N fertilized 
pastures disappeared significantly faster in July than that deposited 
in May. 
Dung Degradation 
Fiber Components of Dung 
ADF and lignin content increased from 46.8% to 53.9% and 18.1% to 
21.7% from day 0 to day 240, respectively (Table 1). With an increase 
in ADF through Day 120 and then a decrease through day 240 cellulose con-
tent decreased from 23.0% on day 0 to 18.0% on day 120 and then increas-
ed slightly to 19.4% by day 240. Differences in all-age dung for all 
fiber components did not exhibit any trends throughout the sampling 
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Table 1. Average (± SE) fiber components (%) of dung (0-240 days). 
Acid-Detergent Lignin · Cellulose 
Day Fiber (%) (%) (%) 
y 
0 46.8 ± .004 18.1 ± . 005 23.0 ± .003 
N=6 
30 47.5 ± .004 17.3 ± .005 21.8 ± .008 
N=6 
60 50.7 ± .008 21.2 ± .Oll 20.8 ± .003 
N=5 
120 55.0 ± .024 19.0 ± .Oll 18.0 ± .013 
N=5 
180 54.4 ± .009 20.5 ± .006 18.7 ± .005 
N=5 
240 53.9 ± .007 21.7 ± .004 19.4 ± .004 
N=6 
LSD 
.01 0.04 0.03 0.02 
y 
Day 0 July l, 1976. 
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period (Table 2). 
c;round lit.ter collected in April and August, 1976 was analyzed for 
ADF, lignin and cellulose content and no significant differences were 
found. Analyses of ground litter were then discontinued. 
Chemical Composition of Dung and Ground Litter 
Differences in all-age dung N content (Fig. 1) from June through 
September were relatively large and erratic. Cattle did not graze on 
the watershed during all of this period, so the explanation for these 
differences is not apparent at this time. The N content in all-age 
dung was relatively stable from November through March, averaging 1.75% 
(Fig. 1). Dung deposited in July, 1976 showed a slight increase from 
1.91% in August to 2.15% in September in N content before declining to 
1.65% in December. There is no apparent reason for the sharp increase 
in N content between December and late February. Gillard (1967) re-
ported that most N in dung occurs in the form of undigested protein 
which is mineralized by bacteria and is lost by volatilization of NH3 . 
Ground litter over the year was very consistent in regard to N content 
(Fig. 1). Nitrogen content varied only 0.2% and was slightly lower in 
the winter months than the summer months. 
Seasonal changes in all-age dung P content (Fig. 2) were less 
erratic than those for all-age dung N content (Fig. 1). Increased con-
centration during digestion (Bromfield and Jones 1970), relatively low 
mobility and free-choice intake of P mineral may have caused the higher 
and more consistent change in all-age dung P content between July and 
late January (Fig. 2). During this period P content increased from 0.21% 
to 0.27%. Bromfield (1961) reported dung P content to be highest in the 
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Table 2. Average (± SE) fiber components (%) of all-age dung. 
Acid-Detergent 
Date Fiber Lignin Cellulose 
4-12 54.8 ± .004 25.1 ± .008 18.9 ± . 002 
5-2 54.9 ± .008 27.0 ± .007 19.4 ± .004 
5-25 54.2 ± .003 24.0 ± .005 19.6 ± .008 
6-22 57.0 ± .006 20.0 ± .004 19.5 ± .004 
7-20 54.5 ± .004 19.1 ± .004 20.6 ± .003 
8-17 54.7 ± .004 19.4 ± .005 23.2 ± .003 
9-16 56.1 ± .004 24.0 ± .039 19.8 ± .004 
10-12 56.7 ± .004 21.1 ± .003 18.7 ± .002 
11-10 56.4 ± .006 20.7 ± .011 18.6 ± .004 
12-10 53.5 ± .004 18.7 ± .003 19.2 ± .003 
1-29 57.1 ± .026 22.9 ± .027 26.9 ± .063 
3-10 54.8 ± .008 19.9 ± .013 19.7 ± .004 
-~ 
-
A 
Nitrogen 
o Dung ( 0-240 Days) 
o D~ng (All Age) 
6 Ground Litter 
M J J 
t 
A s 0 N D J F M 
Fig. 1. Nitrogen content (%) of dung (0-240 days) fr~m July, 1976 through March, 1977; dung (all-
age) and ground litter froM April, 1976 through March, 1977. 
0\ 
00 
-~ 0 
Phosphorus 
o Dung (0-240 Days) 
o Dung (A II Ages) 
6 Ground Litter 
A M J J A s 0 N D J F M 
Fig. 2. Phosphorus content (%) of dung (0-240 days) from July, 1976. through March, 
1977; dung (all-age) and ground litter from April, 1976 through March, 1977. 
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spring and autumn and lowest in midsummer and winter. Results from 
this study indicate all-age dung P content was highest in midwinter and 
lowest in midsummer with spring values in between those in midsummer and 
autumn (Fig. 2). Dung (0-240 days) P content increased from 0.21% on 
day 0 (July 1) to 0.27% in August before declining sharply to 0.20% ~n 
October. Between December and late February there was an increase from 
0.22% to 0.26%. 
Phosphorus content of ground litter peaked in early spring and 
January and was relatively uniform in the summer and autumn (Fig. 2). 
Peak values in P content of ground litter in early spring and January 
were 0.09% and 0.08%, respectively, with summer and autumn values 
averaging 0.065% (Table 3). 
Unlike N, P and Ca, K content of all-age dung was generally below 
that of ground litter and 0-240 day dung (Fig. 3). Higher K content of 
all-age dung in summer than in early spring indicates less leaching 
during the dry summer months. In October K content of all-age dung in-
creased from a low in October of 0.17% to a high of 0.32% in January 
(Table 3). This increase .through the winter may have been due to the 
supplements and hay fed to livestock. Potassium, when not active in 
live plant material is easily leached (White 1973). The rapid decrease 
in K content of dung (0-240 days) between July and November illustrates 
the mobility of K (Fig. 3). The greatest decrease occurred in the first 
30 days after deposition. Ground litter had a relatively constant K 
content (Fig. 3). There is a peak of 0.25% Kin early May with a low 
of 0.17% Kin late winter or early spring (Table 3). 
Calcium content in all-age dung and ground litter declined from 
early spring to July before increasing in August (Fig. 4). Calcium 
Table 3. Average (± SE) chemical composition (%) of ground liter and all-age dung. (N 29 for each 
sampling period). 
Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium Calcium 
Ground Ground Ground Ground 
Date Litter Dung Litter Dung Litter Dung Litter Dung 
4-12 1. 02±. 045 1.61±.026 0. 06±.006 0.20±.009 0.16±.006 0.16± .Oll 0.56±.032 0.84±.042 
5-2 1.23±.052 1. 57±.042 0.09±.009 0.22±.015 0.25±.007 0.18±.011 0.68±.032 o. 86±. 042 
5-25 1.11±. 066 1.87±.016 0.08±.011 0.23±.018 0.22±.007 0.19±.032 0.64±.041 0.97±.037 
6-22 1.14±. 064 2.02±.037 0.08±.012 0.21±.011 0.22±.007 0. 21±. 018 0.63±.032 0. 86±. 032 
7-20 1.10±. 037 1. 78±.050 0.06±.006 0.19±.014 0.20±.007 0.19±.020 0.56±.032 0.82±.061 
8-17 1.14±.064 2.14±.044 0.07±.007 0.21±.010 0.21±.009 0.20±.140 0.65±.032 0.89±.028 
9-16 1.10±.052 1.71±.028 0.06±.006 0.21±.010 0.21±.010 0.20±.018 0.64±.040 0.96±.020 
10-12 1. 22±. 058 1. 94±.060 0.06±.008 0.26±.034 0.23±.013 0.17±.012 0.61±.037 1.05±. 063 
11-10 0.98±.058 1. 74±. 045 0.06±.006 0. 23±. 010 0.21±.018 0.25±.020 0.52±.045 0.68±.040 
12-10 1.10±.078 1. 77±.048 0.06±.009 0.26±.020 0.25±.018 0.30±.020 0.50±.045 0.85±.028 
1-29· 0.97±.076 1. 83±. 056 0.08±.009 0.27±.021 0.21±.009 0. 32±.·021 0.35±.026 0.88±.047 
3-10 0.98±.049 1. 65±. 052 0.06±.006 0.21±.009 0.17±.011 0.31±.021 0.51±.045 0.90±.021 
-....1 
I-' 
-A M J J A s 
Potassium 
o Dung ( 0-240 Days) 
o Dung (A II Ages) 
6 Ground Litter 
0 N D J F M 
Fig. 3. Potassium content (%) of dung (0-240 days) from July, 1976 through March, 1977; 
all-age dung and ground litter from April, 1976 through March, 1977. 
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Calcium 
o Dung (0-240 Days) 
o Dung (All Ages) 
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Fig. 4. Caleium content (%) ef ~.(0-:-2.4Q,_dit;.~)-.-f-rem.-J.ul._y.,- l.9."l£ .. ,lwon~h Ma-reh, 1977; 
all-age dung and ground litter from April, 1976 through March, 1977. 
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content of dung (0-240 days) was highest (1.44%) on day 60 and lowest 
(1.07%) on day 120. Calcium content of all-age dung declined most 
rapidly from 1.05% in October to 0.68% in November. Calcium content of 
ground litter biomass peaked in midspring and August and then decrease. 
to a low of 0.35% in late winter. 
Affect of Range Site on Chemical Composition 
All-Age Dung 
Differences between all-age dung fiber and chemical composition on 
loamy and shallow sites were very similar. This indicates diet may have 
more influence on dung composition than environmental effects of sites. 
Ground Litter Biomass 
Mean values for N, P and Ca content of ground litter were consist-
ently higher on shallow sites (Table 4), except for 10-12 when N, P, K 
and Ca were all higher on loamy sites. There were no differences in K 
content of ground litter between loamy and shallow sites. This would 
indicate that leaching of K content occurred on both sites. Differences 
in overall mean values for N, P and Ca content were small, but highly 
significant. 
In the summer and late fall differences in N, P and Ca content of 
ground litter were significant. Except for 5-25 P and Ca content dif-
fered significantly between loamy and shallow sites whenever N content 
differed. Most differences between loamy and shallow sites that were 
significant occurred in N content. 
In the spring differences in Ca content of ground litter were highly 
significant. This difference may be attributed to the higher population 
Table 4. Chemical composition (%) of·ground litter on loamy and shallow prairie range sites. (N 
each sampling period). 
Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium Calcium 
Date Loamy Shallow Diff. 1 Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow 
4-12 0.96 1.07 0.11 0.06. 0.06 0 0.16 0.17 0.01 0.53 0.58 
5-2 1.18 1.28 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.25 0.25 0 0.68 0.68 
5-25 1.04 1.17 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.03 0.21 0.22 0.01 0.56 0. 71 
6-22 1.05 1.22 0.17 0.08 0.09 0.01 0.23 0.21 0.02 0.61 0.64 
7-20 0.99 1.21 0.22*** 0.05 0.07 0.02** 0.19 0.21 0.02 0.50 0.61 
8-17 1.02 1.25 0.23* 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.20 0.21 0.01 0.60 0.69 
9-16 1.06 1.13 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.01 0.20 0.22 0.02 0.6·3 0.65 
10-12 1.24 1.21 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.01 0.24 0.23 0.01 0.65 0.58 
11-10 0.83 1.14 0.31*** 0.04 0.07 0.03** 0.20 0.22 0.02 0.38 0.64 
12-10 0.89 1.29 0.40*** 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.27 0.22 0.05 0.52 0.49 
1-29 0.93 1.00 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.20 0.02 0.02 0.31 0.39 
3-10 0.80 1.06 0.17* 0.05 0.07 0.02* 0.17 0.16 0.01 0.48 0.54 
Mean 1.01 1.17 0.16*** 0.06 0.08 0.02*** 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.54 0.60 
1 Level of significance (*P < .10; **P < .05; ***P < . 01) . 
29 for 
Diff. 
0.05 
0 
0.15** 
0.03 
0.11* 
0.09 
0.02 
0.07 
0.26*** 
0.03 
0.08 
0.06 
0.06*** 
-...! 
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of late spring and early summer forbs on the shallow sites. Differences 
in N and P content of ground litter in late winter may be due to the 
growth of the cool season annual grasses. 
Conclusions 
Based on the assumptions and results of this study the amount of 
dung decomposed or naturally removed from the watershed appears to be 
approximately the same as the dung added each year. Increased concen-
tration during digestion, realtively low mobility and free choice of P 
mineral may have caused the higher and more consistent change in all-
age dung P content between July and late January. Higher K content of 
all-age dung in summer than in early spring indicates less leaching dur-
ing the dry summer months. Increases in K content through the winter 
may have been due to the supplements and hay fed to livestock. Dif-
ferences in dung composition on loamy and shallow range sites were very 
similar indicating diet may have more influence than environmental ef-
fects of sites. 
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Table 1. Classification of soil series within each range site on the watershed and a description of each 
soil series. 
"A" Horizon Depth 
Series Percent (em) (em) Family Subgroup Order 
Aydelotte 7.0 0-13 102-152 Fine, mixed, Udertic Alfisols 
thermic Paleustalfs 
Renfrow 0.1 0-38 > 150 Fine, mixed, Udertic Mollisols 
LOAMY thermic Paleustolls 
Stoneburg* 45.6 0-15 51-102 Fine-loamy, Vertic Alfisols 
mixed, thermic Haplustalfs 
Zaneis* 7.5 0-23 > 100 Fine-loa..."Uy, Vertic Alfisols 
mixed, thermic Haplustalfs 
SITES 
f[iarnell 6.0 0-15 25-50 Loamy, siliceous, Udic Inceptisols 
thermic, shallow Ustochrepts 
LSHALLOW 
Grainola 17.3 0-12 50-102 Very-fine, mixed, Vertic Alfisols 
thermic aaplustalfs 
Lucien 14.3 0-12 8-51 Loamy, mixed, Typic Mollisols 
thermic, shallow Haplustolls 
Stephenville 2.2 0-30 51-102 Fine-loamy, Ultic Alfisols 
siliceous, thermic Haplustalfs 
*This soil series is normally classified Vertic Argiustolls (Mollisols}. 
ro 
0 
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Table 1. Average (± SE) NBDMD (%) and fiber components (%) of live and dead herbage. (N = 29 for each 
sampling period). 
Date Dr;t Matter nisestibilit:t: Acid-Deter~ent Fiber Lignin Cellulose 
Live Dead Live Dead Live Dead Live Dead 
4-12 45.4±.007 52.7±.004 11. 3±. 003 13.2±.002 31. 9:i:. 009 38.9±.005 
5-2 47.3±.02 52.3±.01 15.4±.012 12.9±.007 22.7±.009 34.1±.015 
5-25 36. 9±.004 51. 3±. 005 15.1±.01 16.1±.008 30.1±.004 35.3±.011 
6-22 35.7±.014 6.0±.012 37.5±.005 51. 5±. 004 11.5±.005 11.9±.003 31.0±.005 36.4±.004 
7-20 43.6±.009 8.4±.008 40.2±.011 52.5±.003 10.2±.009 12.3±.003 31. 5±.006 42.5±.048 
8-17 50.4±.01 22. 0±.01 39.0±.006 51.0±.004 10.2±.004 13.0±.006 29.9±.006 38.0±.005 
9-16 44.8±.016 18.1±.008 36.3±.007 49.3±.005 10.3±.007 14.1±.005 28.0±.007 37.0±.005 
10-12 30.0±.015 45.7±.005 11. 3±.006 34.3±.007 
11-10 21.9±.01 48.3±.005 11. 7±. 003 33.5±.006 
12-10 23.9±.013 51.5±.005 12.6±.004 35.1±.005 
l-29 23.0±.007 52 .5±.004 13.3±.005 36.6±.004 
3-10 18.8±.008 51. 3± .005 11.0±.003 35.8±.006 
OJ 
1\..l 
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Table 1. NBD.MD {%) and fiber components {%) of live herbage on loamy and shallow prairie range sites. 
{N = 29 for each sampling period) • 
Dry Matter Digestibility Acid-Detergent Fiber Lignin Cellulose 
Date Loamy Shallow Diff. I Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. 
4-12 46.4 44.5 1.9 11.0 11.6 0.6 33.3 30.6 2.7 
5-2 49.1 45.6 3.5 17.1 13.7 3.4 21.0 24.3 3.3* 
5-25 37.4 36.6 0.8 16.0 14.3 1.7 31.1 29.3 1.8** 
6-22 35.9 38.7 2.8 38.9 36.6 2.3*** 11.4 10.8 0.6 31.6 29.6 2.0*** 
7-20 42.7 44.8 2.1 39.2 41.1 1.9 9.1 11.2 2.1 31.9 31.0 0.9 
8-17 46.2 52.6 6.4*** 40.1 36.6 3.5*** 10.2 10.7 0.5 31.5 27.9 3.6*** 
9-16 43.1 47.7 4.6 37.5 35.0 2.5*' 9.7 10.9 1.2 28.8 27.0 1.8 
Mean 41.4 45.0 3.6*** 40.9 39.1 1.8** 11.8 11.7 0.1 30.2 '28.6 1.6*** 
1 
.Level of significance {*P < .10; **P < .05; ***P < . 01) . 
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Table 1. NBDMD (%) and fiber components (%) of dead biomass on loamy and shallow prairie range sites. 
(N = 29 for each sampling. period). 
Dry Matter Digestibility Acid-Detergent Fiber Lignin Cellulose 
Date Loamy Shallow Dif£. 1 Loamy Shallow Diff. Loamy Shallow Diff. Loam::r· Shallo·.v Diff. 
4-12 52.7 52.7 0.0 12.9 13.6 0.7* 39.0 38.9 0.1 
5-2 51.1 53.4 2.3 12.1 13.6 1.5 34.2 34.0 0.2 
5-25 51.5 51.1 0.4 15.9 16.4 0.5 33.9 37.1 3.2 
6-22 15.8 16.8 1.0 52.2 51.2 1.0** 12.0 12.7 0.7 36.4 35.7 0.7 
7-20 8.7 8.0 0.7 52.1 52.9 0.8 12.2 12.4 0.2 37.4 47.2 9.8 
8-17 20.7 21.7 1.0 50.8 51.3 0.5 15.9 15.4 0.5 37.7 37.9 0.2 
9-16 17.6 19.0 1.4 50.2 48.5 1. 7* 14.0 14.2 0.2 37.4 36.6 0.8 
10-12 27.6 32.4 4.8* 46.2 45.1 1.1 12.1 10.6 1.5 34.5 34.1 0.4 
11-10 21.5 22.4 0.9 48.5 48.1 0.4 11.4 12.0 1.4 33.9 33.0 0.9 
12-10 22.1 25.9 3.8 52.0 51.1 0.9** 12.4 12.8 0.4 34.7 35.5 0.8 
1-29 23.3 22.6 0.7 52.0 52.9 0.9 13.1 13.5 0.4 36.9 36.2 0.7 
3-10 17.0 20.4 3.4** 52.1 50.6 1.5 11.4 10.7 0.7 36.4 35.2 1.2 
Mean 16.5 16.6 0.1 51.5 51.4 0.1 13.7 14.0 0.3 36.6 38.0 2.6 
1 Level of Significance (*P <, 10; **P < • 05) . 00 0"1 
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Table 1. Average {± SE) chemical composition (%) of live and dead biomass. (N = 29 for each sampling 
period). 
Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium Calcium 
Date Live Dead Live Dead Live Dead Live Dead 
4-12 2.38±.045 0.86±.066 0.17±.004 0.04±.002 1. 84±. 076 0.13±.018 0.49±.018 0.43±.026 
5-2 1. 99±.076 0.95±.084 0.16±.007 0.06±.006 1. 60±. 069 0.18±.018 0.58±.037 0.60±.050 
5-25 1.80±.069 1. 00±. 037 0.11±.004 0.05±.004 1. 36±. 037 0.20±.018 0.56±.026 0.50±.026 
6-22 1. 49±. 052 0.92±.041 0.07±.006 0.04±.004 1. 27±. 052 0.32±.026 0.32±.026 0.48±.018 
7-20 1. 35±. 066 0.80±.032 0.08±.006 0.03±.018 1.14±.076 0.27±.018 0.48±.026 0. 51±. 018 
8-17 l. 27±. 085 0.85±.026 0.08±.006 0.04±.004 1. 20±. 049 0.25±.002 0.60±.064 0.49±.002 
9-16 1.39±.074 0.93±.045 0.09±.004 0.05±.004 1.14±.055 0.35±.037 0.57±.042 0.52±.018 
10-U 1. 07±. 049 0.06±.004 0.48±.037 0.38±.011 
11-10 0.91±.066 0.04±.004 0.36±.026 0.45±.026 
12-10 0.90±.043 0.04±.004 0.23±.019 0.49±.033 
1-29 0.93±.043 0.03±.004 0.15±.026 0.43±.026 
3-10 0.71±.069 0.04±.006 0.16±.049 0.39±.026 
CXl 
CXl 
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Table l. Average (± SD) chemical composition (%)of dung (0-240 days). 
Day Nitrogen Phosphorus Potassium Calcium 
0 
y 
1. 92±.13 0. 21±. 02 0.50±.08 1. 39±.14 
N=6 
30 1. 91±.11 0.24±.02 0.29±.04 1.27±.08 
N=6 
60 2.15±.14 0.27±.03 0.27±.06 1. 44±.11 
N=5 
120 1. 72±.27 0.20±.03 0.20±.04 1. 07± .15 
N=S 
180 1.65± .13 0.22±.01 0 .17±. 01 1.23±.13 
N=S 
240 2.23±.04 0.26±.02 0.21±.03 1. 24±. 04 
N=S 
y 
Day 0 = July 1, 1976. 
91 
Table 2. Average1 fiber and chemical content (%) of all-age dung on 
shallow and loamy prairie range sites. 
Component Runge Site Probab. 
·---- Diff. Level Loamy Shallow 
(N=l4) (n=l5) 
Acid-Detergent Fiber 55.4 55.3 0.10 .87 
Lignin 21.6 22.2 0.60 .52 
Cellulose 20.5 20.1 0.40 .69 
Nitrogen 1. 83 1. 78 0.05 .22 
Phosphorus 0.23 0.21 0.02 .18 
Potassium 0.21 0.23 0.02 .25 
Calcium 0.89 0.88 0.01 .68 
1 Average of 10-15 samples collected on each of 12 different sampling 
dates during the year. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS1 
Air-dry weight--The weight of a substance after it has been allowed to 
dry to equilibrium with the atmosphere. 
Biomass--The sum total of living plants and animals above and below 
ground in area at a given time. 
Climax--The highest ecological development of a plant community capable 
of perpetuation under the prevailing climatic and edaphic condi-
tions. 
Cool-season plant--A plant which generally makes the major portion of 
its growth during the winter and early spring. 
Ecosystem--Organisms together with their abiotic environment, forming an 
interacting system, inhabiting an identifiable space. 
Exclosure--An area fenced to exclude animals. 
Forb--Any herbaceous plant other than those in the Gramineae (or 
Poaceae), Cyperaceae and Juncacea families. 
Grass--A member of the family Gramineae (Poaceae) . 
Grasslike plant--A plant of the Cyperaceae or Juncaceae families which 
vegetatively resembles a true grass of the Gramineae family. 
Herb--Any flowering plant except those developing persistent woody stems 
above ground. 
Herbage--Herbs taken collectively. 
Phenology--The study of periodic biological phenomenon such as flower-
ing, seeding, etc., especially as related to climate. 
Rangeland--Land on which the native vegetation (climax or natural po-
tential) is predominately grasses, grass-like plants, forbs or 
shrubs suitable for grazing or browsing use. Includes lands re-
vegetated naturally or artifically to provide a forage cover that 
is managed like native vegetation. Rangelands include natural 
grasslands, savannahs, shrublands, most deserts, tundra, alpine 
communities, coastal marshes and wet meadows. 
Range site--A distinctive kind of rangeland, which in the absence of ab-
normal disturbance and physical site deterioration, has the po-
tential to support a native plant community typified by an associ-
ation of species different from that of other sites. This differ-
entiation is based upon significantly differences in kind or pro-
portion of species, or total productivity. 
94 
Shrub--A plant that has persistent, woody stems and a relatively low 
growth habit, and that generally produces several basal ~hoots in-
. stead of a single bole. It differs from a tree by its low st;ature 
and nonarborescent form. 
Species composition-~The proportions of various plant species in rela-
tion to the total on a given area. It may be expressed in terms 
of cover, density, weight, etc. 
Succession, plant--The process of vegetational development whereby an 
area becomes successively occupied by different plant communities 
of higher ecological order. 
Warm-season plant--A plant which makes most or all of its growth during 
the spring, summer or fall and is usually dormant in winter. 
Watershed--(!) A total area of land above a given point on a waterway 
that contributes runoff water to the flow at that point. (2) A 
major subdivision of a drainage basin. 
1society for Range Management. 1974. A glossary of terms used in Range 
Management. 36 pp. 
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C' i'11ri'd 
',TUOY •'-~'·~ L"U.TJO~ J~.r,:!IOti-(r\ITRAL -lKLAHJM~ NOkTHWI'ST iJt STILLWATER. 
THF 5TdllY ~GFA IS PA'IT rt~ T·~E LAt<F :·1\I<L nLAC.KwHL WATERSH!'J PI THE 
'JUPT-iwf~,T U~,F-QIJAf<TEK l•l <;:.<;T! 0:>1 12, TOw'IJSHlP 20 NOf.IHI, Rt,NGIO l FAST 
JF T•H l~JI.llfl"< MFRIOJJ\.\i; THF :?~"laJNJ~R C'F- THF INATEQSHt:') 15 LOCATED IN 
THF 5DUTHwf.ST 0\iF-QUATf<l 'IF SF.Cr !('1N 32 A'IJ[l Ttrf: EASTERII EOGt JF 
SECTION 31, tJ11f\Lf CCJ:.JtrH. 
~TUOY IJU•lil[~ - Gl6::J7, 
STUrlY NAMt' -PLANT, S'lll ,\NO OUNG FACTliPS AFFECT!Nfi TALLG'<ASS PUIRIE 
~EGETAT!J\1 JURING DR1UGHT CONJITIONS ,N A C~NTPAL OKLAH"MA PA'IJ~~LAND 
"ATEQ SHf: n. 
IIIIT!U!:D IN THE SPRING Of' 1975. 
n FATMHHS 
THk•= D~PLICATfS '1F UNGRAlEJ COND!TJJNS wFPF ESTAbLISHEO BY COIISTRUCTING 
~ <;) MLT':P BY 100 METER !:XCLOSUq~ l'IJ LATE WINTER, 1975, AT EACH OF 
l'IIRFC LJIFI-ERENT LOCATIONS ALCl'IIG !HE ~PPE~. f:lOUr;DARY OF THE WJ\TnSHED. 
Vt GfTA T I Jt·J SI\MPLI NG 
TWENTY-NINE P!=RMAN=NT L1CATIJ\IS riERE' ARbJTAqly SElECTE'O FJ<. "'J~THLY 
SCIL, VeGFTAT!ON AND DUNG SAMPLING. THE NUMBER AND DISTR!BUTIO'II OF 
.OCI\TIONS PROVIDED' RANGE IN SITE CJ~DIT!ONS fO~ REGRESSION ANALYSES 
AND REPLICI\T!ONS ON TH~ MAJOR SOIL TYPES I~ PROPOkTJON TO THEIR 
,ER:~NTAGE ~F OCCURRENCE THROUGHOUT THE WATFR SHED. ONE LOCATION WAS 
SELECTED INSIDE EACH EXCLOSURE WITH A'll ADJACENT LOCATION OUTSIDE THE 
=xCLOS~R= ON THE SAME SOIL TYPE. F~KAGE SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED WITH[~ 
A ONE-HALF METER SQUA~EO CIRCULAR HOOP. SPECIES COMPOSITION AND 
=oPA~E PRODUCTION WE~E DETERMINED ON BOTH CAG~D AND GRAlED SA~PLI~G 
~DINTS. ON GRAZED AREAS COVER, GROUND LITTER AND SURFACE SJlL 
TEMPEPATUPE WE'RE DETERMINED. VE~~TI\TION AT ONE SAMPLING POI'IJT WAS 
:LIPPED AT ONE LOCATION, AND All THREE SAMPLING PJINTS W!THI'IJ EACH 
.OCATION WAS ESTIMATED. ~LIPPIN~ WAS AT GROUND LEVEL. 
I~ VIVO DRY MATTEP OI;ESTIBILITY 
THRF! HOLSTEIN STEERS FITTED wiTH PERMANENT RUMEN CAN\IULA~ WE~E PUT 
JN RANGELAND. THIS GQAZING A'EA WAS COMPnSED OF NEARLY TH~ SAME PLANT 
SPEC! ES CQMPDSITION AS TtlF GRAlED WAT ERSHEO HAUING THE 29 PERMo\NENT 
LOCATIONS. STEFRS WEKf PUT IN A DKYLOT PADDOCK TH~OUGH THE WI~TER. 
ST~E~S WE~E THEN F~n HAY FROM THE SA~E PADDOCK IN WHI:H THEY 3RAlED. 
THEY WEhE ALSO FED A P~UfflN SUPPLEMFNT A~D RETUR~EO TO THE RA~GELA~D 
~ADD~CK IN THE SPRI~G. 
DUNG S AMI' Ll NG 
JUNG PATS WERE REMOVED FROM WITHIN EAtH EXCLJSUPE IN EARLY SPRING, 
1976, T,) PP'JVIOE THRE~ DUNG FREE' AREAS. THE DUNG WAS WEIGHED TO 
E STA3LISH AN ESTIMAT= OF DUNG B!O"'ASS PE'R. HECTARE. OUNG SA"'PLES WERE 
:OLLSCT[) I'll AN AREA TWC BY T~N METERS ALJNG THE ~EARING AT WHICH TH~ 
:LIPPFD FURAGf SAMPLE wAS TAKE'IJ AND THE NJM~ER OF DUNG PATS ESTIMATED 
HDNG ALL HIREE BEARP·;S AT EACH l'JCIHI'JN, ALIOUOTS OF DUNG PATS. 
ALON~ THE BEAlliNG OF THE Cl!PPF.) FORAGE SIIMPLEr WERE TAKEN AND COMBIN::D 
INTG ONE SAMPLE. 
uUNG )f:GRAI)AT 101\1 SAMPL li>.'G 
=1rrv flUNG PATS WERF. LOCATED AND MARKED 0~1 THt: DAY DEPOSITED, JULY 1, 
1976. THE LflCATING ll!lD MARKI'IIG OF THF. uUNG OCCURRED ONLY 0'\IE TIME 
)URI 'H. T 1E STUDY. SIX DUNG SAMPLES WERE COLLECTED CJN JULY 1, 1976 
(DAY 01. Sl X MORE SA'IPLES riERE COLLECTED I)~ DAY 30 WITH 5 SA'li)LES 
t\EINC> CJLLf'CTFD ON ~AYS oO, 120, 180 ANC 240. DATA RF.CURDED AT THE 
TIME 'JF COLLECTIO"< INCLU1i=D TIME' OF DROP, SOll TE"1PfRATURE AT 2 Ct-1 
JEEP, D~Y-t31Jlq AIR TEMPi:RATURE, PERCE"JT BARE GF.OUND, PLANT SPECIES 
:n'IPJSilFJN, CLIPPED STANOPJG VEGETATION, GROUND LITTER, SOIL SAMPLE 
:.JLL':CT<:,J AT 0-10 C•~ r)f[p AND WET WEIGHT. 
L4BORATr.RY A~ALVSES 
:LIPPED VEGFTATJON 4'Jl) OJNG SAMPLES wERE AI~-DRIED A'\111 GRJU\1) TrtROU3H 
4 2~~ S:Q~FN IN A WILEY ~ILL. VEGETATION SAMPLES WFRE ANALYZED FOR 
I~ VIVO f)AY ~fiTTER DIGESTIBILITY, BV A NYLON 3AG TECHNIQUE. VEGETATION 
1\NO DUNij SAMPLES WEK!: A'lALVlEO FOR f1RY MATTF.R, CRUDE PROTEIN BY THE 
~IC'lJ-KJf:LDMil i>ROCELltlf<E, ACID-flETERGHJT FIBEP, LIGNIN ~NO CELLULOSE 
~y THF ~~P~AMGANATE OXIDATION PROCEDURE JF VAN SOEST AND WINE. 
PHOSP•iC:::IJS, POTASSIUM AND CALCIJM WERE ANALYlED B'i PPJCEOJR£-S ADOPTED 
'.IY HI~ S'l!L ~'IJU WATER TESTING LABCIRATORY i\T OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY. 
::ifiMPLES UJNSISli:D OF 3, 2 AND 0.5 G"' .1\LIQUOTS FOR OMD; OM, CP; ADF 
4NO LIGr;JN, R~SPECTIVELY. DMD ANALYSIS WAS TRIPLICATED WHILE ALL 
)THC~ LABOPATJRY fiNALVS~S WER~ JUPLICATEO. ' 
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.>TUDY - STUDY NLJM!\E~. 
Y~ - YFAI:l. 
J~Y - JULIA~ O~Y WIT~ l ~OBE~BER CO~SIDEOED THE START DF A NEW PLANT 
YEAO, 
LOC - LOCATION DESIG~ATED AS 1-29 PERMANENT LOCATIONS n~ THE WATEPSHED 
IIANS - TPANSEXT nES!G.AT•S 
TRANS -TRANSECT DES IGNATE:D AS 1-3 >IHICH WAS A 360 DEGREE CIRCLE AROUND 
'He PfRMANENT LOCATION O!VIDEO INTO THIRDS. EACH TRA~SECT 
WAS 12'J nEGKEES. 
C1 -~ITA SH~ET CARD NUM~EM. 
~ECD> - INITIALS OF INOIVIDUAL RECORDING DATA. 
T{Mf - TI~E JF SAMPLI~G 
OAIRT - DRY AIR TEMPERATUR• AT TIME DF SA~PLING. 
~IIRT - WfT AIR TEMPERATURE ~EIDING DN SLING PSYCHROMETER AT TIME OF 
5~ MPL!'IG. 
:'LT- CAGED SOIL TEMPERATU~~ AT TIMe OF SA~PLING. 
G>L T - GRAZED SOIL TE~PERATUPE AT TI~E OF SAMPLING. 
,-l)lJI" - lJIRECTI"l'l flF wi .. D-1 TU 360 DEGREES. 
WlSP~ - SP~ED OF WIND MOVEMf .. T. 
C.OU~S - CL1LJD COVEQ, 1~CLEIQ 2-BROKEN 3-SCATTEPED 4-0VERCAST 
5-HEAVY OVERCAST. 
J:w- .-IFTNESS QF VF.GETAT!DN, 1-DPY 2-D~'1P 3-WET. 
r~'L - CIG~D W~T w•IGHT OF SliL SAMPL~-0 TO 10 C~. 
;wSL -GOAlED WfT WEIGHT OF SDIL SAMPLE-0 TO 10 CM. 
~lUNG - ~ET WEIGH~ OF DUNG SAMPLE. 
w:STilV - WH WEIGHT OF CAGED STA'IDING VEGETATION IN .5 SQ. METER-FRAME AS 
CLIPPED IN FIElD. 
-~STOV- WET WEIGHT OF GRAZEJ STANDI'IG VEGETATICN. 
~CXSTnV - wET ~FIGHT OF CAGED EXTRA STANDI~G VEGETATION. 
W~XST-1V- W<T WEIGHT :JF GRAZED EXTRA STA"'OI"'G VEGETATION. 
w:LIV~- WET WeiGHT CJF CAGE'l L!V= VEGEHTitJN. 
w:STtlL - WET WEIGHT ClF CAGED STANDI"'G L ITTEq, 
w:GR'Jl - AFT WEIGHT OF CAGED GROUND LITTER, 
wGL!Vf' - WET WEIGHT OF GRAZED LIVE VEGETATION • 
.-liST~L - WET WEIGHT JF GRAZED STANDING LITTER. 
•~GPPL - W!T WEIGHT OF GRAZED GRrUND liTTER, 
o:Livr - lJRY Wf!GHT OF CAGED LIV~ VEGETATIJ"' AFTER AIR-JRYIN& 10-14 DAYS. 
OCSTIJL - flRY W~IGHT OF CAGElJ STANDING LITTER AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAYS. 
J:GR~L - D~Y WFlGHT OF C,I<OUND LITTEP AFHR AIR-OPYING 1')-14 DAYS. 
OGL. IV': - DRV WEIGHT OF GI<AZED LIVE VEGETATION AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 
llAYS. 
~;S!DL - DRY WEIGHT JF GRALEO STANDIN~ LITTER AFTER ~IR-D~YING 10-14 
EIAYS. 
J;GT~L - OPY WFIGHT UF GRAZE~ GROUND LITTER AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAVS. 
C~OSL - DRV •EIGHT OF CAGE) SOIL SAMPLE AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAYS. 
GAl'SL - O~V W~IGHT OF GRAZED SOIL SA'4PLE AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAYS. 
))UN~ - JRY II~IGHT llF DUNG SA'IPLE AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAYS. 
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APPENDIX J 
FIELD DATA WORKSHEETS FOR SPECIES COMPOSITION 
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r:lAH Srl=ETS-SP~ClfS CO"lPOS IT! J~ 
CLIP- SA'IPL'O WAS CLIPPED ICJ QR ESTIMATED lEI. 
>:ST~' - ESTI~ATED WEIGHT OF TJTAL GRAlEO STANDING ~ATERIAL wiTHIN A 
.5 SO METcR-FQAME. 
c:;LIVE - ESTIMATED IIEIGHT OF TJTAL GQAZED LIVE VEGEUTI3N WITH!~ A 
• 5 SQ MET~R-FRA~E. 
~~~STJL - ESTIMATED ~EIGHT OF TJTAL GRAZED STAhDING l!TTEF WITHIN A 
.5 SO METER-FQAME. 
=:;GR~L - ESTIMATED WEIGHT OF TOTAL GQAZED GROUND LITTER WITHIN A 
.5 SO METER-FRA~E. 
,;SP1-G<;P5 - PLANT SPOCJES THU CA~ RE LISTED THAT ARE NOT OTHERWISE 
IDENTIFIED BY A SPECIES SYMBOL. 
PCBG- ESTIMHED PEQCENT B~R'O GROUND 'WITHIN A .5 SO METER-FRAME. 
N]DU~~- NUMBER OF DUNG COUNTED WITHIN·A TWO BV TEN METER AREA ALONG 
THE BEARINGS AT WHICH THE CLIPPED AND ESTIMATED VEGETATION 
SAMPLES WERE TAKEN. 
s>ECI~S ~1RREVIATIONS USED ARE LISTED SEPERATELV BV SCIENTI~IC ~AME, 
CO~~ON ~hME AND SPECIES SV~BOL •. 
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APPENDIX K 
PLANT SPECIES KEY TO FIELD DATA WORKSHEETS 
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Computer Species 
Abbreviation 
Grasses and 
grass-like 
ANGE 
ANTE 
ANVI 
ARI 
BOCU 
BOGR 
BOHI 
BOSA 
BUDA 
BRJA 
CARX 
CYDA 
LECO 
PASC 
PASP 
PAVI 
SET 
SPO 
SONU 
sese 
CSAG 
CSPG 
WSAG 
WSPG 
Forbs 
ACLA 
AMPS 
Scientific Name 
Andropogon gerardi 
Andropogon ternarius 
Andropogon virginicus 
Aristida spp. 
Bouteloua curtipendula 
Bouteloua gracilis 
Bouteloua hirsuta 
Bothriochloa scchariodes 
Buchloe dactyloides 
Bromus japonicus 
Carex spp. 
Cynodon dactylon 
Leptoloma cognatum 
Panicum scribnerianum 
Paspalum spp. 
Panicum vigratum 
Setaria spp. 
Sporobolus spp. 
Sorghastrum nutans 
Schizachyrium scoparium 
Achillea lanulosa 
Ambrosia artemisiifolia 
Common Name 
big bluestem 
split-beard bluestem 
broomsedge bluestem 
three awn 
sideoats grama 
blue grama 
hairy grama 
silver bluestem 
common buffalograss 
Japanese brome 
sedge 
common bermudagrass 
fall witch 
scribners 
paspalum 
switchgrass 
bristlegrass 
drop seed 
yellow indiangrass 
little bluestem 
cool season annual grass 
cool season perennial grass 
warm season annual grass 
warm season perennial grass 
yarrow 
common ragweed 
Species 
Symbol 
ANGE 
ANTE 
ANVI 
ARIST 
BOCU 
BOGR · 
BOHI 
BOSA 
BUCHL 
BRJA 
CARE X 
CYDA 
LECO 
PASCS 
· PASPA 
PAV12 
SETAR 
SPORO 
SONU2 
sese 
ACLA 
AMAR2 1-' 0 
N 
ARLU Artemisia frigida 
ASER Aster spp. 
CAFA Cassia fasciculata 
CIR Cirsium spp. 
ERCA Erigeron canadensis 
ERST Erigeron strigosus 
GUDR Gutierrezia dracunculoides 
HEL Helianthus annuus 
LESP Lespedeza spp. 
PLA Plantago spp. 
SAPI Salvia pitcheri 
SCUN Schrankia uncinata 
SOLA Solanum spp. 
SOLI Solidago spp. 
ANFB 
PRFB 
WOOD 
fringed sagewort 
aster 
showy partridge pea 
thistle 
mare's tail 
daisy fleabane 
annual broomweed 
sunflower 
lespedeza 
plaintain 
pitcher sage 
eat's claw 
horse nettle 
goldenrod 
annual forb 
perennial forb 
woody species 
ARFR4 
ASTER 
CAFA 
CIRSI 
ERCA3 
ERST3 
GUDR 
HEAN3 
LESPE 
PLANT 
SAPI3 
SCUN 
SOLAN 
SOLID 
1-' 
0 
w 
APPENDIX L 
OTHER PLANT SPECIES RECORDED ON LAKE 
CARL BLACKWELL STUDY AREA 
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. t' f' 1 Sc1.en 1. 1.c Name 
Grass and Grass-like 
Agrostis spp. 
Chloris verticillata 
Elymus spp. 
Eragrostis spp. 
Hordeum pusillum 
Manisurus cylindrica 
Panicum spp. 
Poa spp. 
Schedonnardus paniculatus 
Sphenopholis obtusata 
Festuca octoflora 
Forbs 
Antennaria spp. 
Asclepias spp. 
Baptisia australis 
Croton texensis 
Daucus carota 
Geranium spp. 
Kuhnia eupatoroides 
Lepidium virginicum 
Linus spp. 
Liatris punctata 
Monarda pectinata 
Oenothera serrulata 
Oxalis spp. 
Petalostemon spp. 
Prunus angustifolia 
Psoralea tenuiflora 
Ratibida columnaris 
Rhus glabra 
Ruellia ciliosa 
Rudbeckia hirta 
Specularia perfoliata 
Ceanothus spp. 
Vernonia spp. 
Common Name 
bentgrass 
windmill grass 
wildrye 
lovegrass 
little barley 
Carolina jointtail 
panic 
bluegrass 
t'LliTlhlegrass 
wedge grass 
six-week fescue 
pussytoes 
milkweed 
blue wildindigo 
Texas croton 
wild carrot 
geranium 
falseboneset 
Virginia pepperweed 
flax 
dotted gayfeather 
plains beebalm 
half-shrub sundrop 
wood sorrel 
prairie clover 
wild plum 
scruf-pea 
prairie cone-flower 
smooth sumac 
fringeleaf ruellia 
black-eyed susan 
Venus looking-glass 
buckbrush 
ironweed 
1 
. '£' f 1972 Sc1.ent1. 1.c names rom Waterfall, U.T. . 
Oklahoma, Okla. State Univ. Student Union Bookstore. 
pp. 
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Species Symbol 2 
AGR052 
CHVE2 
ELYMU 
ERAGR 
HOPU 
MACY 
PANIC 
POA 
SCPA 
SPOB 
FEOC2 
AN TEN 
ASCLE 
BAAU 
CRTE4 
CACA6 
GERAN 
KUEU 
LEVI3 
LINUS 
LIPU 
MOPE 
OESE 
OXALI 
PETAL2 
PRAN2 
PSTE3 
RATIB 
RHGL 
RUCI 
RUHI2 
SPPE 
CEANO 
VERNO 
Keys to the flora of 
Stillwater, 246 
2species symbols from National list of scientific plant names. 
1971. U.S. Dep. Agr. Soil Conserv. Serv. 281 pp. 
APPENDIX M 
FIELD DATA WORKSHEETS FOR DUNG DEGRADATION STUDY 
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DATA SHEETS - DUNG DEGRADATION 
STUDY - STUIW NUMB<:R. 
SJPT - <•JRT AS TO CARD TYPE, F-DJNG D-ORY MATTER A-ACID-DETE~GENT 
FIBER !-IN VIVO nRY ~ATTER DI~ESTIB!L!TY. 
YR -YEAR. 
OAY OF C•1L - JULIAN DAY WITH 1 NQVEMBERI Cil~S!DEPED THE START OF A NEW 
PLANT YEAR. 
O~GR O~T"- THE NU~BER OF DAYS AFTER DEPOSITION SA~PLES WE~E COLLECTED. 
DAYS O, 30, 60, 12~, 180 iA~D 240 ARE SAMPLJ'NG PERIODS~. 
START 'IO~TH - THE "'ONTH DAY 0 OCCURRED-,IN THIS STUDY JULY. 
PJSITION -AREA WITHIN A .5 SQ 'IETER-FR~ME-SAMPLE TAKEN l-IN OR 0-0UT. 
~~ TR - KI\ID OF SAMPLE TAKEN WITHIN A .5' SO METER-FRA'1E-DUNG,SOIL, 
VEGETATION AND GR8U'l0 LITT~R. i 
REP- P.EPLICAT!ON SA~PLED DURI\IG A SAMPpNG PERIOD-!, 2, 3, 4 DR 5. 
T!"'E- TIME OF SAMPLING. . 
SAMP ~Q - NUMBER OF THE SAMPLE 
JOY BuL~ - AIR TEMPERATURE AT THE TI"'E pF SAMPLING. 
SL TEMP - TEMPERATURE OF SOIL AT T!"'E a~ ESTIMATE. 
~EW - WET"'ESS OF VEGETAT!ON,l-JRY 2-DAt-4P 3-WET. 
SL TYPF NO- SOIL SERIES NUMBER. 
VoG TYPE - TYPF OF VEGETATION-TALLGRASS MODGRASS SHORTGRASS. 
% RARE G~D - AMOU~T JF G~OUND WITH NO VEGETATION COVER. 
EST STO VEG- TOTAL ESTIMATED STANDI~G WEGETATION WITHIN A .5 SJ METER-
FRAME. 
EST GNJ L JT - TOTAL ~ST!MHED GROUND llirTER WITHIN A .5 SO METER-FRAME. 
w:T WT - ACTUAL wEIGHT OF I'ATER!AL IN .p SO MEHR-FRA~E AS CLIPPED IN FIELD. 
D~Y WT - 4CTUAL WF!GHT OF ~ATERIAL AFTER AIR-DRYING 10-14 DAYS. 
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LAB DATA WORKSHEETS FOR LABORATORY ANALYSES 
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OITI S~'•TS-LIRORATORY ANALYSES 
TYPF- C-CAGED VEG~TATIO~ G-GRIZED DESIDUE. 
~\ TR - Kl"JD •JF SIMPLE TAKEN ~IT>HN I ,5 SQ '4ETER-FRAME, VEGETAT13N-LIVE 
DEA~ OR STANDING LITTER, 
kcP- r-•PLICUION SAMPLED DU~I"'G A SAMPLING PE~IOD-1 D~ 2. 
f'IIV~O = FNVELOPf NU~RER 
XHL•Nr = CRUCIBLE NU~BE~ 
XHLFWT = CRUCIBLE ~E:IGHT 
XSA"PWT = UUCIRLE PLUS SA~PLE WEIGHT 
S~~~FToT = <AMPL• NET WEIGrlT I•ITHDUT CRUCIBLE! FOP DRY MATTER 
TOfelDv.IT = CO"'BINEn WEIGHT OF DRIED Soi:"'PLE PLUS CRUCIBLE 
HND:AL~~ = HAND CALCULATED DRY ~ATTER 
BAr;~cl = NIIMH•~ n"J NYLON PLJ~F"J HAG 
DPY~~G~T = ORY HAG WEIGHT 
TA~r·•T = TAR• WEIGtH OF CRUCIBLf (TIN ~DATI ORV 
TARS hM~T = TAPE PLUS SAMPL= o'/E IGHT CWETI 
NcEM•IWT = NET WeiGHT OF SAMPLE PLACED IN NYLON BAG 
BAGShMo'/T = CnM8l"l~0 OOY ~EIGHT OF SA~PLF AND ~YLON BAG AFTER DIGESTION 
XRHL'Ill =CRUCIBLE \10 USED TO DFTE~M!NF ACID-DHERGE~T FIBE~UDF), 
BfAKNl' = RFAKER USEI) F'JR ADF 
TARWT = NFT WEIGHT OF CQUCIBLES USED FOR ADF 
TARSPL~T = CRUCI~LE PLUS SAMPLE ~FI<iHT FOR AOF (oET SAMPLEI 
XRHLDPWT = DRY WE[G~T OF CRU:IBLE PLUS SAMPLE 
XRRL ADF = CRUC I RLE A0F 
XR'JLADLR = CRLJCI HLE PES !DUE 
XRHL ASH = CRUCIHLE ASH 
- ... 
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0 ~V'I~L - !'NV<' LOPE NU~BER JF GRAZED L IV" RES !DUE' SAMPLE. 
GH lVI' - "liTROGE~• CO''JTF'IT I" I~ GRAZED LIVE RESIDUE SAMPLE. 
GPLIVE - PHOSPHORUS CONTENT 1~1 IN GRAZED LIVE RESIDUE SA'IPLE. 
~HIV' - POTASSIIJI' Cl!NTFNT 1~1 IN G'lAZED LIVE RESIDUE SAMPLE. 
·;:ALIVE - CALCIU~ CO~TE'IT I~~ [,~GRAZED LIVE RESIDUE SAMPLE. 
I;ASHLIV"- AoH CUNTFNT "' !~ CUlED LIVE ""SIDUE SA .. PLE. 
~~V~J~S - E"lVELUPf "lU~~E• ~F G~AZE'D STANDING LITTER SAMPLE. 
--
,;~STJL - "liTROGfN CO~TENT I 'I IN GRAZED STA'lOING LITTER SAMPLE. 
r;osr,JL- P•Hl5PHf10lJS C·lNTf~T nt IN GRAl~D STANDING LITTER SA~PLE • 
. ;<)TJL - PJHSSIU~ CliHfNT ltl IN GRAZED STANDING LITTF~ SAMPLE. 
C.hSHSTDl. - ASH CJNTE~T I" I~ ~RAZED STANDING LITTER SAMPLF. 
'~V~J;~ - ENEVELOPF -~·.J~B 0 ~ OF :;~Az<D GRDIJ'-10 L ITTFR SAMPL<, 
1;~GCNL - NIT•.lGEN CL1•;HNT 1~1 I~ GRAlED GRIJUND liTHO SAMPLE. 
GPG'1NL - PHOSPHf'CUS \.JNTrNT Ill IN GRAZED GROt-NO LITTEP SAMPLE. 
""-CR.Ni - P•lHSSIIJM CONHNT Ill IN GRAZED GROUND LITTER SAMPLF. 
;cAr;o~L- CALCIUM C·JNTENT 1%1 IN G•AlEO GRI1UNO LITTER SAMPLE. 
t~VN:lU- F'IV~LODE NUMB"O lF IJU-~G SAMPLE. 
~lU~~ - NTTRJGEN CO~TE"lT ltl IN JUNG SAMPLE. 
PJUNG - PHUSPHCJRUS CJ"lTENT I~) IN DUNG SAMPLE. 
K·)UNG -POTASSIUM CONTENT nl IN DUNG SAMPLE. 
:IDUN3- CALC!IJ~ CONTENT (~) 1'1 DU'-IG SA~PLE. 
AS.H [JJ'-IG- ASH CONTE'IT Ul I~ JU~G SA'IPLE. 
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APPENDIX 0 
COMPUTER CARD INPUT, PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES 
FOR NBDMD, CHEMICAL AND FIBER COMPONENTS 
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TITLO: 'RAN.:;€ NUTP.ITJI1"J- l'lVlVJ'; 
DATA STOOPS; INPUT 
N~Mf t 1-5 YR 7-8 DAI 10-12 LOC 14-1~ TRANS 17 CD 19 TV~< !21 ~ATR $ 23-26 
M[P 2H ·~v~O 30-33 BAG~1 J5-J7 ORY~AG~T 39-41 2 TA~~~T 4o-4Y ~ 
TARSAMWT 51-55 4 NFTSAMWT 57-5~ 2 8AG5AMWT 61-63 ~; 
NEr liT = HAGSAM~T-0~YBAGWT; 
IF NcTSIM,.;T = ') T rli:N NET>AM\H = !TARS.~'I~T - T A'~ HIT I ; 
IF "'AT>< ' s T VG I THE 'II ·~A fR = I STIJV I; 
l F ~ ATO ·~TND' T >it U ·~ATR = 'STDV'; 
H' YR 77 MID ':AT ) 5 A\J'J o.n < ~~ THF'J DAY 
u· y~ 71 ANll OAT > J5 AND OAT ( 50 THEN DAY 
IF YR Tl A'JD D ~.T > d? ANI) oar < 1 1') THE I'. DAY 
l F YR ll A'Jf) 'JAT > 125 1\.'JJ OAT < 135 THEN DAY 
r= DAY D1J AN c) MAT~ 'S TDV' ANO TYPE 'G' 
fl' DAY 7J40 A'JO 'I AT II. Is T :)V' A"JD TYPE 'G' 
l F DAY 7·J9J At<LJ MAP. • s T ov• AND TYPE I G' 
IF DAY 7l3J M.D '1AT" 'S TDV' 1\ND TYPE •G• 
SA MoT = NFT .;T-PU; 
CA'<D S; 
PP OC S f1~ T JA T A= S TE C 1< S ; :I Y DAY TV P E "'AT 0 L DC; 
PRJ: PR! NT OATA=SH<:RS; 8Y YR OA'o' fYPE ·~~T~ L'JC; 
V~~ BAG SA" oT QRnAGWT ·'lETwT SA'1.0T i>U NtTSA"1WT; 
7010 
7040 
70'!0 
7130 
THEN PU 
THEN PU 
THEN PU 
THrt\o PU 
T!TLF '~ANGE NUT~ITIUN ~lt\o 0 RAL CJMP~NE~T ANALYSIS'; 
DATA CHEMALS; ~~~PUT 
.J.Ob 
0.05 
0. ')7 
0.06 
'l~Mr $ 1-~ yo 7-8 OAT 10-12 Lf1C 14-1:> T'(ANS 17 CO 19 ENL !VE <'l-23 
G'lLIVE 25-27 ? GPL!VF 2'-i-31 2 GKI IVE 33-35 2 GCLrVt 37-39 2 fNVDEAD 4'>-'+7 
~NCro\fl 4'1-<;1 2 C~DEAO 53-5'i 2 GK'iEfiD 57-59 2 GCADEA.D 61-63 2 
I= 
IF 
[ 0 
I; 
VR2 #2 7-8 DAT2 N2 11-11 LOC2 #2 14-15 TPANS2 *Z 17 CD2 "2 19 
fNV:;t;R" ~2 ?1-23 G I<~RN #2 25-2 l ~ l~P;;R'IJ #2 29-:H 2 GKGRN II.!. 33-3~ 2 
GCAGRN 112 37-3~ 7 ;NVDLJ'IIG #2 45-47 GNDUNG #2 49-51 2 GPDlJ 1% #2 53-55 2 
CKIJUNG U~ ':>7-':>'! 2 GCALJuf-.IG ~2 61-t-3 z; 
y~ 17 411[1 D•T > '> HHJ D4T < I 5 THE~J DAY 7010; 
v~ 77 A'<D OAT > 35 AND OAT < sc THE 'II IJAY 7040; 
Yti. l7 A;<IJ :JA T ) 85 A·'W 'JU < l!J'l T HEi~ QAV 7:)<)Q; 
VP. 77 AND o.n > 12 s AND OAT < 135 THE \I DAY 7130; 
CARDS: 
~RJ: Sn-IT 'JIJT= (HrMSi1Pr DATA=CI-tE'14LYS; PY Yk DAY L:JC; 
PRJ: PR!~T U4TA=CHFMSO~T; ~y Y~ 1AY; ID LO(; 
VAA G~LIVE GPLIV~ GKLIVE GCALIV~ GNDE4D GPDEAD GKDFAn GCAnEAU; 
f'R:J: PQJNT DATA=CH':.'1SO~T; •3Y Y<l. DAY; ID LOl; 
V~ n GNGRN •.:;PGD'I c;~ GP 'I GL \G".N G~Wl"!G (;POUNG GI<.DUNG GCADUNG; 
l'f~O: M~ANS ,JUT=CHf:MAVG DATA='~i1EMSOkT; ~y YR IJAY; 
VAP' G~LIVE GPLIVE GKLIVE GCAL!VE GNDEAO GP~EAD GKDEAU GCADEAI) 
GNGR"l GPGR~l GKGP~ GC~v>'N GN:JiiNG ,:;PilU'JG GKOUt\oG GCAOU~G; 
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TlTLE 'RA~GE NUTRITION STUDY'; 
DATA ANSL~B; INPUT NREC = 2 
NAME $ 1-5 VR 7-8 OAT 10-12 LOC 14-15 TRANS 17 CD 19 TYPE $ 21 MATR $ 23-26 
REP 23 ENVNO 30-33 XBLENO $ 35-37 XBLEWT 39~41 2 XSAMPWT 45-47 2 
SAMNEfWT 51-53 2 TOTDRYWT 55-57 2 HNOCALOM 61-66 4 
C02 #2 19 ENVNJZ #2 30-33 XRBLNO #2 $ 35-37 BEAKNO #2 $ 39-41 
TA~wT #2 43-46 4 TARSPLWT #2 48-52 4 XRBLORWT #2 53-58 4 
XRBLADF #2 60-65 4 XRBLADLK #2 67-72 4 XRBLASH #2 74-79 4; 
IF SAMNEfwT < 0.1 THEN SAMNETWT = XSAMPWT - XBLEWT; 
IF SA~NET4T > 0.2 THEN SAMNETWT = SA~NETWT; 
OMP = OIVICBTORVWT-XBLEWT),SAMNETWTI; 
TOW = ITA~SPLWT - TARWTI * DMP; 
ADFP = OlviiXRBLADF-XRBLDRWThTDW); 
ADLP = Dl/((XRBlADF-XRBLADLRI,TD~I; 
CELLP = OIVICXRBLADL~-XRBLASHJ,TDWI; 
AOF = IX~lLAOF - XRSLDRWTI; 
ADL = (XR3LADF- XRBLAOLRJ; 
CELL= CXRBLAJLR- XRBLASHI; 
DRYWT = ITARSPLWT - TARWTI; 
IF TOW,) 0 THEN TOW= MISSITDWI; 
IF ADF ,> 0 THEN ADF = MISSIADFl; 
IF ADL ,) 0 THEN ADL = MISSIADLl; 
IF CELL,> 0 THEN CELL= MISSICELLI; 
IF DRYWT ,) 0 THE~ DRYWT = MlSSCORVWTI; 
IF YP.=7~ AND OAT > 150 AND OAT < 170 THEN DAV=6163; 
IF YR 76 AND OAT > 175 AND OAT < 190 THEN DAY 6183; 
IF VR 76 AND-OAT > 205 AND OAT < 210 THEN DAY 6206; 
IF VR 76 AND OAT > 230 AND DAT < 240 THEN DAY 6234; 
IF YR 76 AND DAT > 255 AND OAT < 265 THEN DAY 6262; 
IF VR 76 AND OAT > 285 AND DAT ( 295 THE~ DAY 6290; 
IF YR 76 AND OAT > 310 AND JAT < 325 THEN DAY 6320; 
If VR 76 AND OAT > 340 AND OAT < 350 THEN DAY 6346; 
IF YR 77 AND OAT > 5 AND OAT < 15 THEN OAY 7010; 
IF VR 77 AND OAT > 35 AND OAT < 50 THEN DAY 7040; 
IF YR 77 AND OAT > 85 AND OAT < 100 THE~ DAY 7090; 
IF YR 77 AND D~T > 125 A~D OAT < 135 THE~ DAY 7130; 
IF LDC=1 OR LDC=3 OR LOC=4 ~R LOC:10 OR LOC=13 OR LOC=l4 OR LOC=l6 
OR LOC=l7 0~ LDC=l9 OR LOC=ZO OR LOC=21 OR LOC=22 OR LOC=23 
OR LOC=28 THEN SITE = 1 LPRG'; 
IF LDC=2 OR LOC=5 DR LDC=6 JR LOC=7 DR LOC=8 OR LOC=9 OR LDC=ll OR LOC=l2 
OR LOC=15 JR LDC=18 OR LOC=Z4 OR LOC=25 OR LOC=26 OR LOC=27 
OR LOC=29 THEN SITE = 'SHPRG 1 ; 
OUTPUT; CARDS 
604 JBSE~VATIONS IN DATA SET ANSLAB 3 7 VA R l A BL E S 
PROC SORT OUT=ANSILABS OATA•ANSLAB; BY OAY SITE; 
114 
RANGE NUTRITION STUDY 
PROC ANOV~ DATA=ANSILASS; 
CLASSES a~Y SITE; MEANS DA~ISITE; 
MODEL DMP ADFP ADLP CELLP=OAY; 
I'OOL 1 E' HSIDUALIDAY; 
TEST DAY BY 'E'; 
DATA SET A~SILABS 
CLASSES VALUES 
DAY 6163 6183 6206 6234 6262 6290 6320 6346 7010 7040 7090 7130 
SITE LPRG SHPR 
PROC SORT OUT=LABSANSI OATA=ANSILABS; BY SITE o•Y; 
PROC ANOV~ DATA=LABSANSI; 
CLASSES SITE DAY; MEANS SITEIDAY; 
MODEL OM? ADFI' ADLP CELLP=S!TE; 
POOL 'E' ~ESIDUAL/SITE; 
TEST SITE BY 'E'; 
DATA SET LABSANSI 
CLASSES VALUES 
SITE LPRG SHPR 
DAY 6163 6183 6206 6234 6262 6290 6320 6346 7010 7040 7090 7130 
A~ALYSIS OF VARI~NCE FOR VARIABLE D~P 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CJRREC TED TOTAL 
TESTS SOUil.CE 
NUMERATOR: DAY 
DENOMINATOR: E 
ANALYSIS OF VARI~NCE FOR VARIABLE ADFP 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CORRECTED TOTAL 
TESTS SOURCE 
NUMERATOR: DAY 
DE NOM IN AT OR: E 
RANGE ~UTRITIO~ STUDY 
MEAN o. 925371435 c. v. 2.38497249 'l: 
OF S~M OF SQ~ARES LS 0 • 01 LSD .05 Dlw'ISJ~ 
11 3.047356850 0.00430516818 
592 0.288350450 0.00048707846 0.011.062838 0.00866907462 50 
592 0.288350450 0.00048707846 
603 0.335707300 0.00055672852 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
11 
592 
0.047356850 0.00430516818 
0.288350450 0.00046707846 
MEAN 0.553565162 c;. v. 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
0.07753132 0.00704830202 
F VALUE PROS > F 
8.83876 o.oJH 
10.6541536 'l: 
LSD .01 LSD .05 01\/lSOR 
11 
575 2.00006107 0.00347836709 0.030793~333 0.0234031454 49 
575 2.00006107 0.00347836709 
586 2.07759240 0.00354537952 
OF S~M OF SQUARES MEAN SQUAPE 
11 
575 
0.07753132 0.00704830202 
2.00006107 0.00347836709 
F VALUE PROB > F 
2.:>2632 0.0239 
I-' 
I-' 
LTl 
A~ALYSIS OF VARI~NCE FO~ VARIABLE ADLP 
SJU~CE 
DAY 
E 
RESIDUAL 
COR~EC TED TOTAL 
TESTS SlJURCE 
NUMERATOR: DAY 
DENOMINATOR: E 
TESTS 
NUMERATOR: 
DENOMINATOR: 
ANALYSIS OF VARI~NCE FOR VARIABLE CELLP 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
RESIDUAL 
COR~ECTED TOTAL 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
RANGE NUTRITIJ~ STUDY 
0.361511l7B c. v. 
OF SU~ JF S~UARES 
11 
575 
575 
586 
143.99156 
6837.07435 
6837.07435 
6981.06591 
OF SU~ OF SQUARES 
11 143.99156 
575 &837.07435 
~EAN S;;!UARE 
13.0901419 
ll.8905641 
11.8905641 
11.9130818 
MEAN SUUAkE 
13.090 l'o19 
u. 890 5641 
MEAN o. 198090329 c. v. 
OF SU~ OF S~UARES MEAN SQUARE 
0.0884933 0.0080448453 
953.832885 !( 
LS 0 • 01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
1.80042267 1.36832047 49 
F VALUE PROB > F 
1.10088 0.3575 
79.1811541 1: 
LSD .01 LSD .05 DI~ISOR 
11 
575 14.1461430 0.0246019878 0.0818951726 0.0622403063 
575 14.1461430 0.0246019878 
586 14.2346363 0.0242911882 
OF su~ OF S:JUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F 
11 0.0<184933 0.0080448453 0.32700 o. 971 't 
575 1'+.1't61io30 0.0246019878 I-' 
I-' 
0'1 
ANALYSIS JF VARUNCE FOR VAR !ABLE 0"1~ 
SOURCE 
SITE 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CORRECTED TJTAL 
TESTS SOURCE 
NUMERATOR: Sl TE 
DENOMINATOR: E 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VARIABLE AJF~ 
TESTS 
NUMERATOR: 
SOURCE 
SITE 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CJRREC TEO TOTAL 
SOURCE 
51 TE 
DENCMINATOR: E 
RAN~E NUTRITION STUDY 
MEAN 0.925371435 c. v. 
OF su~ JF SQUARES MEAN S:JUARE 
0.000146&52 0.00014665208 
602 o. 335560647 o. 0005574 0971 
602 ::>. 335560647 o.ooo5574091l 
603 o. 335707 300 0.00055!>72852 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
1 
602 
0.000146652 0.00014665208 
. 0.335560647 0.00055740971 
0.553565162 c. v. 
DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
).00008803 0.00008802573 
2.55135&68 l: 
LSD • 01 LSJ • J5 DIIIISJR 
0.00496466830 0.00377335399 302 
F VALUE ~ROB > F 
0.26.:>10 0.6146 
10.7652542 l 
LSD .01 LSD .05 DIIIIS'JR 
585 z.o7750437 o.oo35512ij952 o.ot27018206 o.o096535794~ 
585 2.07750437 0.00355128952 
586 2.07759240 0.00354537952 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
585 
o.ooooeeo3 o.oaooaaoz573 
2.07750437 0.00355128952 
F VALUE PROB > F 
0.:>2479 o.o6>5 
I-' 
I-' 
-...] 
A'IALYS!S OF VARI~NCE FOR V AR I ABLE AD L P 
SOURCE' 
SITE 
E 
RES I DUAL 
CJRREC TED TOTAL 
Tf STS SOURCE 
NU"'EPATOR: SITE 
DE NOM IN AT OR: E 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FO~ VARIABLE CELLP 
SOURCE 
SITE 
E 
RES I DUAL 
COR~EC TED TOTAL 
TESTS SOURCE 
"'UMEII.ATOR: SITF 
DENOMINATOR: E 
~A~~E NJT~IT!D~ STUDY 
MEA~ 0.361517178 c. v. 
OF SU"' OF SUJARES 
11. 17 244 
565 6969.2934 7 
585 6969.29 34 7 
586 . 6981.06591 
1)f SUM OF SQUARES 
585 
ll. 77 244 
6969.29347 
"'EAN SQUARE 
11.7724381 
11.913 3222 
11.9133222 
ll. 9130818 
MEAN SQUARE 
ll. 7724381 
11.9133222 
0.1980<;10329 :. v. 
OF SU~ JF SQUARES "'EAN S:JUARE 
0,0026228 0.0026228193 
954.745248 ~ 
LSD • :H L SO • J5 DIIIISOR 
o. 735680759 0.5~9128642 294 
F VALUE PROS > F 
0.98817 0.6787 
78.7393758 !1: 
LS 0 • 01 LSD .~5 DIVISOR 
585 14.2320135 0.0243282282 0.0332451463 0.025266822~ 294 
585 14.2320135 0.0243282282 
5i16 14.2346363 0.0242911882 
OF SJ" OF SQUARES "'EAN SQUARE F VALUE PR08 > F 
().0026228 0.0021>228193 0.10791 (),7~20 
585 14.232013!> 0.0243282282 1--' 
1--' 
00 
APPENDIX P 
COMPUTER PRINT PROCEDURE FROM DISK PROGRAM 
FOR FIBER COMPONENT ANALYSES 
119 
S T A T l S T I ~ A l A 1\J <\ L Y S s SYSTE"1 
IIXXS~K@3 JOB (XXXXX,5J3-56-C97ll,•KAUTZSCH',TIME=l,CLASS~A, 
II TYPPUN=HOLD 
***ROUTE PRINT LOCAL 
***JOBP~R..., FORMS=90Jl 
II EX~: SAS,R~G!CN.;0=200K 
XXSAS PROC SD~T=60,Vr~=74~4 
XXGO EXEC PGM=SAS,REGICN=l27K 
XXST~PLIB 00 OSN=SYSl.US~RLJR.SAS&VE~,DISP=SHR 
XX DO OSN=SYSl.US~RLIR.SASS&V~R,DISP=SHR 
XX DO OSN=SYS3.LI~Kl!R,DISP=SHR 
XXMACR, DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(T~K,ZO,,CGNTIGI,DCB=KLKSIZF=l600 
XXSASDATt ~0 UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,I8J,40,811 
XXSYSPRINT DO SYSUJT=* 
XXFT02FOOl 0~ SYSJJT=~,DC~=(BLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FI PUNCH OUTPUT 
XX~T03FJOl DO SYSnJT=*rDC~=(BLKSIZE=l33,LRECL=l33,R~CFM=FBAI 
XXFTIJ5F001 0~ \JNlT=SYSJA,SPACr=(TRK,(lQ,401J, 
XX UCB=IBLKSIL~=04J4,Rff.FM=VBS,LRECL=32000l 
XXFTClOFJOl JO l.lNIT=SYSDA,SPACf:=(TRK,(l0 1 40ll, 
XX ~CB=IBLKSIZ~=J404,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32000l 
XXfT07F0=' 1 rJO llNI f= SYSQA, S Pf>CE= ( TPK, ( l ~.401), 
XX llCB=IBLKS Ilf''=04J4,PECFM=VBS ,LRECL=32000l 
XXFT')~I=OOl 0'1 U'HT= SYSOA,SPt.:C::=ITRK,( 10,40J), 
XX DCB=lBLKSIZ~=04J4,PECFM=VBS,LRECL=32000) 
XXFT09!0!J01 DO 'J~H T=SYSOA,S1>1\CC::=(TR.K,(2,21 ), 
XX 9\.n=IBLKSIZ~=080,LPECL=RO,RECFM=FBl 
XXSYSJUT DO SY SCJUT =* ,OCfi=HtJF'lO= l 
XXSORTL!B 00 rJSN=SYSl.SORTL!G,OISP=SHR 
xxsnR.T~KJl DO SPf>CC::=(TR~,(&SnRTJ,,CONTIGI,UNIT=SYSDA 
XXSO~TWKO?. 00 SPuCE=(TRK,(&SnRT),,CONTIG),UNlT=SYSOA 
XXSORT~K03 DO SP8C~=(TRK,I&S~RTI 11 CONTIGl,UNIT=SVSOA 
XXSORTWK~4 DO SDAC[=(TR<,I&SORT),,CONTIGI 1 UNIT=SYSJA 
120 
1/Gn.sr~ERDMD UJ OS~=A8.YR7677.STEER.AOF.DMD,UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=OISKd7, 
II OISP=( OLD,K!"E'f.J),JCB=(LPt=Cl=80,RLKSIZE=2000,RE:FM=FBl 
IIGn.SYSIN DD * 
PRnC PPI~T DATI\=STEERO~D; RY DAY TYPE MATR; ID LOC; 
VAk O~P AOF~ ADLP CELLP D~J; 
PROC MEA~S ~OPPt~T OUT=STDMOX DATA=STEERDMD; BY DAY TYPE MATR; 
VAP DM> 1\0FP ADLP CELLP OMD; 
PROC PRP.H DATA=STDMOX; BY TYPE MATR; IO DAY; 
VAP I)...,P ADFP ADLP CELLP DMO; 
APPENDIX Q 
COMPUTER INPUT, PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES FROM 
DISK PROGRAM FOR FIBER COMPONENTS, SPECIES 
COMPOSITION AND CHEMICAL COMPONENTS 
121 
ST.\T!STICAL ~NALYSI' 
IIZSHKtlAOJ3 J'JB IXXXXX,5c3-56-)"711o'~A JTLSCH 1 ,TI~E=5oCl h~§c.~, 
II TYPI'O UN=HCLO 
*"""Rf'li)TC Df~ I '!T L':JCAL 
*"*JOi.lP~R ~ rnRMS=9JO 1 
II EX": SAS.~EGinN.~0=3dOK 
XXSIS P•CC SO~T=&O,VER•7404 
XXGO eXeC PGM=SAS,oEGI JN•127K 
XXSTEP! Iii Jfl DSN=SYSl.!JSE'tllt1.SASGV~~ ,')!SP=SHP 
XX '1'1 DSN=SYS1.USE~Ll~.SA<S&V-~oCISP=SH0 
XX ~0 DSN=SYS3.LI~Kl!HoDISP=SHR 
XX MACRO ')D UNIT• SYSDA, S PACf =I TR K ,2'], ,CIJ~H I G I, DC !l= 8LKS IZE= 1 oOO 
XXSA5'1hTA 'l[l tn!IT=SYSf'A,SPAC~=ITRK,(·•J,4~o'll) 
XXSYSPRINT 00 SYSOJT=* 
XXFT02F0~1 on SYSJJT=K,')CS•IBLKSiz•~ao,oFC~'1=FI PU~CH OUTPUT 
XX c T J 3 f) 0 1 'l'_l S Y S J J T = "'• i1C ~ • ( F\L K S I ZC = 1 l 3, l P <=r. l = 13 3 , P <: C F M =F P A I 
XXFTO'iF001 DO UN!T=SYS[1A,SPAC"=ITPK, ll,),toOII, 
XX DCB=I fill<. SIZE •0404, R ~ CF 'I= VHS, LO ::CL•32'1·) J I 
XXFT!)OF0C'1 t)ll ll~JIT=SY$'J~,SP~U=(TRK,(l'lo41llo 
XX DC!:l=l!:lLKS!Zc=::J4'J4,RUF~=V~S,LRt:CL=32:J101 
XXFT17~0::l1 'Jll UNIT•SY)DA,SPAC"•(TI<K.Il·1o4JI), 
XX tJC~=I RLKS IZ!'•0't14oR':'U'1•VtiS oLRC'CL=32JOul 
X XF T 0 8 Fll •) 1 :) fJ lJ 11J IT= S Y S t l A, S PAC c = I T ~ K ,( l 0 , 4 ~ II , 
XX llCfl=l HLKSIZr=0414,<l.rrr'1=V•3S,Lf,°CL=3?10:JI 
XXrTO'l>'001 IJ<J UNIT=SYSlJA,SPAC:=•IT~K,l2o2llo 
XX CJCB=IBLKO,jzc~08•1oLRcCL•'l1,oECI"'=Fg) 
XXSYS'l.JT ~0 5Y~OUT=•,oCB•BUFIIJO=l 
XXS'lRTL 18 !)t) LJ)N•SYS1.SI'JOTLIB,OISP=SH< 
XXSURTWK01 IJD SPAC~=(TRKoi&SllRTI ,,COMTIG),UIIJIT•SY51A 
XX5'JRT,;o\QZ '10 SPACf=(TOK,I&SORT),,CO'ITI:;I,UNIT=SYSJA 
XXSORTwKJ3 DO SI'AC''•(TQK,(&SlRT),,CUH!()),IJ\JIT=SYSOA 
XXSORTWK04 00 SPAC'=(TRt<.,I&SQ~TI ,,CONTI<>I,LJN!T=SYS<JA 
II GO .Fil ill L clf'l DS ~·~3. YQ 7 6. HJ77, !JfJ I T=2314, VOL• SER=D I SK87, 
II Dl Sf'= I OLO,KEE!>I,DCB=I LP':CL=iJO,!:lLKSIZ==2:J')),<l.ECF~=FBI 
IIGO.ALLGRAZ~ DD DS'.J=A8.YR7677.GRAZE~T.UNIT=l314,VOL=SEP=DISK97, 
II DISP=IOL~.KEEPiotJCB=ILRECL•80,~LKSIZ~=200J,~E:FM=FBl 
IIGD.CH~~ 00 DSN=A8.YR76.CH6163.TJ&34b,UNIT•Z314,VOL=SER=DIS1<.87, 
II Dl~~=IOLD,KEEP),JCB=ILPECL=~0.8LKSIZ~=2CJO,REGF~=FBI 
//GO. S TEE oD•:O DO DSN =AB. YR 7 6 71 .ST E"~' .AuF .0'10, U'H T= 2314, VOL= SE P =DI SK87, 
II DISr=COLO~EPI,JCB=ILPeCL=aO,BLKSIZE=2000,~EGF'1=FBI 
1/:-;CJ.SYSI"J DIJ * 
PRiJC SrJRT OUT=GPAHVEG DATA=~LLGRAZE; BY DAY LOC; 
pqoc SQRT DUT•FLDwT DATA=FOALL; UY D~Y LJC; 
DATA FIELD; SFT FLOWT; 
IF DAY 6163 OR DAY • &183 lR DAY 
DAY = t.262 OR DAY = b2'JO !JR lJAY 
IF DAY = 7180 THEN DeLETE; 
62\lt OR DAY 
6320; 
IF L'lC>ll AND tOC<19 THEN UNIT • 'SOUTH'; 
!F LcJC <= 11 CJR LOC >• 19 TWN !J'dT • ·~JI<TH'; 
&234 OR 
IF LOC=1 JR LO(•Z nP. LOC=3 nil Lf1C=4 'JR LQC=5 OR Lf"lC=c OP LCJC•7 
OR LOC=1J OR LOC=1l OR LJC=12 CJR L0C=13 JR LCJC•l4 OR LOt=15 OR 
np LOC=l9 OR LOC=ZIJ OR l'J(•21 'lP LJC=22 !lR Ll.lC=2~ OR LOC=24 OR 
ro. LOC=29 THF\1 ICC"SS = •GoAzcJo; 
OR LOC •9 
LOC=l6 OR lf1C=18 
L DC= 27 0~ L'JC = 28 
IF LOC = ~ OR LOC • 17 OR LOt:=!5 r)O LOC=26 THEN ACCESS = 'EXCLOS'; 
2J3 OBSE~VATIONS IIIJ DATA SET FI~LD 
OATA EXCLFUJ; SET FHLO; IF ACCESS 
wGSTDV wcsTDV; 
WGGP.Nl WCG RNL; 
DGL! VE DCL I VE; 
DGSTOL DCSTOL; 
DGGRNL DCGRNL; 
G ~SL • ~ WSL; 
GADSL = CADSL; 
G SL T • : SL T; 
28 OBSERVATIONS IN DATA SET "XCLFLD 
49 VARIABLES 
'FXCLOS'; 
'•9 VAR IABLFS 
PRnC SORT OUT=EXCS [1ATA=FXCLrLD; RY DAY LOC; 
122 
PRllC SflRT 0\JT=f-LOS IMH.=FI~LJ: HV DAY LCJC; 
O~TA HOEX; MF~r,E ~XCS FU15: :w ')AY LOC; 
213 flBSERVATI!JI'<S 1'1 DAH SFT FLC.~X 49 V AR l ~ BL f S 
U4TA GRVEG; S~T GRAZEVEG: 
IF DAY • 6163 OP 04Y c 6183 ~A DAY ~ 6206 OR DlV • 6234 CR 
DAY = 6262 OP D~Y = 6290 
IF DAY = 7180 THEN O~LETE; 
~'~ DAY 632~; 
IF 
IF 
IF 
CLIP = 'C'; 
CAY 6234 AND LOC 
DAY = ~234 AND lQC 
3 AN') TkANS 
3 .\N.J HANS = 
THEN f:GSTDL 
T H!'N EGGP NL 
bO; 
220; 
203 OBSE'I.VHIJNS l"l DATA SET GRVC:G 59 VA~ I ABLES 
PROC SORT OUT=GPAZE DATA=GRV~G; BY DAY LCC; 
PROC SOPT OUT=WEIGH DATA=FLDEX; SY dAY LeC; 
DATA GRAZEWT: MEPGE WEIGH GR~zc: BY OAY LOC: 
WGLIVE = EGLIVE * (~GSTDV/(EGLIVE + ~GSTDLll: 
WGSTDL = EGSTDL * (wGSTOV/CEGLIV~ + >:GSTDLll: 
IF LOC=l JR LJC=2 OR LOC=3 0° L8C=4 OP LOC=5 CR LOC=0 OR LDC=7 OR LOC=9 
123 
na LDC=lO OR LUC=ll flR LUC=l~ JP LOC=l3 OR L~C=l4 GR LOC•lS OR LOC=lb OR LOC=lB 
~R LrC=l9 OP LOC=2J OR LOC=21 flP LOC~22 nR L1C•23 OR LOC=24 OR LOC•27 OR LOC=28 
rH< LUC=29 THfN t.CCESS = 'GDAZE::l': 
IF LuC = a OR LOC = 17 OR lllC=25 OP LOC=26 THEN ACCESS = 'EXCLOS 1 ; 
If- 1.'1(>11 AND LOc<l9 THE"l UN!T = 'S::JUT4'; 
IF L'JC <= 11 OR LJC >= 19 TH''l U'J!T b 'NCJRTH 1 ; 
F r; S TD L = 0 G S TD L + 0; 
FGGPNL = EGGRNL + Q; 
GPCllVE = Ill V( EGL !VE, I EGL IVE + EGS~DL ll; 
GPCSTOL = 1.0- GPCL!VE: 
GRAWSPP = GANGE+GANVI+GPAVI+GSONU+GANTE+GBGSA+GLECO+GPASC+GPASP+GSPO+GSET+GBnlu 
+ GB \JDA +GRJ Gft+G (lOJi I +GCY DA+GARI +GW SAG +GSO.J A+GCS AG+GC.A RX +GCSP G+GSC SC.+GWSPG+G CA FA+ 
t;r I R +GI'R CA +GE K ST+ GGUOR+G P L A+G ANF 8+GACLA +GAMPS+GAPL U+G AS FR +GHEL +G l ES P+GS API 
+G~CLA+GSOLI+GPPFo+GWOOO; 
IF DGLIVc > 1 THE!'< GLIVFTRl = U!V(OGLIVE,GRAWSPP) * 20; 
IF DGLIV~ ~> 1 THEN GL!VFTP2 • 1; 
Gll VFTR = IGL IVFTR2 = Ol * GLIVHRl; 
GAI'<GF=GANGE*GLIVFTR; GANVl•GANVI$GLIVFTR; GPAVI=GPAVl*GLIVFTR; 
GS 'lNU= GS J~U*GL I VF TR: GAN T E' =G~ NTE *GLl VFT<t: G BCJ SA =GBO SA*G ll VF TP; 
GloC"~=GLECO*Gl IVFTR; GPASC=GPASC*Gl IVFTR; GPASP=GPASP*Gl IVFTF.; 
GSPO =GSPJ *GL IVFTR; GSET =GSET *C.L I VFTR; GBOCU=GBOCU*GL!VFTR; 
G RlJ DA• GR JD A*GL IVFTR ; GBOGP =GB JGR. ~Gt. I VFTR; GBJH I =GBO HI *GL l VF TP; 
GC YDA=GCYJA*GL IVFTR; GAR! =GLC{I *;;L IVFTR: GWSAG=GWSAG•GL IVFH; 
GBP.JA=GB~JA*GL IVFTR; GCSAG=GCSAG*GLIIIFTR.; GCAPX=GCARX*Gl!VFTP.; 
GSCSC=GSCSC*GLIVFTR; GCSPG•GCSPG•GL IVFTR; GACLA=GACLA*GLIVFTP; 
GARlU=GARLU*GLJVFTQ; GASER=GA5~P*GLIVFTR; GCAFA=GCAFA*GLIVFTP; 
r;c IR =GCJ~ *Gl.IVFTR; G<:RCA=G':OCA"l>L IVFTP; GfQST=GERST*GLIVFTR; 
GGUDR=GGU::lR*GL!VFTR; GAMPS=GA~PS•GLIVFTD; GHEL =GHEL *GLIVFTP; 
GLESP=GL~SP*Gl!VFTR; GPLA =G~LA *GL!VFTR.; GSAPI=GSAPI«~LIVFT~; 
GSCUNcGSCjN*Gl. !VF•R; GSOLA=G)llA*GLIVFTR; GSOLI=GSOL!*GLIVFTR; 
GANFB=GA'lFB*GLIVFTR; GPRFI!=GPi<Ftl*GL IVFTR: GSHRUilS=GWOOfl * GLIVFTR; 
GWSPG = GWSPG * GLIVFTR; 
i';TALLGRS G~"JGE ~ GANVI + GOAVI + GSONU: 
G"'IOGPS = GA"JTF + GP.OSA + GLcCU + GPASC ~ GPASP + GSPJ + GSfT + GBOCU; 
GSHRTGPS = G~UDA + GBOGP + G~~HI + GCYUA; 
GWSAGRS = GA~I + GWSAG: 
GC SG~S ~BRJA + G(SAG + GCAP.X ~ GCSPG; 
GWSGRS ;TALLGRS + GMIOGRS + GSHRTGRS + GWSAGRS + GSCSC; 
GANFtlS GCAFA + GC!R ~ GERCA + GE•ST + GGUOR + GPLA + GANFB; 
GPRFRS ;ACLA + GAMPS + GARLU + GASER + GHEL + GLESP • GSAP! + 
~SOLA+ GSOLI + GPPFB; 
GSPF~S GACLA + GCI 0 + GERCA + GERST + GPLA + GANFB; 
G=SUFRS GHEL + GLFSP + GSAPI + GSCUN + GSOLA + r,pqfB; 
GLSUFBS = GA~PS ~ G~RLU + GASER + GCaFA + GGUO~ + GS~ll; 
GLSUSPP • GLSUFBS + GSHRUBS; 
G,_,ISLGRS = GS-lRTGRS + GloiSAGPS + GWSPG; 
GGRASS = GTALLGPS + GSCSC + GMIOGRS + :>CSGRS + GMISCGPS; 
GFORBS = :;SPFBS + GESUFBS + GLSUFBS; 
GALLSPP ~ GGRA~S ~ GFORRS + GSHPUB5: 
P~TALL = DIVCGTALLGRS,GALLSPPl; 
PC~ID = )!VCGMIOGRS,GALLSPP); 
PCSHRT = )IVC::JSHRTGRS,GALLSPP); 
PCWSAG = J!V!GWS~GPS,GALLSPP); 
PCCSGRS = DIVCGCSGqS,GALLSPPl; 
ANALYSTS 
PCWSGRS = D!VI GWSGRS,GALLSPPI; 
PC FORBS = OIV( GFOR!IS,GALLS"PI: 
PCGRASS = D!VIGG~ASS,GALLSPPI: 
PCSCSC = J!VIGSCSC,GALLSPPI; 
PCSPF~S = O!V( GSPFBS,GALLSPPI; 
PCESUFBS DIVCGESUFBS,GALLSPPI; 
PCLSUF8S DIVCGLSUFBS,G6LLSPPI; 
PCLSUSPP OIV(GLSUSPP,GALLSPPI: 
PCTLSCSC DIVIIGTALLGRS + GSCSCI,GA~LSPPI: 
P\MISCGS DII/IIGSHRTGRS + G>'ISAG~S + GWSP~),GALL1SPP); 
203 DBSE< VAT! ONS IN OATA SET GRAlF.Wl 142 VAR IABLFS 
PROC SORT OUT=CHEMS DATA=CHE~: oY DA~ LJC; 
PR~C SORT OUT=GRAlEWTS DATA=~RAZEWT~ BY DAY LOC~ 
r:JATA CLIP::HEM; MERGE CHE"'S GkAZEwTS;~ BY DAY LOC;' 
IF DAY=61~3 OR DAY=6183 OR OAY=t206 OR 0AY•b234 tiR DAY•b262 OR OAV=~Z90 
rJR CAY=632 O; 
GNLIV~ = GNLIVE * 0.01: 
GPL TVE • GPLIVE * O.Jl; 
GKL!Vf = ;KLIVE * 0.01: 
GCAL!Vc = GCALIVE * O.Ol; 
P(M2=PCMIO*PC~IO; 
PCC2•PCCSGRS*PCCSGPS; 
PCS 2=PC SPF 8 S*P CSPFBS; 
P CE 2=:> CES'J FBS * PC~.SUFBS; 
PCL2=PCLSUSPP*PCLSUSPP; 
PC T 2=P C Tl S C SC *PC TL SC SC; 
PCM 12 =PCMI SCGS *PC "'I SCGS; 
203 OI}SE~VATIONS TN DATA SFT CLIPCHEM 
OATA CLPC~l63:SFT CLIPCHEM;!F DAY=bl63; 
29 OBSERVATIONS !ill D6TA SET CLPCHlb3 
177 VARIABlES 
177 VARIABLES 
PP8C SORT OUT=STEFRX OATA=ST~ERDMO; BY DAY LOC; 
PROC SORT OUT=CHE"'CLTP OATA=CLTPCHEM; BY DAY LOC; 
DATA CHE"'STRX; MERGE STEEPX CrlcMCLTP; ~y DAY LOC; 
IF OAV=6163; 
PC TALL 2=P: TALL *PC TALL; 
PCwSAG2=PCWSAG*PCWSAG; 
68 OBSnVAT!ONS !'I DATA S~T CH~MSTRX 
PROC REGR S CORP OATA•CHEMSTQX; 
MODEL ADF~•PCTALL PCTALL2; 
MODEL ADFP=PCWSAG PCWSAG2; 
229 VARIABLES 
124 
***********~**~*******~***•~****'*~*******~**************************************************** 
* * 
* 
PR OC REGP 
* 
* 
JATA SET 
~' 
* 
VARIAolES 
* 
R~NGE NUTA!TIJN- ~FFECT OF SPECIFS COMP ON AOF & NBOMO 
CHC:MSTP.X ~UM~~R OF VARIABLES = 5 NUMBER OF CLASSES = 0 
AOFP PCTALL PCWS~G PCTALL2 PCWSAG2 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
******************************~***~********************************************ft*************** 
"' 
= 27 CQOREL AT ION ClEFF ICI ::~ns I PW1B > I R I UNOFR HO: RHD=O 
AOFP > CT ALL PC WSAG c>C TALL2 PC WSAG2 
AOFP 1.000000 0.307672 -::>.233708 0 .22 9575 -J.084918 
o. 00 )0 0. 118 5 o. 2407 0. 2 494 0.6737 
PC TALl 1).307672 1.0'JOOOO -0.328759 0.960935 -a. 2. 72793 
J.ll:l5 o.oooo 0.1)941 0.0001 0. 1686 
PCWSA(; -0.233708 -0.328759 1.000)'JJ -J. 34 7713 1'}.926527 
0.24J7 ::>.0941 0.0)0) 0.0755 0.0001 
PC TALL2 J.zzgs7s 0.960935 -o. 34 7713 1.)00000 .-0.264148 
).2494 0. 000 1 0.0755 ).0"00 ,).1831 
PC wSI\ GZ -c)o 08 4918 -0.272793 0.926527 -0.264148 1. )•)0000 
0.6TH 0.1686 O. :)O'J1 0.1831 o.oooo 
I-' 
IV 
Ul 
STATTSTJ(IL :. •; ~ L Y S I 5 SYSTEM 
ANALYSI~ QF VAR!~~CE TABLE • REGR~SSION CQ~Frtc!~~TS o A~J STATISTICS OF FIT FO~ OEPENO~NT VtR!AblE AOFP 
S:}URC I= 
QFGRFS<; ION 
c RPUR 
rr~ Q"CT•D 
>f'URC E 
PCTAll 
PCT Al L? 
S'1URU 
JNTEDCFPT 
!'(T ~l l 
PCTAl.l2 
T'JT b, L 
R 
ilF 
2 
24 
26 
DF 
1 
1 
VALUES 
~.49502377 
'),(.6364245 
-3.15189271 
Sl!,_, nr SJUII~~S 
),)054152) 
'), J 3J29Jo'J 
'J.~157.)53'l 
StrJLJr'Hlt.l. SS 
'),)03379'19 
},'):JZ'J3521 
T f-· ·p ~ "': b=J 
'3-~.")5J37 
l.L7}l'! 
-l.~uJd6 
'1[ A 'I 5 QI.JAR E 
),0)271760 
),)IJ12b2ll 
F VALUe 
2.t780'i 
1.612'5S 
P~ln > F 
.),114R 
0.2163 
PRJ!l > I Tl 
n.O:JOl 
J. 1)73 
o. 21 F:3 
F VALUE 
2.14530 
PR~B > F 
J.l374 
P~'l.Tllll 55 
J,OJ3533:04 
o. 00213'i21 
STD ~ Qf 8 
0,00')33 32 
0,396u3 t::l 
2.482')0 o9 
P-SQUARE 
0.1516&167 
STO OEV 
o.o3sn6lb 
F VALUF 
2.79':/Sb 
1.61255 
STO 1:1 VAL J ES 
o.o 
1.13658083 
-0,86260607 
c.v. 
6.'d245 
AOFP "'E/IN 
o.SJ8:Jo 
DROB > F 
0.1073 
0.2163 
:c 
s r TISTIC~L O~ALYS!5 SVSTFM 
~NALVS!S JF Vli.PlANCE TABLE, REGRESSION COEFf'lCI=NTS, AND STATISTICS OF FIT FOR DEPEND5'1T VARIABL'O ADFP 
SCIJRCE 
QEGII.<:SSION 
~RRCR 
COPRF'C rcn 
SOURCE 
PCW<;AG 
PCWSAG2 
l"'TERCEPT 
PCWSt.G 
PCWSAG2 
T:J TAl 
IJF 
2 
24 
26 
OF 
8 VALUES 
0.5240137'1 
-1.09228904 
8.6195)943 
SUM lF SOU~P~S 
0.)0632016 
0."2938564 
O,'J35705i!O 
SEQUENT! AL SS 
0.00195024 
0. 'J0io36992 
TFORH'):tl=O 
51. 52':>7'! 
-2.22521 
l. 3!i919 
Me .1N SQUARE 
'}. 00316008 
),0012.?440 
F VALU~ 
l. 592tll 
3.56903 
PRO B > F 
J. 2191 
0.0710 
PH'B > IT I 
0.·1('01 
a. o3 s 1 
0.0710 
F VALUE 
2.58092 
PR.OB > f 
0 • . )95 0 
PART! ~l SS 
o.OJ606268 
0. 004 3699 2 
STD fRf B 
O.Jl0169'l3 
0,4908 7071 
4,56255105 
!!.-SQUARE 
0.17700647 
S TO DEV 
0.03499145 
F VALUE 
4.95155 
3,56903 
STO B VALU~S 
o.o 
-1.0952~2'17 
0.92985414 
c .v. 
6.88721 
ADFP MEAN 
0,50806 
PROS > F 
0.0357 
0.0710 
~ 
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CQIJQ- AN'l f'!VF- AND SIX-V~RIABLF 'IOD~L<; 
cJAT ~ ClPCti20b; S"T fL IPCH"'I; It' I)AY=t21b; 
7.<i lJAS"~VATIUNS IN !:1.\T.\ S!O' CLPCH2Jb 111 VAqlAllLFS 
P~nc asQUARE STA~T = 4 STrP = ~ PRINT = 5 DATA. • CLPCH206; 
V~~. PCM!i) PCCSC,;;<; PCSPFBS n("SU~~S PCLSIISPP PCTLSCSC PCMISCGS G'lllVE; 
N= ?9 
ALL POSS!llLI' ~~GRFS';[ ~~MODELS FOP tE~ENDr"lT VAi'IABLE G"lLIVE 
NUI.4RF R I \I R-S OUAR!: VAPIABLFS IN 'IODEL 
MeDEl 
4 ),56925146 PC~ l'J PCSP~BS PCfSliF~S PC 'II 5CGS 
4 ) • 571;)6 0')8 
4 0.5712'i6R8 PCSPFGS PUSUFBS PCLS.JSPP PCTLSCSC 
4 0.57 2 54 224 P::SG"S PCSPfBS PCLSUSPD PCTLSC<;C 
4 0.57375085 PC~IO PCSPFBS PCESUFBS PCTLSCSC 
u.577542JB PC~ 10 PCCSGPS PCSPFHS PCL SUSPP PCTLSCSC 
),57816153 PS~!D PCSPFbS PCESUFHS PCTLSCSC PC~ISCGS 
,).580':>? 182 P:~ID PCSPfRS PCESUf~·; PCLSliSPP PCTLSCSC 
PC\410 PCCS',OS PCSPFHS "CESUFt!S PC'IISCGS 
0.58146706 r>::sGo<; P:SPFBS PCoSUrB<; PCLSUSPP PCTLSCSC 
b ().58177017 PCCSGPS PC~PFilS PCESlJFijS PCLSUSPP PCTLSCSC I'C'IISCCS 
1),5dl77017 PC~ID PCCSGFS PCSPF~S PC~SUFBS PCLSUSPP PtTLSCSC 
0.58177017 PC~ID PCSPfBS PCfSUF~~ PCLSUSPP PCTLSCSC PCM!SCGS 
0.58177017 PC~ID PCCSGRS PCSPFRS PCESUFBS PCTLSCSC PC"ISCGS 
').58177017 PC'IID PCCSGRS PCSPFRS DCESUFdS PCLSUSPP PCM!SCGS 
PRnC FcGR S DAT~=CLPC~lB3; 
MCI'JEL GNLlVE=PCM!D PCSPFRS ~:L5USPP P('l! PC'O?; 
**~*~******~**~«~***h*******~*~*****~*~*«*~~~*~*~*e**********~***•***********~****~************ 
* PROC Rrt;o qA'JG" 'IUT~lT!O'·I-CFf oCT ''F <;o~·crrs (r"p rtl CHEMICAL CLlMP'Jr,~NTS * 
tJ~ r~ srr ClPCdl83 tlUMG"~ OF VAR l~bLES 
•> V f', P. I fl Hl c:c; ·;i';l!Vc DCM!O P'Si'F~S PCloLISPP PCM2 PC~2 
.. 
NU~BER OF CLAS~FS 0 "' 
* 
.. 
* 
.. 
R~~GE ~UTR!TION-FFF~CT "F ;P(CIES CJMP ON CHEMICAL COMPONENTS 
ANALYSIS 'lF VAR!A~CE TABLE , ~EGRESSIO'J CUEFFIC!t:NTS , AND STATISTICO. OF FIT FOR OEPENJENT VARIABL~ G"il!VE 
SCURCF IJF SUM OF SOUAR"S "40: A'l S;)UARE i F VALUE PRCB > F R-SQUARE c .v. 
RFGR!'SSIDN 5 (). 0003CH>•)4 J.OOD'l6121' 7.13029 0.0004 0.62693510 14.16706 t 
ERR OR 23 o. J00182ll ·). (;1)0,)')792 
STD DEY GNL IVE MEAN 
CORRECTED TOTAL 28 ').00J4i3815 
0.00281387 0.01986 
SOURCE OF S~QUENTI AL ss F VALU~ P ROB > F PARTIAL ss F VALUE' PROB > F 
PC~ID 1 0.00003660 4.1>2274 1).1)423 0.00008212 10.37120 0.0038 
PCSPFBS 1 0.00002920 3.1>8842 0.0673 0.00009322 11.77393 (). 0023 
PCL SU SPP 1 0.00006810 a.60079 0.0075 0.'}0)01795 2.26733 0.1457 
PCM2 1 o. }0003305 4.17354 0. 0527 0.00006550 8.27284 0.0085 
PC!'2 1 0.1)0013909 17.56599 0.00()3 0.00013909 17. 56599 :).0003 
SOURC ~ B VALUES T F'lR HI): t3=J PRC)fl > ITI STD ERR B STD 8 VALUES 
INTERCEPT 0.02141469 12.34911 0.0001 0.:)0173411 ().0 
PCM 10 -o.o72n456 -3.22')43 0.0036 0.02264433 -1.75807483 
PCSPFBS o. 01872268 3.43132 0.0023 o.oo545o41 0.51796065 
PCLSL!SPP -o.c 1913051 -1.50576 0.1457 O.:ll270486 -0.21108503 
PCM2 0.19248683 2,!37625 0. 0085 0.06692275 1.59263921 
PCEZ o. 0343293'1 4.1911'3 ) • 0003 ).03319087 0.60099290 
APPENDIX R 
COMPUTER INPUT, PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES FROM 
DISK PROGRAM FOR FIBER COMPONENTS 
ON RANGE SITES 
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ST.\Tl'iT!f 'I h L Y S s S Y ·; T f M 
II llSH~.;n J'l'' I XXXX ., , :i01-S6-J·J7l l, 'KAUT ZSCH 1 , TI"1E= l,CL~.SS=A, 
II TYPOU~i=Hi)lll 
~''·',Flf\P~·'M ~·l'<~S='l)) 1 
II r~xr:-: Sl\\,r~F=~;I.-!"4.~~:.1 z_3'J')I<' 
XXS.\S PLl( S''<f=fi,V~'{=7404 
)(X1;<1 r,<!.': ''I;~'=SI\C,,""Gl~N=l27K 
XX''FDI '·I "l1 llSN=SYS!.UScRLIC.SAS&Vf'<,ll!Sf>=SrlR 
XX ll) IJSN=SYS[, 1 JS~P.L IB.SASS&VEP.,D!Sf>=SHR 
X:< •l'' 'l$'J=SYS3,Ll~KL!tl,IJ!SP=SHR 
XX'I.\1:~ I 'J' U'll '~ SYS)t,, SPAC" =I TR K ,20, ,C ONT IGI,flCB=BLKSIZE= 1600 
xx':\S'JATh !Jn· 'I'JIT=SVSJA,srr.co=ITRK,(30,40,811 
XX')YSPD ltJT 'JIJ ~YS J!JT=~ 
X\1 Tl'f l'Jl )'l SYSJJT='l,·l:"=(tlLKSILE=BJ,RECFM=FI f>UNCH iliJTPUT 
Y(t r )11 •)()[ 1U SYSJJT=•>, :JCH=(8LKSIZE=l33,LRECLzl33,RECFM=FI:IIIJ 
X<'·~n'i"·);Jt 'F1 'J~JIT=SY'iJA,SPACr.:=ITRK,I!0,4'JII. 
x·1. JC<l=( "L'<S !7f:=04:)4,f<ECFM=VBS,LQECL=3ZO·:JOI 
<XI'f)U<)JJ .,') IJ':IT=SYS!A,SPACE=(TRK,(l0,40ll • 
. v < IJ(G=l Bl.KS !ZE =04::!4,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=32)J0 I 
,vx;rlr>>)l '1" 
YX 
XX'fl:\r'J\'1 )> 
xv 
YXf- T '1'1f )() 1 1_).) 
XX 
I.J'JIT=SYSJfi,SDhC"=CTRK,( 1•),4·)11' 
:!r:tl=( BLKS I ZE=0404, Rf:CFM=VBS oLRECL=32:JOO I 
t I'" I r = S Y 5) A, SPACE= I T R K, l l 0, 40 I I , 
DCfl=( !:ILKS IZC=1404,RECfM=VBS,LRECL=3200()I 
U'JI~=SYSOA,SPACE•(TRK,(Z,ZII, 
DCB=(RLKS!Z~=OBO,LRfCL=BO,RECFM=Fg) 
XX\YS 'I' !)J SYSCJUT=*,rJCP=BUFNLl=1 
XXS JIFL tr, ')() OSN=SY St.sm·TLtB,DJ SP=SHR 
xxsrJQT,K('Il 1ll~ S~IICE=ITR~,(&SflRTI,,CONTIGI,UN!TzSYSDA 
X\<; !P.r,,«.QZ ''J!) Sr~C~=ITRK,I&SORTJ,,CONT!GI,UN!TzSYSDII 
XX~~~T~K03 ~8 SDAC"=ITRK,(&SORTI,,CONT!GI,UN!T=SYSDA 
\X ; '!P. T w K ) 1t rJ 1 1 ( ~ -~ C ' = I r ~ < , I f, S n R T I , , CD NT 1 G I , UN I T = S V .S) A 
I /';·l, <;T"~~'J'-IiJ rn D:;\J =A3. YP7o77 .STEER .ADF.DMD, UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=D! SK87, 
II ''!SP=(CL'l,KF 0 P),)(f>=(LR~CL.=80,RLKSIZ':=2000oREr::FM=FRI 
1/·.;n.svsiN ,Jn * 
l'~A Sfft~DAY; SfT STEEROMO; 
IF DAY C A3~5 TYEN OIIYS =DAY; 
IF ~flY> 6365 rYFN OftYS = DAY-635; 
1 ~ l "f=l CR LCJC=3 OR LOC=4 OR LOC= 10 OR LOC=l3 OR LOC=l4 OR LDC=lb 
IJ~ I iX=! 7 :lR t';C=l9 IJR LOf.=20 OR LOC=21 OR LOC=22 OR LOC=23 
lll L!K=?il T-!EN ')[Tf = 1 LPRG 1 ; 
131 
IF LOC=2 nq LnC=5 nP L0C=6 OR LOC=7 JR LOC=B OR LOC=9 OR LOC=ll OR LOC=l2 
:<R LfJ~=l 5 l< LCIC= 18 0°. L0(=24 OR LOC=Z5 OR LOC=26 OR LOC=27 
:lR Lf1(=?9 TrJEN SJTF = I SHPP.G': 
r,49 '1f3S"l V~TJ['NS IN DATA SET STEERDA'I' 
P~ll( Rf(',l 5 
.'.l 'lil El CJM) 
"'nllFL OI~J 
'-'fJ'1EL D~ 1) 
'.''ifJFt DW:J 
'''lf)fl. [)M) 
C OAH=5TEERDAY; 
AI)FP AOLP C~LLP; 
A'1LP CELL P; 
ADFP CELLP; 
AOFP; 
CELL P; 
P~OC SO~T OATA=STFERDAY; BY SITE'; 
PROC PFGR s c OATA=STEER()AY; BY 
'l:Jf' fL fJM) A'JFP ADLP CELLP; 
Mil() FL 0'1') AOLP CFL L P; 
M')DEL llMO AOFP CELL P; 
MCJDfL I)M1 Af'JFP; 
l<l'li)FL fl'l,) CELLP: 
S lTE; 
59 VARIABLES 
h'l~LYS!S 
4 
~-:FP AJLP CELLt-> J~.J 
v S T f ~ 
0 .. 
" 
* 
" ~*****~**~••~·~~fte~·~~*#~*•e**$*~ee•e••~****~*••~•**#******'k******O*~***•••***~*~************** 
CcoooLATION CJEFFICIENTS 
AOFP t~di... p C fl LP D'ID 
ti.CJF P l. ·1J~)J.J J.l3413l 1.&28821 -~.775983 
J. OJOJ J. 00)1 0.0101 0.0001 
Afll D ). JJ40ll !.)0'lJ.~J }. 175705 -0.25'>947 
J. 000 l ). ')}Q 0 J.1004 0.0001 
l. ,q2882l 1.17~7'''> 1. ~10JOO -0.726029 
0.0'•)1 ) • J OJ ft. J. ·)')0•) a. ooo1 
-J.77~'Jn3 -0.? 54()~ 1 -'). 726029 1 .'lOJOOO 
0.0011 J. 00 Jl o.e001 o. 0000 
AULY~IS 'JF VAI'IM•C" TAbL~ • PFC,DcSS!QN CflEFF!C1c'>ITS, AND STATISTICS OF FIT FJR. DEP'NQEI,T WR1P.RLE I)MD 
sr·uRn IJF su< ;]t= SOU ARES ME4"1 SQUARE F VALUE PROF) > F R-SIJUARE 
R~GR'SSI'lN 4.~704a3<J1 4.47048391 596.322 03 J.JOOl 0.60214962 
F PP rP '94 2.95372395 0.)0749676 
STO DEV 
crPP.t:r:.r~~ TlT ll 3qC) 7.42421186 
O.JB6~83d" 
F VALU': P Rf1 B > F P~<T I AL SS F VALUE 
4.4 7043391 596.32203 .J. 0001 4.lt704B391 5'16.32203 
sr11occ V' L LIES FflR H):~= J D~ 08 > IT I STl ~RR B sro a VALJES 
TI\TFQ(CPT l.J37&74ll 33.09162 0. 0001 [).03135742 o.o 
A fJF P -!.o24n62J -24.41971 iJ.OJ01 0.36653627 -J. 77593 300 
c.v. 
30.9~560 :1: 
DMO MEAN 
0.27'134 
P~OB > F 
0.0001 
1-' 
w 
N 
<;f'U'>C c 
DEf,~;-SSI''N 
r to 1C' 
f ·""'P F:: CTt:il T fT "..1 
s 'i: ;:~CF 
.., ...... :r 
r r T ;::; l-. c n ... 
: J~ ,. 
~~e~~~----*6~~ •~*****~**(·*******~~**~*#****e~~~***~*~~*6~•*~*•~**~~**~**********~•~*** 
~ 
::.i:. ~~-
'1)1 () 
n~ 
210 
lit 
DF 
K VAl !JES 
1~ )"!9'-~4519 
-1. 7·'5!)291 
~T'.T!ST~CAL 
'.,f' P I. 'L" Cfl LP •I~[] 
o\~1 r =-' t.:x_" :t:LL P 
l •.. -~ ))1} ·'J .I l, l? r; -'"1 -),77[)72 
.~' • ')"":'r;) ) . ; 
'l ), ·)Jl 
1 • .!~12 Ju I • 1 '); ) 'l.lJ8l97 
'·')I) ll ~. y J") :!.!ltd 
1,77[072 J.t:suz l.")'V)JJ) 
J • OJJ; l.llld 0.1)~') 
-0.l~jL9S -0 • .!4Jl26 -(.1. !l J t2 7 
) • )0 11 J.J')J4 o.~Jot 
su~ OF SQlJOOFS lo4°AN SQUA 0 E 
.',240323)8 2.24032308 
[.3026)919 ).00620290 
3 .<;4 29 3228 
F VALUE 
361.17344 
4 
')lo4J 
-0.79';[95 
J. ) )i) l 
-().243!26 
J. D J04 
-~. 71·1427 
o. •JOt 
l.JOJOOJ 
J.O'lOO 
F 
.• G~~~R CF CLASSES 
S!TO:=LPRG 
* 
* 
.. 
.. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
PR'~tl > IO I J-';DEP HC: ~hO=O 
VALUE PROS > F R-S,JUARE 
3b l .17344 o. 0001 0.63233565 
STJ OEV 
0.07875850 
POC!B > F P~QTI At 55 r V~LUE 
0.0001 2.2'>0323()8 3::1.173'-4 
' 
~ '1R ~J: e3=J PR0S > I Tl STD E PR b STJ B Y ~L JE S 
2~.ll712 J, JOO! o. 0<>2996 3d J.O 
-11.:")045~ 0.0001 (). 09077624 -0.1951954H 
c. v. 
29.24457 ,.; 
OMil MEAN 
::.26931 
P"-U'l > F 
0.0')01 
t""' 
w 
w 
~ru Rr 17 
~!'GP 0 ~5! I'; 
E hR"" 
(f1PPrCTt.:} T ''\: 
A Of· D 
sr11p: ~ 
I f...!T c:: f-' c ;-: -
~.:-"IF P 
o ·. c~. ::t J: , T ~ T i s T 1 c A l 
" 
'- !TC:$•iD;;:> 
1.\ T ':>!::f.;, I).:_ y 'W'\HFK 
v: 0: I 4c-t::; AJFP ~OLD C!:l LP 0'40 
A r. '• L v , I 
' 
s 
OF VAkl &tlUcS 
y ; T ~ 
"JUt~B ~r£ 
M 
::f.. CLAS5~S 0 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* *****~***~*~•n*~***~~***¥*****~*#*******************~~*****~~*~***********+*~****************** 
c~~RELtT]Q~ CJErFIC!~NTS 
:., ;Ff' AiJL P (eLL? Dt.ll2 
ADFP l. )JO-J()f) ).421> 7 ~0 !).~71>738 -!). 759')94 
~.0000 J. oo·H 0.0001 1.0101 
AD! D ).426/90 1.000000 o. 2524ll -0.271547 
1.0011 J.0100 0.0005 o. 0002 
1.97613R J.'52411 1 • ~0CJGO -c. r J 124; 
J. OJ ll } . )1)5 ._l. 0)0 J !). 0~0 l 
·-·). 7'i90Y ... --.:.271547 -1.!~~7~4) 1.000001 
o. )~~ l r. 0J"1~ J.OOOI ),()001) 
SJTf:SHPR 
~F su·~ •JF S<lUAR 'S 14E~N SQUARE F VALUE PRO~ ') F R-SQUARE. 
l.2!0J21C-J 2.2lJJZ129 l47.47210 0. DDO I o. 5 7622393 
i ; l.C2'i33 )1~ J.~08'1303'l 
STD DE V 
1 jJ 3.83'"';147 
3.0'145)072 
•)F 
?ItT.~ 7 2 I 0 2.21002129 ?41.41210 
~ VAL Uo"• T FQ~ H·}: Q:.J ::J; '-~ ') ITI ST G ==J;;,~ ' STLl a VALJ E 5 
l.00243S:Y: 2l.'1~4!t3 1.CC~l J.:)4':.7f..4?'t ').) 
-l.'>JL?~ lJ4 -[:0.73!25 ·~, JF,l :. :; 1 7u 744cl ·-J.75909-'tl5 
c.v. 
32.48545 ~ 
[)M[) 'lEAN 
o. 29090 
PRO£\ > F 
Q.OOOI 
H 
w 
~ 
APPENDIX S 
COMPUTER INPUT, PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES FROM 
DISK PROGRAM FOR CHEMICAL COMPONENTS 
ON RANGE SITES 
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S T A T I S T I : A L A'JALYS!S S Y S T E .'1 
//ZZS·;.t,@3 J::J[l I XXXXX,5:)3-'lb-097ll,'KAUTZSCH' ,TI'4E=l,CLASS=A, 
II TYP~U'J=HOLO 
***ROUTE PRINT LOCAL 
***JCRPARM FORMS~90Jl 
II EX~C SAS,REG!ON.G0=3~JK 
XXSAS PR~C snRT=60,VFR=7404 
XX~O FXEC PGM=SAS,R~GION=l27K 
XXST~PLIB DO DSN=SYSl.USERLJB.SAS&VE~.DISP=SHR 
XX DD OSN=SYSl.USEP.Ll6.SASS&VER,DISP=SHR 
XX DO QSN=SYSl.LINKL!B,OISP=SHR 
XXMACRJ DD UNIT=SYSJA,SPACE=ITRK,2Q,,CONTIGJ,OCB=RLKSIZE=l600 
XXSASOATI OQ UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=ITRK,(80,40,8tl 
XXSYSP~l'JT DO SYS~UT=* 
XXFTOZFJOl DD SYSJJT=R,OCB~IBLKSIZE=80,RECFM=FJ PUNCH OUTPUT 
XXFT03FC01 DJ SYS1JT=*,DCB=IBLKSIZE=lJ3,LRECL=l33,RECFM=FBA) 
XXfT05FOO 1 01) UN! T= SYS':lfl, SPACE=( TRK, ( 10, 4')1 I, 
XX DCR={BLKS!Zf=0404,PECFM=V8S,LRECL=320001 
XXFT %" 001 00 UNIT= SYS)A,SPh.CE=I TRK, I 10,4011, 
XX DCB=IBL<SIZf=0404oRECFM~VBS,LRECL=320001 
XXFT07F001 DO U~IT•SYSJA,SPACE=ITRK,(l0,40)), 
XX DC~=IBLKSIZ~=0404,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=320001 
XXFT08F001 DD U~!T=SYSJA,SPACE=ITRK,(l0,40)1, 
XX OCB=IBLKS!Zf=04~4,RECFM~VBS,LRECL=32000) 
XXfT09FOOl ::JO U~liT=SYSD4,SPACE=ITRK,(2,211 1 
XX DCfl=t BL<S IZE=OBO,LRECL=fiO,RECFM=FBl 
X~SYSJJT OD SYSCUT=*oDCB•8UF~O=l 
XXSORTLIB DO DSN=StSl.SCRTL!B,DISP=SHR 
XXSO~TWK)l DO SPACE=ITRK,(&SORTl,,CONTIGl,UN!T=SYSDA 
xxs~RT~K02 no SPAcc=ITRK,I~SORTl,,CoNTIGI ,uNIT=SYSDA 
XXSORTWKJ3 DO SPAC<=(TR~,(~SCRT),,CO~TIGI,UNIT=SYSOA 
XXSORTWK04 DD SPACE=ITRK,I&SOPTt,,CONTIGI,UNIT=SYSDA 
//GO.:H~MALYS DO DS~=AB.YR7677.CH6163.T07130,UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=DISK87, 
II D!SP=(OLO,KEfP),JCB=ILRECL=80oBLKSIZE=20~0,RECFM=FBI 
1/~n.SYSI N OD * 
flt\TA OiE'IS!Tf'; SET CHE"'ALYS; 
IF LO:=l OR L0:=3 1R LOC=4 OR LOC=lO OR LOC=l3 OR LQC=l4 OP LOC=l6 
OR LOC=l7 nR LOC=l~ OR LOC=20 OR LOC=21 OR LOC=22 OR LOC=23 
OR LDC.=28 Hl~"N SITE= 1 LPRG 1 ; 
IF LOC=2 CR LOC=5 OR LOC=6 OR LOC=7 OR LOC=B OR LOC=q OR LOC=ll OR LOC=12 
OR LDC•l5 OR L0C=l8 OR LOC=24 0~ LOC=25 OR LOC=26 0~ LDC=27 
OR VJC=29 THEN STTO: = 'SHPRG 1 ; 
148 OHSF~ VAT IONS l "J DATA SET CHE'1S ITE B VAR !ABLES 
PROC SORT OUT=CHEMSORT DATA=CHEMS!TE; BY DAY SITE; 
PROC ~NOVa OATA=:HEMSORT; BY DAY; 
CLII~SES SITE; ~~A~S SITE; 
'100EL G~LIVE GPLIVE GKLIVE GCALIVE =SITE; 
pnnL 1 F' ~ESIOUAL/SITE; TEST SITE BY 'E 1 ; 
DAY=6163 
DATA S~T :HFMSORT 
CLASSES VALUES 
SI H' LPRG SHPR 
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S T A T I S T I : A L A~~LVSIS 
PROC ANOVA DATA=CHEMSOII.T; BY DAY; 
CLASSES SITe; MEANS SITE; 
SYSfE~ 
~OOEL G~DEAD GPDEAO GKDEAD GCADEAD = SITE: 
POOL •E• RESIDUAL/SITE': TEST SITE llY 'E'; 
DATA SFT CHFMSORT 
CLASSES VALUES 
SITF LPP.G SHPP 
PROC ANOVA DATA=CrlEMSOkT; BY DAY; 
CLASSES SITE; M~ANS SITE; 
DAY=6163 
MODEL GNDU~G GPDU~G GKDUNG GCADUNG = SITE; 
i>OOL 'E' '<ESIDUAL/SITE; TEST SITE '3Y 'E'; 
DA T A S E T : -l E M SD R T 
CLASSO:S VALUES 
SITE LP'<G SHPR 
PROC ANOVA OATA=CH~MSORT; BY DAY; 
CLASSES SIT~; MEA~S SITE; 
MODEL G~GRN GPGRN GKGRN GCAGRN SITE; 
DAV=6lb3 
POOL 'E' R~SIDUAL/SITE; TEST SITE BY 'E'; 
DAY=6l63 
DATA SET CHEMSORT 
CLASSES VALUES 
SITE LPKG SHPR 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTE'1 
DAY=ol63 
A'J~LYSIS OF V..\RIA'-CC Fr;> VARIABLE G'ILIVE MEAN 2.37896552 c. v. 10.0794504 % 
SOJP CE Of SUM OF SQUARES MEA": SQUARE LSD .01 LSD • 05 01\/ISOR 
SITF 0.15943278 0.159432175 
E 27 1.552436tq o. 0571t97637 .).242595792 0.179651976 15 
RES !OUAL 21 1.55243619 0.057497631 
GJRR EC TfD TOTAL 28 1.71186897 o. 06113 8177 
TE' S TS SOURCE Df SUM OF SQUA~ES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROS > f 
NUMERATOR: SITE 1 0.15943278 0.159432775 2.77286 0.1039 
DENCMINAT(JR: E 27 1.55243619 0.057497637 
A~ALYSIS OF V4Rlft.NCE FOR V AR I A BL E G'WEAD MEAN 0.859310345 c. v. 38.6223 967 :!; 
SJIJ~CO: Df SUM :Jf SQUARES MEAN SOUAR E LSD .01 L SO • 05 DIVISOR 
SITE 1 0.54157716 o. 541577159 
E 21 2. 9 740J905 O.llO 148483 0.335774422 o. 248654485 15 
RE SJ DUAL 27 2.97400905 0.110148483 
C:H~ F.CHD TrJTAL 28 3.51558621 :1.125556650 
TFSTS S!JU~ C i= OF SUM C1F SQUARES MEAN SQUARE f VALUE PROB > F 
NUMERATCR: SITE o. 54157716 0.541577l59 4.H679 0.0332 
OENOMJNAT'JR: E 27 2. 9 7400905 0.110148483 
...... 
w 
OJ 
STATISTICAL Aii:~L'fSIS SYSTE"l 
A~ALYSTS OF VAR.Illfi!C~ FGP VliP !ABLE G'JOUNG 
SUU'<CE 
SITE 
E 
RES !DUAL 
CORR EC TEO TOTAL 
TESTS SOURCE 
NU~EP ATOR: SITE 
OHCMINATQR: E 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR VARIABLE GNGRN 
TE SlS 
NUMERATOR: 
SOURCE 
S! TE 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CO~REC TED TJTAL 
SOURCE 
SITE 
DE NCM INA TOR: E 
JAY=6163 
MEAN 1.612500:10 c. v. 9.24382832 
" 
JF SUM JF SI.IUAil.E ~ MEAN SQUARE LSD • J 1 
').0ll459359 ().0114593590 
26 ;). 577665641 o. 0222179093 ;).156548619 
26 o. 577665641 0. 0 2 22 17 9 Q9 3 
Z1 o. 589125000 0.0218194444 
OF SUM OF SUUAQ[S MEAM SQUARE F VALU!: 
1 0.011459359 0.0114593590 0.51577 
26 0.577665641 0.0222179093 
MEAN 1.01793103 c. v. 23.8042649 :: 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAt-. Si;jUARE LSD • 01 
1 0.07998110 0.0799811002 
27 1.5852~476 0.0587146208 o. 245149791 
27 1.5!i529476 0.0587146208 
28 1.66527586 0.0594741379 
OF SUM OF SWUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE 
0.07998110 0.0799811002 1.36220 
27 1.58529476 0.0587146208 
LSD .05 DIVISOR 
O.ll5tJ037l9 14 
PR0!3 > F 
0.5143 
L SO • 05 D I II I SOR 
o. 181543291 15 
PROB > F 
0.2522 
APPENDIX T 
COMPUTER INPUT PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES FROM DISK 
PROGRAM FOR CHEMICAL COMPONENTS OF LIVE, DEAD, 
GROUND LITTER AND DUNG BIOMASS ON 
RANGE SITES 
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S T II T T S T C A I \1.\I_YS!S SY)Ti=M 
//7ZSHI(iil3 Jll~ I XXX( X ,5) ~-56-J97l ), 'KAUTZSCH', TillE= t,CLASS"A, 
II TYP~UN=HOLO 
***KOUTF PRINT l~C~~ 
***JOBP~RM FOP~S=~l)l 
II EXE: SAS,REGIO~.;Q=3BOK 
XXSAS PROC S0~f=60,VE~=7404 
XXGO r-x~c PG~=SAS,REGION=l271( 
XX'STFPI.IB Drl DS~i=SYSl.USt:RLIB.SAS&VF.~,:'ISP=SHR 
XX DD DS~=SYSl.USERLIB.SASS&VER,DtSP=SH~ 
XX DD DSN=)YS3.LINKL!o,DISP=SHR 
XXMACRJ DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=!TRK,ZO,,CCNTIGI,DCB=BLKSIZE=l600 
XXSASDATA OD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TPK,(80,40,8JI 
XXSYSPRINT DO SYSnUT=* 
XX~T02F001 OD SYSJJT=B,OC8=(BLKSIZE=8C,RECFM=FJ PUNCH OUTPUT 
XXFT03F00l DO SYSJJT=*,DCB=IRLKSIZF.,l33,LRECL=l33,RECFM,FBAJ 
XXFTOSF001 DO UNIT=SYSDA,SPACF.=ITRK,(10,40ll, 
XX OCP=I BLKSIZE=04~4,RECFM=V~S,LRECL=32000) 
XXFT06F001 DD UNIT=SYSOA,SPACE=ITRK,Il0,40)), 
XX DCB=IBLKSIZE=0404,PECFM=VBS,LRECL=320001 
XXfT07F~Ol DO UN!T=SYSOA,SPACE=(TRK,Cl0,401), 
XX DCB=IBLKSIZE=04Q4,RECFM=VBS,LRECL=320001 
XXFTOBFOO l DD UN! T= SYS'JA, SPACE= I TRK, I 10,4011, 
XX DCR=I BLKS IZE=04)4,RECFM=VBSoLRECL=32000l 
XXFT09FOOl 1J UN!T=SYSOA,SPACIO=ITRK,(2,21), 
XX DC~=I~LKSIZE=OBO,LRECL=BO,RECFH=F~I 
XXSYSOJT DO SYSOUT=*oDCA=BUF~O=l 
XXSOqTLIB DO DSN=SYSl.SORTLtB,DISP=SHR 
XXSORTWKOl DO SPAC~=IT~K,(&SORTI,,CONTIGI,UNIT=SYSOA 
XXSORTWK02 DD SPACE=(TRK,I&SORTl,,CONTIGl,UNIT:SYSOA 
XXSORTWK03 DO SPAC~=ITRK,I&SORTI,,CONTTGloUNIT=SYSDA 
XXSORTWKJ4 OD SPACE=ITR<,(&SORTI,,CONTIGI,UNIT=SYSDA 
1/GO.CHEMaLYS DO OS~=A~.YR7677.CH6163.T07130,UNIT=2314,VOL=SER=DISKB7, 
II OISP~IOLO,KEFPl,)CB=~LRECL=80,6lKSIZE=2000,RECFM=FBt 
1/GO.SYSIN DO * 
PROC SORT OUT=CHEMAOVS DATA=CHEMALYS; BY DAY LOC; 
P~~C ANOV~ DATA=:HEMAOVS; CLASSES OAY; ~EANS DAY; 
MODH G'JLIVE GPLIVE GKLIVE GCALIVE = D~Y; 
P'liJI. 'E' RESIDUAL/DAY; TESl DAY BY 'E'; 
DATA SET CHE~AOVS 
CLASSES VAL I JE s 
141 
DAV 6163 6183 6206 6234 6262 6290 6320 6346 7010 704J 7090 7130 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
PRUC ANOV~ nAT~=CHEMAOVS; CLASSES DAY; MEANS DAY; 
MODEL G~OEAJ GPOEAO GKOEAD GCADE~D = DAY; 
POOL 'F' RESIDlHLIDAY; TEST DAY BY 'E'; 
1ATA SET CHE~AOVS 
Clt. SSE S VHUES 
142 
SYSTEM 
DAY 6163 6183 6206 6234 6Z62 6290 6320 6346 7010 7040 7090 7130 
PROC ANOVA DATA=CHEMAOVS; CLASSES DAY; MFANS DAY; 
MODEL G~GR~ GPGRN GKGR~ GCAGRN = DAY; 
POOL 'E' RESIDUAL/DAY; TEST DAY BY 'E'; 
DATA SET C~EMAOVS 
CLASS!-$ VALUES 
DAY 6163 6183 62~6 6234 6262 6290 6320 6346 7010 7040 7090 7130 
PRQC ANOVA DATA=CHEMAQVS; CLASSES DAY; MEANS DAY; 
MODEL G~DU~G GP DUNG GKDUNG GCADUNG = DAY; 
PO("Jl 'E' RESIDUAL/DAY; TEST DAY BY 'E'; 
DATA SfT CHEMAOVS 
CL 1\ SSE S Vtl UES 
DAY 6163 6183 6206 6234 6262 6290 6320 6346 7010 7040 7090 7130 
t. '-: .. , !_ 'r 5 I' 1;~ v ~·-- ! "·;rc F C:l VA.C!AblE G'i L IV E "'EA'l 1.66596059 c. v. 22.3311707 ~ 
~ ~ JO ': ~ OF SUM OF SQVA~ES MEAN SQUARE LSD .01 L SO .05 01\IISOR 
)~'f 6 28.951:>8670 4. 8094 7783 
E 196 27.1274207 0. 13840521 0.254128397 0.192678988 29 
RESIDliAL 196 27.1274207 O.l384052l 
C'J~<{EC:TED T:JT AL 202 55.9842877 0.27114994 
TESTS SJU~CE OF SU~ ~F SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROS > F 
6 28.8568670 4. 80941783 34.14925 o. 0) 0 1 
196 27.1274207 0.13840521 
li'J ~ 1 v~. 1 s "F '!Mil ~~Jr.':: Ff''' VAP I A ALE GPL !V" MEAt\J 0.103620690 c. v. 27.0500728 ~ 
SO:I·U DF SUM elF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSD .n LSO .05 OIVISO~ 
L:lAV 6 0.289006697 0.0481678161 
196 o. 169206 897 0.0008633005 0.020071)4820 0.0152173489 29 
? ~ ·~ ~ ''. J ~~ 196 ().1692068<;7 0.000863 300'> 
c.,, '-~ n:;J TrH .~L 2 )2 O.<t58213793 o. 0022683851 
T"STS 9F SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROS > F 
DAY 6 0.289006897 0.0481678161 55.79496 O.O·D01 
1 }6 0.1692J6R97 0.0008633005 
All~L YS IS JF ··<A 0 I~;~c:: Ff: 
' 
V!J.R l ABLE ':;~LIVE MEA"J 1.3649753/ c.v. 2 4. 20CH48l ~ 
sou~cr iJF SUM OF SQUH<E'S ·•i:M·: SQu liP I' LSO .01 LSD • 05 0 I 'I IS Qf' 
DAY 6 12.1348749 2.02247915 
E 196 21.3866000 ~.1)9!1531 ~.225t.417R 7 i) .171 :)80589 29 
RESIDUAL 116 21.3866 000 ·').10911531 
r-"·"~~rr. rc""' f,_l.,- \ l 2J2 33.5214749 ).li>5'147')) 
TE<;T<; S1tFCF 'JF SUM '1F s.:ut.~<E s ,.. . ..:: ~ ~ ~ :;Juko~ f 1/1\LUE PROB > F 
NUM~'PATn.>: !)AY (> 12.134<.:71•'1 ~-"2:'4791'> lil.53525 o. 00 'H 
JE'-:('1 l"JATflP: !" 196 ~1.jd66)['') -'·l~'il i:JJl 
,"'.' ':. L Y ~- I C.. ~ F V •\-' ; ~ J C 1- f -,"" V t. :.· ' :.. t~ l ~ G: All 'v':: 
"" A'J : . v. 37.22)7538 1; 
OF SUM UF S~UA~ES LSD .05 DIVISOR 
DAY 0.41409070 0.0b~015l17l 
F r.aB479&92 o.J4J414B5&0 n. 1 373 6516 2 0.104141732 29 
Rf'SIOUAL 195 7.88479692 0.)404348560 
CORRECTED T;TAL 2')1 
Tl= S TS sr::•JQ Cl" OF SUM OF SQUARES 'lEAN S:JUARE F- VALUE PROB > F 
NU"'fl< AT 'lR: DAY 6 J.4140YT7 J o. 0690151171 1.70682 0.12J5 
f)E NP.11 N '-T ';fl: E 195 7. 884-(9692 o. 0404348560 
I-' 
.!'> 
.!'> 
~'iAL Y5 IS JF V ~o I A ·,c E K~ VAR !ABLE G'40EAD 
s~.~~ c~ 
iJAY 
~ 
P~'qOUAL 
COR.R ECHn f8T Al 
TESTS SOURCE 
NUMER.ATnR: DAY 
DENOMH'&TOR: E 
A'IIAL YS IS JF V.'."-1 HlC<: 1'0" VARIABL" G"DEAD 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
Rt=SIOUAL 
CORRECTED TOTAL 
TESTS SOURC!; 
NUM"'P ATOR: DAY 
'JEIIIOM Jf'HTOR: E 
MEA\ o. 903971014 c. v. 
OF 5''"' 'lF SQuARES MEAN SQUARE 
11 Z.7432:l5l 0.249382285 
333 27.8944j4{: 0.08376 7L3l 
333 27.8944546 0.083767131 
344 3'). 6316 597 o. 089062964 
OF SU~ OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
11 2.7432051 0.249382285 
0.083767131 333 27.8944546 
"''EAr, 1. ~444 767442 c. v. 
OF S'JM C!F ~OUAR>'S MEAN SQUARE 
ll 0.02')262610 0.00184205547 
332 •).158043214 :>.0~')4760337:, 
332 0.158()1,3204 0.00047603375 
343 0.178305814 o. 0005198 't202 
OF SUM ~F SQUA~ES MEAN SQUARE 
u 0.020262610 ~.00184205547 
332 0.158043204 O.OJ047603375 
32.0171238 t 
LSD .o 1 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
0.196907043 0.149515986 29. 
f VALUE PROS > f 
2.97709 Oo0011 
49.0552939 :1: 
LSO .01 LSD • 05 OIVI~OR 
J.Dl4b44D04l C.Jlt=7L3128 29 
f VALUE PROS > F 
3.86959 O.OJH 
A~ALYSIS OF VAP!ANCIO FOP VARIABLE GKDEAD 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
RES! DUAL 
UlRRE[ TED TOTAL 
TESTS SOUPCE 
NU"'FRATO~: DAY 
DE NCM IN ATQl): F 
A'JtLY:l-; ~1 F Vt." l ~ 'JCE FC1R VARIASLE G: -1DEAD 
51\!R Cf 
C:AY 
-
RES !flUAL 
C'1'<~ e: r.- •1 T•JT Al 
TESTS S8UPC<= 
NU"' ERATO~: DAY 
DEN OM IN ATOR: E 
MEAN 0.257151163 c. v. 
OF S LJM OF SQUARES 
11 3.5121115 
332 7.6490966 
332 7.6490%6 
31.3 11.1612081 
OF SUM OF SQUARES 
ll 3.5121115 
332 7.6490966 
MEAN SQUAI',E 
0.319Z82868 
0.023039448 
0.023039448 
0.032539965 
MEAN SQUARE 
o. 319282868 
o. 023039448 
MEAN ).472645349 c.v. 
OF SU"'' 'JF SQ•J~P.E S MEAN SQUARE 
11 L.L5'>lo067 O.l0537!ll42 
332 1.2363:120 7 O.J2179618! 
332 7.23b33207 0.021796181 
j43 8.39549273 o. 024476655 
OF SliM .,F s,;,•.JA'H:S MEAN SQUARE 
ll 1.15916067 0.105378242 
332 7.23633207 o. 021796181 
59.02 6568 tl :1: 
LSD • 01 L~D .J5 DIV !SOP 
0.103268564 0. 078io-U6057 29 
F VALUE PROS > F 
13.8581C o. 0001 
31.2359568 :: 
LSD • 01 LSD .05 DIII!SOP 
0.1004't36iU :.,. 07626t16l33 29 
f VIILU:= PRCB > F 
4 .a 3471 .). 00 J l 
I-' 
~ 
(1\ 
Al\IALYSIS Of VAR! ANCE fOR- VARIABLE GNGRN 
S3URCE 
'J.!IY 
E 
RIOSIDUAL 
CnRR f'C T!'J TOTAL 
TESTS SOURCE 
NUMERATIJr:': DAY 
OfNCMINAHJR: E 
A',,UVSlS OF VARI~~JCE FOR VAR tABLE GPGRN 
SC!U~CE' 
OAY 
E 
RESIDUAL 
CORRECT':D F~TAL 
TESTS sourCE 
NU"'ERATnt<: D\Y 
DENO"'!NATQP: 
·-
"'EA 'I 1.09066092 c. v. 
OF SUr-! IJF SQUARES MEA"' SQUARE 
ll 2. 5228790 o. 229 35 2638 
336 36.0178690 0.107196039 
336 36.0178690 0.107196039 
347 3e.5407480 0.111068438 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
11 2.5228790 0.22')352638 
0.107196039 336 36.0178690 
MEA'4 0.0686781609 c. v. 
OF S U"' OF SQUUE S MEAN SQUARE 
11 0.047026437 0.00427513062 
30.0192347 :c 
LSD .01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
0.222736537 o.-169132173 29 
f VALUE PROS > F 
2.13956 0.0173 
68.4877518 :c 
LSD .01 LSD e05 DIVISOR 
336 0.743365517 0.00221239737 0.0319988094 0.0242978856 29 
336 0.743365517 0.00221239737 
347 0.79~391954 0.00227778661 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROS > F 
11 0.047026437 o. 00427 513062 1.93235 o. 03ft3 
336 0.743365517 0.00221239737 
1-' 
!IS 
-...] 
SOURCE 
DAY 
E 
o<=<; IOUAL 
C~RPEC TED TOTAL 
TESTS SOlJP CE 
NUM~"RATOP: OAV 
nENOMIII!ATOR: E 
A 'J.~ \. Y ~ ! S nr Vt :, [ A:-i(> H:-< VAll. I ABLE G::: AGR~ 
. <;C)lJD('I= 
JAV 
" 
~~Sl 'Jl!AL 
('1R"-fC TF" T 'T .,l 
H:srs SOU' U 
NI.J:"1FR.ATI.lrl:: DAY 
DE NOM 1 N H CR: I= 
IJF 
11 
336 
336 
347 
MEAN o. 211034483 c. v. 
SUM 0~ ')i-'-.,_;.\RE S Mf At, SQLJAR E 
0.22256552 C.0<!02332288 
l. 074062:>7 o. 0031966133 
1.07406207 0.0031966133 
1.29662759 o. 0037366789 
OF SUM OF SQUAR.E S MEAN SQ LJAR E 
11 ).22256552 0.0202332288 
336 1.07406207 0.0031966133 
ME Alii o.~t'H12644 C • 11. 
')f SU'-" '"IF S(.J.JAR.ES "'C:AIIj SQUARE 
11 2.6710678 0.242824347 
336 14.0997034 o. 04196 3403 
336 14.0997 03 4 0. 04196 3403 
347 H.77')7113 o. 0.:.8330753 
OF SUM CIF SQUIIRf S "''EAN SQUARE 
ll 2.6710678 0.242824347 
336 t4. ')997'134 o. 041963403 
26.7911667 
' 
LSD .01 LSO .05 011/ISOR 
0.0384633653 o. 02920666 71 29 
F VALUE PROB > F 
6.32958 o.ooo1 
3 5.9566 7 2 3 i: 
LSD .01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
0.139359832 0.105821013 29 
F VALUE PROS > F 
5-78657 o.ooo1 
f-' 
~ 
00 
t."JH YS !<; OF VART!."~C- r:::c: V A9 !ldil E GI-IDJNG 'IE A 'IJ 1.80488525 c. v. 13.3628487 : 
s·Jd~Ct OF Stl'4 ClF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSD .01 l so .·)5 Ol't'ISOP. 
0.\Y 11 q. 0832805 o. '{34843678 
E 293 17.1437405 0.058169763 0.176865935 0.134259343 25 
RESl::llJAL 293 17.0437405 0.058169763 
COP~>ECTFl' T'1T ~l 3)4 25.1270210 o. 082654674 
TESTS c;nuRCE OF SU~ OF SQUARES ~EAN SQUAil.E F VALUE PROS > f 
i).I.Y 11 8.0832805 o. 734843678 12.&32 7ft 0.0()!)1 
DENr''HNATOR: E 293 0.058169763 
A'lALYSI5 OF VAR It>. !liCE FOP. VARIABLE GPDUNG MEA'l J.224<.J342ll c .v. 37.2766568 ~ 
SOUR C.f OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSO .01 LSD .05 Utv ISI)R 
!JAY 11 0.1102'1871 o.ol5lt81 1on 
E 292 2. J5289'l97 o. 0·)7')'104 79:1 0.06llt89075lt J .0466761217 25 
'l.F <; l 'l•JAL 292 2.05289997 0.')070~)4793 
CDP'< F( TE:'J TOT ~L 303 2.223l'ildo8 0.0073372894 
T~ S TS SOJQCE OF SUM nF SQU~PE:S MEA~' <;QUARE F V \LJO: PROB > F 
NIJ'-'E:P !. T!11"'i: DAY .ll .l1Jh871 C.')l54817013 2.2r.?oo 0.0144 
CENfl'l !Nr \"Q: ;:: 292 2.~'>28'1997 o. 007·)304793 
1--' 
.1:> 
1.0 
A'lALYS!S JF 'lo'<l~'<CE FOOl. V~~IABLE GKDUNG MEA"' J. 22 :>52<>316 c.v. 
SJHC~' DF SU"' OF SQUARES MEAt\ SQUARE 
~AY 11 0. 87718954 0.079799 0487 
E 292 3. 22512625 o. 0110449529 
RES! CllJAL 292 3.22512625 0.0110449529 
CnRRECTED TOTAl 303 4.10291579 0.0135409762 
TFSTS S 'JUtl CE uF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
NUME'R AT OR: DAY 11 0.87778954 0.0797~90487 
DE"iC'f"!NATOR: E 292 3.22512625 o.otl0449529 
A'JAL YS IS JF V~PIANCF FOK V~i:I.IARLE GCAuUNG MEAN o. tlll25657 89 c. v. 
SOLJPCE OF Sll"! OF SQUARES "4EAN SQUARE 
DAY ll 2.2912288 0.208293532 
E 292 13.0737698 o. 044 77 3184 
R !'S l L)U Al 292 13.0737698 0.')44 773184 
C.JR;;i:CT~~ TOTAl 303 15.3649987 0.050709567 
TFSTS so:J~>Cf OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
NU"'EP AT OR: DAY o. 20829 3532 
OENlMINATOR: E 292 o. 01t4 773184 
47.6')64308 :; 
L50 .Gl 
o. 0770703554 
F VALUE 
7.22493 
23.'H51B14 '( 
LSD .01 
o. 155172408 
F VALUE 
4.65219 
LSD .05 
0.0585038215 
PROS > F 
0.0001 
LSD .05 
0.117190159 
PKOB > F 
O. OJJ 1 
DIVISOR 
25 
DIVISOR 
25 
I-' 
tn 
0 
ST~TIST!CAL Ar-.IILYSIS SYSTE'I 
'lHA l.H[.'~S!H; SET C•1F"'HYS; 
H !t1r=t [)P LH>J :.:!Q i.OC=4 1R LOC=lO J~ L0(=13 nq LOC=l4 'll' LflC=l6 
·~ L 1C=l 1 'W Ll'~=ll I'R l "C=20 OR LOC=Zl OR LOC=22 QR LOC=23 
lk l'il=2R TIH~.I 'iiTf = 'lPRG'; 
II I !lC=? "r, I 'lC,~ r;p LOC=b OR LJC=7 OR LOC=R [)R LOC=':l rw lOC=ll iW LOC=l2 
C:R LrlC=l S ·n t '1C=ltJ OP LOC=2'• OR L0C=25 OR LOC=26 OR LOC=2'7 
If{ L.'l(:in T>it~l SIT~= 'SHPRG•; 
HB 'j·,SHV.\Tl1NS IN DAB SET CHFMSITE 33 VARIABLES 
~ore ~1RT PUT=STTC(.~EM OATA=CHEMSITE; BY SITE DAY; 
PRJ( ANQVA O~TA=SITECHEM; 
CLASSES SITE; M~A~S SITE; 
"100cl ~~LIVE GPLIV~ GKL!VE GCALIVE = SITE; 
pnnL 'f' R!'S!DUAL/SJTE; TEST SITE BY 'F'; 
nAT~ SfT SITFCHf~ 
CL AS Sf<; VII LUES 
Sl rr 
·'~iC '.r:nv~ "~ r A=<;J rcc.Hr.": 
CLA•;c;cs 'ITF; ~cii'~S StTF; 
'·"lD<t ~~~f'f'lln r.I''JcAD GKOfl\0 GCAf)fAO: SITE; 
;>'lflL 'f' RFS!IliiAL/~(Tc; r<:ST SITE BY •c•; 
Vt,LUES 
SITE: 
>'·\:( A 1~1)V~ "~.TA=S!TC:CHE"~; 
(L~SSES SITE; ~c~~5 SIT~; 
'IO•HL ';'W\I'JC GPJl!NG GKDlJNG GCADUNG = SITE; 
PL'Ol 'E' R.>Sii1UAL/SJTI"; TfST SITE BY 'F'; 
VM. iJf ') 
tr<,, S:iPQ 
pc :·•c f..'J(·V~ 0•" A=~ (T ECHE"; 
'.L\SS~~ Sl H: M!:AI«S Sl TE; 
~Oii~L G\10R'I GPGP': r.Kr;~r~ GCAGRN = SITE; 
;>''ll •r:• ~FSlfJIJAL/'JT!'; TfST SITE BY 'f'; 
Clf S sc S VAL II': S 
S l T <: LP:"J·~~ )HPR 
151 
A"'IILYSfS JF VA'!. I I<NC" F':'~ VARIABLE GfllLIVE MEAN 1.66596059 c 0 v 0 31.3493479 ~ 
S::J'J~ Ct: OF SUM OF <;OUARES MEAI'i SQUAP!: LSD o01 LSD .05 DIVlSJR 
SITE 1.1587968 1.15879680 
E 201 54.8254909 0.27276364 0.190179110 0.144205928 102 
RESIDUAL 201 54.8254909 0.27276364 
CORRECTED TOTAL 202 55.9842877 o. 2 7114994 
TESTS SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F 
fllU~ERATOR: SITF 1 1.1587968 1.15879680 4.24836 o. 03 81 
OENOM fNATOR: E 201 54.8254909 o. 27276364 
11'111\tYSIS Uf 1/ ~f'l! A NC E FCR VA~ I ABLE GPLIVE MEAN 'lo108620690 c. v. 43.5735262 
" SOUIICF OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSD .01 LSD .05 OIV IS OR 
SITF 1 0.007950460 0.00795045977 
r 201 0.450263333 o. 002240116 J9 J. 0172341389 0 .o 13068UZl 102 
R<'S I :-)UAL 201 0.450263333 0.00224011609 
..... ~ :·'~tJ ::. !:L T :-: n T ~·~ 1\ !___ 202 0.4582Li7'Jj 0.00.2i.6ts3tbll 
TESTS SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB>·f 
NUMERATOR: SI TF 1 0.007950460 o. 0079504 5977 3.54913 0.0517 
OE!IlOM!NATQR: E 201 o. 450263333 0.00224011609 
1-' 
U1 
N 
ANALYSIS JF VA:{ I ANC~ FO~ VA~ I ABLE GKLI VE f'IEAN 1.36497S37 c. v. 29.8905932 ~ 
S'JJRCF OF SUM OF SQUARES ME~t-. SQUARE LS 0 • 01 -LSD .05 DIVISJR 
S!T'O 0.0623364 0.062336441 
'= 201 33. 45'11 384 0.166463375 o. 148569286 0.112654686 102 
P.ES I OUAL 201 33.4591384 0.166463375 
CORR~CTEO T C'T AL 202 33.5214749 0.165947895 
TFSTS SOURCE OF S 1Jio1 OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE P-ROS > F 
NUMEP.ATClll.: SIF 0.0623364 0.062336441 o. 37448 0.5485 
OFt,OMINATOR: E 201 33.4591384 0.1664633 75 
ANAL VS IS OF '/AR I ANCE FOil. VAll. I ABLE G~ AU VE MEAN o. 540247525 c. v. 31.0197492 
' 
SOU"CE OF SUJIII 1F SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSD .01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
!> 1 r c: 1 0.29902532 0.299025320 
E 200 7.99986230 o. 039999312 0,0731906891 o. 0554969087 101 
R C:S I DUAL 200 7.999d6230 0.039999ll2 
COil.R.E(. T"'iJ TOTAL 2•)1 8. 29888 762 0. 04128 7998 
TI7STS SOUPCE- OF SU~ OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROS > F 
NUMER HOR: SIT~ 0.299:l2532 0.299025320 7.47576 O.OOb9 
DENOMINATOR: E 200 7.99986230 o. 039999312 
ANAl YS!S OF VAR~t.'IC~ t:~P V t_') I 1\!ll E G'i JE.A1 :O~E .~"I J. 91 'l<; 710 l'• c. v. 32.1090965 ~ 
SO:J~ Cc [)f SUM 'JF S~.tUA'<ES ~\fAN SJUA'<[ LSD • () 1 LSD .OS r:>IVISOP 
SIT" 1.7<+02243 t. 74322432 
E 3ft3 28.8974354 0.08424908 0.0808370113 0.0613851134 113 
RESIOUI\L 31.3 28.8974354 o. 08424908 
Cl~° FCTED TJTAL 344 30.6376597 0.089Jt-29l; 
TESTS sour.cE OF SUM OF S~UARES MEA!\ SiJUAkE F- VALUF PROS > F 
1.7402243 l. 74022432 10.65571 0.0001 
Of!IIOMYNATQP: F. 343 28.8974354 0.08424908 
A'lALYSIS OF VARI &.NCC FCi< VARIAi3LF GPDEAD· MEAN 0.044't76744l c .v. 49.4854979 t 
S:l.J<Cf OF SUM IJF SQUARES MEAN SOU AilE LSD .01 LSD .o; DIVISOR 
srrc 1 0.012634250 0.0126342501 
!:' 3lt2 o. 1656 71564 o. 00048441 '18 ).00614758208 0.00466825813 172 
RESIOIJAL 342 IJ.l656 71564 0.0004844198 
CJ"~ECT"•l T''T AL 343 0.173~05!!14 o. 0105198420 
TESTS DF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUAPF F VALUE PROB > F 
NUMERATOQ: S l TE 0.012634250 0.0126342501 26.:18120 O. OJ H 
DE NOM IN HOR: E 342 0.165671564 0.0004844198 
A'l \L Y-o, [:; elF VA·< H'<C" f-'''"' II.~~ I ABLE G.<Di:Ail MEA 'I o. 25 ll '>llro3 c. v. 6'1.':17ol636 
' 
~ •. JJ~· c~ OF s lJ'I 'JF SQ\Jt.Rf: S Mf:'AN SQUAi'-E LSD .:n LSD .o:. DIVISOR 
SIr,- 1 0.3702624 o. 37026 2 360 
E 342 10.7909458 0.031552473 0.049614&828 0.037&756564 112 
R'") l DUAl 342 1 o. 7909458 0.031552473 
CfJRREC T~O TOTAL 343 11. U>l208l 0.03253lJ965 
TESTS SOIJ::> CE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SIJUfiRE F VALUE PROB > F 
NUMEP AT'1" : SIT': 0.37J2624 o. 37:>262360 11.7H81 0.0010 
D"=NOMINIITOR: E 342 10.7909458 o. 031552473 
A'IALYS!S OF V~RI ~NCE FOCI VAPIABLE GCAOE AD ME A'! ) • 4721; 45349 c .v. 32.3303113 t 
SOUPCF OF SUM OF SWUA RES MEA"l Si.lUAPE LSD • 01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
S! fc 0.40'H2536 0.409725362 
342 7.9>3576737 o. 02335 0191 0.04.26814146 o. 0324107744 172 
RoSIOUAL 342 7.9.~)7t737 ). ')2J:l50197 
(."1R~f'(Tt:[' T')T .~ t 343 s. l"~'' ~273 0. ''144 76655 
TESTe; SOUPCE OF SUM OF SQUAR!' S Mt '.r. ;,JIJAOt: F VALUE PROB > F 
NIJMFRATOR: SITE 0.4097 2 536 o. 4C9 72 ':>3o2 17.54698 0.0001 
OE NCM IN AT 0 R: E 342 7.98576137 o.-::;ns:Jt47 
!--" 
U1 
U1 
Ah.\'.YS!S JF v:.o ~ t\"~C:: Fr~ V !J.P l 1\ BL E G'iDUNG "'EA'~ 1.(j0468525 c. v. 1'5.9160032 t 
s~~'J~ CJ: DF SJ~ OF SQJARES 'l ~A '4 S:;)UA~E LStt • ~ 1 ~ su • ']j OIVIS(lR 
s 1 T" 1 0.1230')01 0.1.23•)00123 
E 303 25.0040209 0.082521521 C'. 0851352215 a. 0646315217 153 
RE~I'lUAL 3()3 25. 0040209 o. 082521521 
CJ~R.EC TEO TJ T t,L 304 25.1270210 0.)82654674 
TESTS S~IPCE OF SuM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUAK~' F VAL U!: PR0'1 > F 
NUM ER AT QR: 1 o.L23~~Jl 0.123'JO:Hd 1.49052 0.2237 
OENOM !NAT OR: E 303 2 5. J040209 ".0825?1521 
A~U YS IS OF VAF!t.NU f'1P V /lC: l a RL E GPOUNG MEAN :i.N4'734?L c • v. 3d. ·0346791:3 % 
SJLHCE' JF SUi'! OF Sl.lut.RtS ., ':A~. S.IUARE LSD .o 1 LSD • 05 DIVISOR 
S!TF 1 0.01276497 o. :H27<.49656 
E' 302 2.210to3372 o.oo73193lo9 o.02543Sb365 0.0193119384 152 
qESli1UAL 302 2.21043372 0.0073l'J3169 
(nR.'<ECT 10 J TQT ~l 3)3 2.22310Rt.fl ;;.1)07337 Zd'Ht 
F >ALUE PROB > f 
J.J127&497 O.Jl276to96~6 1.7-.401 0.1844 
f)ENO~ IN ATn~: " 302 2.21043372 O.JJ73193!69 
il.lllhl_ YSIS :'F v.\~'.I ,~~Jc:: 1-~R V MI. !ABLE GKOUI,(; ME A'~ 0.220526316 c. v. 52.7404876 
' 
Sr:JIPU l)f SlJ'I OF SQIJA fiE S ~F.~\ S :J UAR E LSD .01 LSIJ .os DIVISO.:C 
SIT<= l ), :>1768997 0.0176899660 
E 302 4.08522 582 0.0135272378 0.0345833396 0.0262539871 152 
RES I Dti.\L 3 )2 4. o a 52 2 5tl2 n.C135272378 
CO'l R ':'C TE' ., TtlT 4L 303 4.1)291579 o. 013540Q762 
1F SUM OF SOUil.RFS MEAt\ SUUARf F II Al U~' . PROB > F 
o. 01 7&d997 o. •)l 76899660 0.2523 
302 4,08522582 0.0135272378 
AN4lYSIS JF Vi\Rl:I.NC': _coc 'J/l,R.l Af\l F GC ·\OU"lG 'IF AN c • v. 2 5. 54'17563 ' 
S"ucrc ~F MEAN S,jUAF E LSU .01 LSD .OS Div;.:;cro 
S!E 0,Jl9121J 0.00~1209973 
E 31)2 
RESIIlU4t 302 15.35~8777 0.050d47~771 
COD D I'( ri':D T'lT Al YH 15.3649987 J.0~J709~666 
TESTS SOUP C E OF SUM QF SQUARES 'IE\~ SQUARE F VALUE PROS > f' 
NIJMfR ATO~:: srr= O.OJ'.d.2l0 o. 0091239973 o.l793a o.o759 
DE~0"1 INAT'JR: E 3')2 1!>.3"5~l777 O. f''iC8<+ 7,:771 1-'· lJ1 
-J 
A;i~LYSIS C•F Vf:.'lANC" !'C< VII" IABLE GNGRN MEAN 1.09066092 :. • v. 29. 7152605 
' 
<;·'1!1~ CE DF 5 ,, ·~ OF SQJARES ~EA\1 SJu,q: LSD .01 LSD • 05 DIVISOR 
SIT': 2.1982 575 2.19525747 
E 346 36.3424905 0.10503610 o. ')899962187 0.0683416128 111t 
Q~sr:·t~L 346 36. 3424905 0.10503610 
:::Jq~r:: TEJ TOT Ill 347 3 8, 5407 1tB 0 0.11106844 
TESTS SIJURCE Of SU~ IJF SUUAR~S ~EAN SQUARE 1- VALUE PROB > F 
NUME~ATOR: SITE 1 2.1982575 2.19il2 57t.7 20.92859 O.OJJ 1 
DENOMINATOR: E 346 36.3424905 1).10503610 
AN4lVS!S JF Vf,P I tNCc: FQR V ~Q !IIBL <: GPGRN MEAN 0.0686781609 c. v. 1>8. 9~&71>26 '1: 
SJU·C': OF SU"' 'JF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE LSD .01 LSD .05 DIVISOR 
S JF 0.014382271 0.0143822715 
r 346 o. 716·)09083 0.0022428026 0.0131507404 0.00998645276 174 
:..:::c~J~.~'"L 346 J. 776·] J968 3 0.0022428026 
("1<0 C:C TEO T :TAl 347 o. 790391954 o. ')02277 7fl66 
TESTS S::''hC>· Of SUM Of SQUARES MEA~ SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F 
NUMEI:!ATQQ: 1 0.014382271 0.0143822715 6.~1263 o.Jll4 
DENOMINATOR: c: 346 0.776009683 0.0022428026 
A"'~LYS!S JF VAP!~NCE rcc: VARIABL~ GK.GRN ~EA"l 0. 21 10 34483 c. v. 29.0076665 
' 
S'JlJPCE GF SUM <JF SQUARES MEA~; SQUARE LSD .Jl LSD .05 DIVISOR 
SlT1:' 1 o. 000•)0219 0.00000218938 
E 346 l. 29662 540 0.00374747225 0.0169990323 0.0129087828 17. 
RES r DUAL 346 1. 29662 540 o. 00374 74 7225 
CORRECTED TOTAL 347 l.l_9662 759 o. 0031366 7892 
TESTS SOuRCE Of SUM OF SQUARES . MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F 
NUMEP ATOR: SITE 1 o.ooooo219 o.ooooo218938 0.00058 0.9788 
OENOM INATOR: E 346 1.29662540 0.00374747225 
AIIIALYSIS OF VARI ~NCE FOR VARIABLE GCAGRN MEAN 0.569712644 c .v. 38.2494149 :1: 
S!JJ~CE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEI\N SQUARE LSD .01 L SO • 05 DIVISOR 
SIE 1 0.3407772 0.340777177 
E 346 16.4299941 o. 04748 50.32 0.0605111867 :>.0459511876 174 
RESIDUAL 346 16.4299941 0.047485532 
UiRIIEC TFD TOT Ill 347 16.7707713 o. 04833 0753 
TESTS SOURCE OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F VALUE PROB > F 
NUMERATOR: SITE 1 0.3407772 o. 340777177 7.17644 O.Oll17 
OENCM IN ATOR: F 346 16.429994i 0.047485532 
1--' 
1.11 
w 
APPENDIX U 
COMPUTER CARD INPUT, PROCEDURES AND ANALYSES FOR 
FIBER COMPONENTS OF DUNG DEGRADATION 
160 
STAT'ST!C~I A 'i ~ l Y 5 I S SYST~'1 
C'!MMFNT 
TH 0 W\ TEPSHF1 DlHG O':GRAOATJON IS ARRANG"D SLIGHTLY DIFFfRE\IT THAN 
ri 1 1AT ~PP~\R~ !'J ~HE INPUT STATE'IENT 
OAT 15 NOT Trl 0 OATF BUT REFERS TO THE NUMBER JF DAYS AFTEP DEPOSITIJN 
Sfl'lf>LI=S WF.RF COLlECTED C'N DAY O, 30, bO, tz:> AND 240 
~NVEL lPE 'WMBi:f< R"'lf.INS IN C::1L 3)-33 AS ~NVNC' 
LDf~:l lN 'H1FS 'WT Dfft:R T'J A TUBE BUT THF NU,.·BER. GIVEN THE PILE 
~II. -!TrifP J',>''rP"'HI mJ t:(fMA!r;S Tc-IE SAMr AS LISTED FOR ADF AND OM DATA; 
TITU ''1'11\TFRSHED 1U~G OFGRAOAT[ON 1976'; 
:HTA DUAi1; 1\IPUT '·lRFf = 2 
161 
NA'~i' S 1-5 yQ 7-8 OAT 10-12 LOC 14-15 TRANS 17 CD 19 TYPE S n MATR $ 23-26 
pt:p ?8 "NVNr J0-33 XBLENO s 35-37 XBLEWT 39-41 2 XSAMPWT 45-47 2 
SAMN~TWT ~1-51 2 TrTORYWT 55-57 2 HNDCALDM 61-66 4 
CD? Ul 19 rNVNOZ #2 30-33 XRBLNO •2 $ 35-37 BEAKNO N2 $ 39-41 
rn~~T #2 43-46 4 TAkSPLWT MZ 48-51 4 XRHLORWT N2 53-58 4 
XRRLA9F #2 ti0-65 4 XRBLAOLR t2 67-72 4 XRBLASH #2 74-79 4; 
[r: ~tTf< ='DU!IJG' TH~N MATR = 'OUAD'; 
!F SA~NET~T C 0.1 TH~N SA'1NETWT = XSAMP~T- XRLEWT; 
IF s:.MNEToiT > 0.? THFN SAMNETWT = SA-'1NEHIT; 
-1~P = DIV! ( T'JTf.lRYWT-X!'llt,.JTI ,SAMNETWTI; 
TIJW = (T~1SDLI'IT- J,\QWTl * D'1P; 
.\DFP = DIVI(X~I'llt.DF-XRRLJRWTl,TDW); 
.\')LP = Olv((n9L4DF-XRBLAOLR),T(IW); 
rau' = r:JIV!!XP.EJLADLQ.-XPfllASHI,TDWl; 
.~'lF = I X;I.3U\JF - XRBLDRWT); 
A'1L = (XP.3LADf- XRBLADLRI; 
r." L L = (X P.ll LAD I R - X R Rl ASH I; 
'l'<Y'•l = ITARSPLWT - TM>WT); 
IF T[j" ,--, 0 TriEN TOW '11 SSITDWI; 
Ir A•'f ,) 0 T'1EN IIOF = ''ISSIADF); 
If- A'1l ,) 0 HH; ADL = f'ISS!AQU; 
I~ C0 ll ,> J THf'N CFLL I'.ISSCCELLI; 
IF flDYWT ,) J THt~ ORYWT = MISSIDRY~TI; 
:111T P:JT; ~~r. 'JS 
6~ JBSb~VAT!,N5 IN DATA SET DUAD 35 VARIA IiLES 
Pl'nC SORT 'lUT=DU\IG DIITA=DUAO; HY '1ATR OAT Ei'lVNO REP; 
STATISTICAL AIIJALYSIS 
PPOC ANOV~ OhT~=f)IJNG; CLASSES .JAT; 
MOilfl J"'P AOfr A'll" C"LLP = llt.T; 
"~'ANS :ltTIREP; 
Pf'1J1 'fRRnR• RFSIDUAL/DAT; 
TfST DH IJY 'ERR[lP'; 
DATA 5fT !1JIIJG 
C. LAS SF. S 
OAT 
RFP 
VALlES 
0 30 60 120 lBJ 240 
, 
L 
SYSTEM 
Pt(iJC SLW T OUT=DUW-; Dfl TA=DIJAO: BY MATR OAT ENIINO REP; 
Pri(i( MfA'JS OUT=O'JNX DATA=OUNG: BY MATR OAT F.NV"lO; 
VA~ 0~~ AOFP 1\f)LP rELLP; 
PRCJC PR! 'jf DA TA=JUNX: BY MATR; I D OAT ENVNO; 
VAll OMP A(lFP AJLP CELLP; 
PQOC MEANS OUT=DUDA OATA=DUNG; BY MATR OAT; 
VAR QM> AQ<:3 AOLP ~~LLP; 
PRilC PR!'IT fl~TA=lJIJDI\; BY MATR; 10 OAT; 
VAR DMP AOFP ACJLP CELLP; 
162 
A'i\I_YSIS 'lF VAPIA~C<: FC:" VMnABLE 0'4>' 0.943484848 c. v. 0.792074183 ,; 
DF SU~ OF SQJARES LSJ .Jl LSD .05 DIVlSO~ 
5 0.0229~76~15 C.J0459953030 
60 0.0033508333 O.OOOJ5584722 O.OJ847708806 ).00637402758 11 
DC<)Ji;JAL 60 0.0033508333 0.00005584722 
C:H.REl. T!"O TJTAL 65 o.~2634d4B4B J.ooo4J536131 
~:::s TS OF su~ ~F S~UARES ~EMJ SQUARE F VALUE PROS > F 
5 0.0229970515 0.00459953030 82.35916 O.OJOl 
0.00335)8333 0.00005584722 
MEA'. ].~12110359 c • v. 7.03378407 ~ 
S )LJ'~CF JF SUM or. SOUAR.r<; .... ~ <\"' SOU APE LSD .01 L50 .05 DIVISLIR 
OAT 5 0.073&1785..; :; • J l't 7 2 3 5 7l 7 
1>0 1). 07""8496)'1 ::J.O:H2974935 J. J4086 00233 0.')3.)7231545 11 
r; E <;I [)I I ~ L 6') O.')Tfo4'•'JJ9 O.J012974935 
b5 ·).151467'.68 J. 0023 30 2687 
T'"STS OF 'SU"1 OF SCUIIRE S ~'C:AN SOUI\Pf F VALUE PROB > F 
5 J.07361785b O.Ol47Z35717 ll. 34 710 o. 0) ::J l 
bO ).077849609 0.")12974935 
A .. ALVSIS :J F V liP I~ NCE FOR VARIABLE ADLP 
<;JURCE 
OAT 
ERRQ'l. 
RES FlUAL 
CORRECTED TOTAL 
S OIJ R CE 
NUMERATOR: 01\T 
A'IAL YS IS OF VAR lANCE FO~ VARIABLE CELLP 
SOJ~Cf 
o•T .. 
C::RRrJR 
QESTCJUAL 
CORf!EC TECJ TOT ~L 
T<:STS SJURCE 
NUMERATOR: OH 
OENOMINATOR: EQRJR 
MEA"' 0.195941257 c. v. 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUARE 
5 0.0187096054 0.00374192108 
60 0.0337643552 0.00056273925 
60 0.0337643552 0.00056273925 
6.5 o .. 05?4139607 0.00080729110 
OF SUM OF SQUARES MEAN SQUAP E 
5 
60 
OF 
5 
60 
60 
65 
o.aiB7096054 o.oo374192108 
0.0337643552 0.0005627392.5 
MEAN (1. 203962855 c. v. 
SJM OF SQUARES 'lEAN SQUARE 
0.0207615572 0.004152 31144 
(). 028666445 5 o. 0004 7 777409 
0.02866f>lt455 0.00047771409 
0.0494280026 0.00076043081 
OF S U'l JF SQUARES 
5 0.1207615572 0.0~415231144 
oO 0.0286664455 0.00047777409 
12.1067539 !t 
LSD .01 LSD .05 Dli/ISOR 
0.0269091241 0.0202332996 11 
F VALUE PRCI:\ > f-
6.64948 o. 0001 
10.7166788 t 
LSD • 01 LSO .OS DIV!SJR 
o. 0247946054 J. 'H tl643 J7 Ul ll 
F VALU~ PROB > F 
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